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INTRODUCTION 

I remember falling off my horse and crawling to the house 
along the surface of the sand arena. I had tried to stand but the 
pain was too much and I knew that I had to go straight to the 
hospital to get my lower back checked out.  

In the hospital and the days that followed, I focussed on my 
recovery, but I was paralysed with fear at the thought of riding 
again.  

I was scared my stallion would buck me off again.  

I was scared I would be out of control and that I would get 
hurt.  

I also understood I wasn’t going to progress in my riding 
until I got over the fear and returned to being the focussed and 
confident leader my horse needed.  

Welcome to Fearless Riding.  

I am so happy and excited that you are here and taken the 
first step to transforming your riding and breaking through your 
fears. Congratulations! 

I felt compelled to write this book after I saw a recurring 
pattern emerging from coaching many of my riding clients. 
They were allowing fear to hold them back from all the great 
and wonderful things about riding.  

When it comes down to it, almost all of our riding challenges 
come from fear. Sometimes these are known spoken fears such 
as the fear of cantering or riding in open spaces. However, I 
also identified a number of unspoken unknown fears.  
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These are deep seeded fears in the unconscious brain that are 
seemingly unknown to the rider and hence are ‘unspoken’. A 
fear of not being good enough. A fear of being judged and a fear 
of not being accepted are all examples of these kinds of fears. 

Whether the fears are spoken or unspoken, solutions to these 
are hard to find. And it is for that reason I wrote this book. To 
take you through a proven system I have used with my clients. 
Moving you through your fear and providing the solutions you 
need to breakthrough and become the confident, calm and 
composed rider you wish to be.  

I know what it’s like to feel fear.  

I have faced and overcome a lot of fears in my own riding.  

I have been bucked off and broken two bones in my back.  

I have come last in competitions and been told to give up 
and take up knitting instead.  

I have been eliminated, embarrassed and had obstacle after 
obstacle thrown in my way.  

Nothing was ever going to stop me from reaching my goal to 
compete Grand Prix so out of necessity I learnt how to 
overcome my fears the hard way so I can be the rider I am 
today.  

I want to save you the dramas, tears and pain that I had to go 
through to achieve my goal, and give you the system I have 
developed to help you overcome your fears and ultimately have 
the riding you dream of. 
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In order for this book to be successful for you it will require 

you to do some work. Most of you have probably heard the 
phrase “nothing worth having comes free”, and so it should 
come as no surprise that anything you get without working hard 
for is not appreciated as much as when you work for it.  

So say these words out loud now: “I agree to work for my 
results”. Some people have a negative connotation to the word 
‘work’, so from now on I will call it ‘home play’ instead of 
‘home work’. At the end of each chapter there is a summary of 
what was covered in that chapter and exercises for you to use as 
home play to complete in your own time.  

 There is no other way to overcome fear without confronting 
who you really are and what you are really afraid of. There will 
be times in this book when the content and exercises really do 
challenge you.  

I know you are ready though and I know you can do it. Trust 
that many people have gone on to move through their fears and 
claim the riding and life they want using my system. And you 
can to. 

I could have written a feel-good book that will make you 
comfortable and keep you in your comfort zone but it won't 
change anything in your journey to overcoming your fear in 
riding.  

I am telling you now that I write this book with complete 
love and determination to give you everything you need to 
change your riding. For that to happen you will need to dig 
deep and get to the root cause of why you do what you do and 
why you are the way you are. 
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It's interesting to note that 99% of people can't handle this 
kind of conversation because it focuses on you. This book 
focuses on you owning your fear not looking to the external to 
blame the horse, weather or the usual excuses.  

This is about taking ownership and saying, “Yes, I'm ready 
to move forward and take responsibility”. If you are one of 
those in the 99% and don't want to get to the bottom of 
understanding you and your fears to change and overcome your 
fear, that’s okay. I suggest giving this book to someone else and 
I wish you best of luck and enjoy having the same riding 
results.  

But I know you picked up this book because you are curious 
about how to make your riding different and are ready to 
change to get the riding results you want. It's okay if you aren't 
sure how you can do it. None of my past clients thought they 
could, but they did! 

This is the point in the book where I need you to pretend you 
have known me for 20 years and you trust me to be your guide. 
I promise if you give your full attention and commit 100% to 
the home-play exercises, your riding will completely transform 
and you will be FearLESS. After I have worked with clients 
they have cantered without fear, entered and competed in 
competitions without fear, performed thousands of trot-canter 
transitions after previously being frozen to do so... and much 
more.  

If they can do it, so can you. 
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My mission in writing this book to help a million riders free 

themselves from fear in their riding. To assist them to let go 
with whatever it is that is holding them back from achieving 
true riding success for them.  

Above all though I hope it helps you.  

I hope that you embrace the ideas, principals and exercises, 
and move in the direction that you dream of in your riding.  

I want to have you laughing, smiling and enjoying riding. 

I trust you are ready to rock and want to get on with it!  

So let’s get into it! 

To Your Success,  

!  
Natasha Althoff 
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SECTION 1 - WHERE 
ARE YOU AND WHERE 
DO YOU WANT TO BE?  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CHAPTER 1

WHY ARE YOU HERE? 

“The first step toward change is awareness. The 
second step is acceptance.” ~ Nathaniel Branden 

I’m guessing you picked up this book because you have 
some kind of fear in your riding.  

The first thing I want you to know is that you are not alone.  

Everyone feels fear.  

From someone who has been bucked off and broken their 
back to a 5 time Olympian, fear is there. Every single person 
has their own fears to overcome.  

Most people I coach come to me and ask me to remove their 
fears. I always ask why they would want me to do that because 
it is actually important to have fear.  
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If you are jumping out of a plane without a parachute, you 
should feel fear. If you are holding a poisonous snake and don’t 
know what you are doing, you should feel fear. If you are lost in 
the snow without a jacket, you should feel fear.  

The answer is not to have your fear removed. The answer is 
to learn how to manage your fear. ‘What?’ I hear you say. I 
know that’s probably not what you wanted to hear... but relax, 
we have the whole book to learn about managing fear.  

For now I just want you to acknowledge and realise that fear 
is a useful thing to have and that every single human feels it.  

I commend you though. You are actually quite extraordinary 
because you are one of the very few people in the world who 
are seeking answers on what to do with fear. Not ignoring fear 
and living with the crippling effects it can have. 

In my coaching I have come across all kinds of fears when it 
comes to riding. This includes the fear of: 

• Winning 

• Losing 

• Getting hurt 

• Being laughed at 

• Losing control 

• Failing 

• Looking silly 

• Falling off 
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• Not being good enough 

• Making a mistake 

• Cantering 

• Competing 

• Warm up arenas 

• Being judged 

• What others think 

• Getting on the horse... 

...and the list goes on. 

What are your fears?  

What scares you and holds you back in your riding?  

I am pretty sure what scares you is on that list in some form 
or another. So take comfort in knowing your fears are the same 
as everyone else’s.  

When did you learn this fear? You were not born with this 
fear, in fact research has confirmed that babies are born with 
only two fears: the fear of loud noises and the fear of falling.  

That’s it. All the other fears we have are learned.  

The good news is, if something is learned it can definitely be 
unlearned. 

The question left to answer is - do you want to change?  
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Change is scary, uncertain and challenging all rolled into the 
one. We as human beings despise chaos in our world and have 
learned to shy away from the unknown and change.  

This solution is NOT to avoid and hide away from the 
change that we need to get the riding results that we want. In 
order to handle our fears and grow in our riding we will have to 
change.  

What path will you chose?  

Take the stories of two of my clients, both needed to change 
and only one had the courage to do so. 

Mary is now 45 years old, married with two kids and has 
always had a love of horses and riding. As a child she couldn’t 
wait for her parents to drive her down to the nearby stables so 
she could go riding on her 15.2 hand mare, Lady.  

Without a care in the world Mary would quickly saddle up 
Lady and canter out the back of the stables into the nearby 
forest where they would weave in and out of the trees.  

The two of them would have hours of fun exploring the 
forest, jumping over fallen trees, trekking through bubbling 
streams.  

Above all though, Mary loved cantering and galloping, 
feeling the wind on her face, seeing the trees whizz by as she 
pretended she was performing a time trial for eventing at the 
world championships.  

As Mary grew older her riding was put on hold. She got 
married, had kids but never lost that love of riding and that love 
of horses. 
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When the kids were old enough to go to school Mary took up 

riding again. She’d looked up the local horse riding school and 
started lessons as she felt a little rusty. It had been a number of 
years since she last rode and something felt different this time 
within her.  

Walking around on the horse was fine, and after a few rides 
the trot felt natural but for some reason she was holding back in 
her canter. She couldn’t quite put her finger on it. At the pit of 
her stomach she got that slightly nauseous feeling which made 
her held back.  

She didn’t know if she had it in her to canter around again.  

That feeling of joy and racing through the forest she’d had as 
a child had now abandoned her. In its place, that wretched 
feeling of nausea in her stomach had been replaced. Uncertainty 
began to fill her mind as to whether or not she could canter 
again and this feeling diminished the love of horse riding that 
had once run through her veins. 

 Hope of cantering around again with those fond memories 
she had as a child through the forest was fading for Mary but 
perhaps fate was on her side.  

One day at the riding club Mary saw an ad on the notice 
board for a seminar that was coming to the riding club in a 
week’s time focusing on fear in riding and overcoming it. Mary 
thought to herself, “great - this is exactly what I need, hopefully 
this presenter will be able to do their thing and remove this silly 
fear I have developed around cantering”. 

At the seminar Mary was surprised to see so many other 
riders there and learnt that some had similar fears to her, 
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whereas others had fears of competitions and many other varied 
areas of their riding.  

During the event Mary was paired with a lovely but rather 
timid lady Ellen, who was actually very much like Mary. Ellen 
had also loved horses and riding since an early age and used to 
love racing her friends at the local pony club. Like Mary, riding 
had been put on hold whilst she had worked, married and had a 
family.  

The two were uncannily familiar however, Ellen had a fear 
of falling off and hurting herself if the horse went too fast. 

Over the duration of the seminar Mary was provided with 
priceless information, strategies and ways to overcome fear in 
her riding and take her riding to the next step closer to her goal 
of cantering in the forest again.  

However during the seminar in the exercise something still 
held her back. It seemed she wasn’t willing to pay the price for 
what she wanted. Mary wasn’t participating with 100% effort  
when using the techniques and methods learnt to move forward 
and embrace uncertainty within her riding. The information she 
had just learnt would work if she just gave it a shot.  

Unfortunately it looked like Mary wanted to keep and hold 
onto certainty more than she wanted to change her fears around 
cantering. Mary said to herself she would give the techniques 
and strategies a go the next time she went riding and see what 
would happen. 
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It’s not hard to guess what happened next when Mary rode.  

Nothing!  

Nothing happened and nothing changed. Whilst Mary wanted 
to change at the surface level she was not prepared to let go of 
certainty and embrace uncertainty using proven techniques and 
strategies that had been used by tens of thousands before her.  

Unfortunately for Mary she could not see this and thought 
that the clinic had been a waste of time because they had not 
been able to get rid of her fears.  

One thing that did develop from the seminar was the 
friendship between Mary and Ellen. The two often caught up 
for morning teas, brought together by their similarities in 
growing up and fears later in life with the horses. 

Mary learnt that Ellen used to go to pony club for years with 
her friends. And a group of them loved to race each other across 
the countryside nearby to the pony club. The group would push 
their horses on to see who could make theirs go the fastest.  

The memories brought a smile back to Ellen’s face the first 
time she recounted this story to Mary. 

It was now about 2 months since the seminar when the two 
had first met and Mary couldn’t help but notice Ellen wore this 
smile more and more over the last couple of catch-ups, even 
though she hadn’t retold this particular story again. As they 
talked, laughed and shared more recent stories Mary learnt that 
Ellen’s riding had taken a turn after the seminar.  

Ellen shared how during the seminar something clicked 
within her. She listened to every word that presenter had said 
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and how much she desperately wanted that feeling back she had 
as a child. She’d do anything for it again.  

“Enough was enough”, Ellen said.  

Ellen worked her way through her fears, embraced 
uncertainty and trusted what was being taught and said to her. It 
was how she put it that Mary remembers the most about the 
conversation that morning.  

Ellen had said, “It was either stay the same, stay in the status 
quo, unhappy about not feeling that freedom I once felt on the 
horse, or embrace uncertainty. Just go for it and have a belief in 
what I learnt that weekend would see me succeed.  

When I was alright with uncertainty that’s when I knew. 
That’s when it clicked. The next time I rode I embraced what 
I’d learnt and I kind of just knew what the result would be this 
time - there was no holding back”.  

Mary sat back and listened to how Ellen was cantering and 
even galloping with some of the other women at her riding club, 
reliving the times of her childhood, laughing away. She 
wondered if this feeling would be possible for her again. 

You have a choice now.  

You can keep riding how you have in the past.  

You can keep the excuses and stay safe in your comfort 
zone.  

You can stay the same and therefore have the same riding 
results.  

Or you can begin to create change now.  
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If you are ready to have different riding results, take this 

journey and do the hard work, I promise you will be the rider  
you want to be and have the results you want. 

The choice is yours. 

 

 

  

CHAPTER SUMMARY 

• Everyone feels fear 

• You are ready to change and overcome your fear - 
you have already taken the first step and picked up 
this book! 

• The more you commit to playing 100% through this 
book and creating change, the better the results you 
will get. 

• Many people have had the same fears you have and 
overcome them - so you can too!
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HOME PLAY 

Commitment statement 

Yes, I completely agree to -  

1. Have an open mind and a willingness to learn. 

2. Be okay with uncertainty and change and love being 
pushed out of my comfort zone. 

3. Bring 100% all the time. 

4. To take responsibility for all my results and all my 
non results. 

5. To ask for help and to always ask questions and 
accept feedback in order to help me improve. 

6. To commit to CANI (Constant And Never-ending 
Improvement) . 

7. Participate in this journey with total passion and 
intensity, committed to experiencing it with fun, 
outrageousness and energy. 

8. Being okay with making mistakes. 

9. Take responsibility for my emotional state. 

10.To keep turning up and get going when it gets hard. 

11.To always, always, always give my best to 
everything!! 

Signature:      Date:   
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ADDITIONAL INSIGHT AND 

INSPIRATION 

CHANGE 

“When we are no longer able to change a situation, we are 
challenged to change ourselves.”  

~Victor Frankl 

“The only difference between a rut and a grave is their 
dimensions.”  

~Ellen Glasgow 

“You can avoid having ulcers by adapting to the situation: If 
you fall in the mud puddle, check your pockets for fish.” 

~Author Unknown 

“If nothing ever changed, there'd be no butterflies.”  

~Author Unknown 
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“God grant me the serenity to accept the people I cannot 
change, the courage to change the one I can, and the wisdom to 

know it's me.”  

~Author Unknown 

“Things do not change; we change.”  

~Henry David Thoreau 

“Our only security is our ability to change.”  

~John Lilly 

“The secret of change is to focus all of your energy, not on 
fighting the old, but on building the new.” 

~ Socrates 

“I can’t change the direction of the wind, but I can adjust my 
sails to always reach my destination.” 

~ Jimmy Dean  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CHAPTER 2

VISION 

“The first step toward creating an improved future is 
developing the ability to envision it. VISION will ignite the 
fire of passion that fuels our commitment to do WHATEVER 
IT TAKES to achieve excellence. Only VISION allows us to 
transform dreams of greatness into the reality of 
achievement through human action. VISION has no 
boundaries and knows no limits. Our VISION is what we 
become in life.” ~ Tony Dungy 

When coaching riders to overcome their fear the first thing I 
get them clear on is: 

What is their vision?  

What are they aiming for?  
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I know a lot of riders can say they want riding with no fear 
or nerves. Or they want their riding to be better, but what does 
this look like?  

The end goal needs to be clear and measurable so we know 
when it has been achieved. 

Most riders are very good at talking about what they don't 
want. For example, ‘I don’t want to fall off my horse’, ‘I don’t 
want to come last at the competition’ to name a few.  

Unfortunately, they don’t have much practice about talking 
about what they do want. If you aren’t clear or sure about what 
you do want, how can you get the outcome or result you are 
looking for? 

In simplistic terms, our brain can be thought of to have two 
parts to it: a conscious and unconscious brain. Studies have 
shown time and time again that the unconscious part of the 
brain can’t tell the difference between what is real and what is 
imagined. This is extremely powerful and top athletes use this 
to their advantage by using visualisation techniques. 

You can use the power of your unconscious mind just as well 
to overcome your fears. By creating a clear picture of what you 
want, the unconscious brain can go to work on making it your 
reality. 

In riders that experience fear, the unconscious brain is active 
but has a very clear picture about what they don't want to 
happen.  

The riders show themselves clear images of falling off their 
horse, getting hurt or a misbehaving horse.  
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In doing so, their unconscious mind looks to assist them in 

creating these images they are constantly showing themselves.  

The power of the unconscious mind is that it does not know 
the difference between positive or negative images. It will bring 
to life whatever you constantly tell it to through images and self 
talk from the conscious mind. 

In my work with riders, by giving them this one exercise on 
getting clarity on the riding they want to have, it can completely 
transform how they experience their riding.  

Your ability to be able to create a vision for your dream 
riding depends sometimes on your metaprograms. 

One of your metaprograms is that you are either a big picture 
or a small picture person.  

Big picture people are said to have their heads in the clouds 
and essentially think of the big picture when related to visions.  

Small picture people are those that are detail specific 
orientated and generally find it challenging to visualise and 
create a vision on how they want their riding to be.  

There is also another metaprogram on how you like to 
process information. You can be visual, kinaesthetic, auditory 
or auditory-digital.  

Auditory digital people can also find it challenging to create 
visualisations because the analytical and logical brain says, “I 
can’t have that vision” or “that can't happen for me”.  
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If you are either a small picture or an auditory digital person, 
don’t worry, I’ve worked with many before and had outstanding 
results. 

The first thing you need to do when developing a vision is to 
suspend reality for a moment. This is done by believing that 
your riding could be exactly how you wanted it to be.  

I always ask the question: 

If I was a fairy god mother and I could make your riding 
exactly the way you wanted it by waving my wand, how would 
you want it?  

Now obviously I'm not a fairy god mother and have no 
magic wand - so that’s not possible. But pretend as if it were 
possible.  

How would you decide you want your riding to be?  

If the logical part of your brain is saying “I can’t do that, I’m 
not willing to suspend reality”, remind yourself you are in the 
land of possibility where anything is possible.  

If you have read up to this point in the book you have agreed 
to change. You've agreed to believe that if you want your riding 
to be different you're going to do things differently.  

There is the famous quote from Albert Einstein that says, 
“The definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and 
over again and expecting a different result”. 

Some people say they can't visualise. They say they find it 
impossible to pretend that their riding can be exactly how they 
want because they can't visualise what they want.  
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If this is you I want you in a moment to close your eyes and 

tell me what your car looks like.  

The minute you can start telling me what your car looks like 
I stop you and say okay, you can visualise.  

The very fact that you can tell me what your car looks like 
without looking at it lets me know you can recall a picture in 
your mind. If you can do that with your car you can also do it 
with your riding. 

The fact that you initially said you can’t visualise is firstly a 
handy excuse not to change. If you are reading this book saying 
“that’s great but I can't do it”, then I immediately ask you what 
benefit are you getting by holding onto that belief?  

What do you get by saying that you can’t create your dream 
riding?  

CREATING YOUR PERFECT RIDING VISION 

 Exercise Time! Let’s get started on creating your perfect 
vision of your riding in this 3 step process.  

STEP ONE to creating a perfect and wonderful vision for 
your riding is giving yourself permission to suspend reality and 
allowing yourself to believe that it could be possible for you.  

It is believing that you can have any result you want, even if 
what you really want is to ride at Grand Prix level.  

I know this first stage can be really challenging and that’s 
why a lot of people give up at this point. 
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It’s so important to have this vision because you are telling 
your unconscious mind that it is possible for you.  

The unconscious cannot tell the difference between real and 
imagined. If you imagine something bad happening all the time, 
this fear will be brought to life and it will come true for you. In 
your mind it is real and it already happened. 

It is not the unconscious minds job to figure out what you 
want. It seeks out and gives you what you consciously think 
about all the time.  

Therefore you need to start spending more time thinking 
about how you want your riding to be.  

The sooner you imagine your riding to have the perfect 
outcome for you, making it clear, exciting and colourful, the 
sooner your riding results will change. 

Perhaps one of the biggest geniuses of suspending reality or 
using, applying and following through with imagination was 
Walt Disney.  

Throughout his life he was able to use the incredible power 
of his imagination combined with an unshakeable persistence 
and belief in his vision over and over again. Walt was really 
quite extraordinary in his ability to take something that only 
existed in his mind and transform this into a physical existence 
that millions of people could experience in a positive way.  

In 1941 Disney made the statement “for the near future I can 
practically promise a 3-D effect in our moving characters. This 
is a promise for the next years”.  

And this statement became true decades later. 
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Perhaps one of his biggest feats of imagination becoming 

reality was Walt’s vision of a place where children and parents 
could have fun together.  

The more Walt dreamed of this magical park the more 
imaginative and elaborate it became. Originally the size of the 
park would be located on 8 acres next to the Burbank studios 
where his employees and families could go to relax.  

Plans for the park were to go on hold during World War II. It 
was during the war time that Walt had the time to come up with 
new ideas and creations for his magical park and it was soon 
clear that he would need significantly more space. Walt 
conceived in his mind ideas that he needed space to build 
rivers, waterfalls and mountains.  

At the park he would have flying elephants, giant teacups, 
fairy-tale castles, moon rockets and a scenic railway. All of 
these things would be inside his magical park that he would call 
Disneyland. 

The imagination of Walt was really amazing. He had an 
unwavering belief in his imagination to follow through and 
never let people tell him it was not possible.  

Did his imagination bring joy to people across the world?  

Well, in the year of his death in 1966, it was estimated that 
240 million people watched a Disney movie worldwide, 100 
million people watched a Disney television show weekly, 80 
million read a Disney book or magazine and in 1968, 10 million 
people went through the gates to Disneyland in California. 
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STEP TWO to creating your vision is to make it as detailed 
as possible.  

Don’t just say, “if I could suspend reality I wouldn’t have   
fear in my riding and I’ll ride my horse really well”.  

Or: 

“I would want okay riding”. 

“I want good riding”. 

“I would just want to ride happily”.  

These lack all the detail that is required for you to get your 
riding goals.  

It's like saying that you want a car for Christmas and me 
then purchasing you a toy car for Christmas.  

Was this the car that you wanted?  

In your head you may have been thinking you want the next 
Porsche convertible in silver with steel hubcaps that can go 
from 0 to 100km/h in 3 seconds.  

As you were not specific and just said you wanted a car, you 
are now getting a matchbox toy car rather than the Porsche that 
you wanted.  

The same thinking needs to be applied with your riding. 

Saying you want ‘good riding’ is very vague and it's not 
going to compel you to do anything. How does one strive to 
have good riding? I don't even know what ‘good riding’ is to 
give it to you.  
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Write your vision in such detail that a five year old could 

read, understand and follow your instructions. 

It’s an interesting concept being very specific about your 
vision and what you want. I learnt this lesson at a young age 
and it has helped me be very specific about every detail in my 
life.  

I was 6 years old and Christmas was fast approaching. All I 
wanted this Christmas was a bike. I had been watching and 
studying for months with keen interest my friends bikes and the 
other kids around the neighbourhood riding their bikes around 
the streets where I lived.  

I’d see people riding bikes on TV and catalogues where 
people were riding bikes. Essentially I had become bike 
obsessed so therefore my brain was picking up on anyone with 
a bike.  

I was so excited that I just wanted it to be Christmas already 
so that I could rip the wrapping paper, jump up on that seat and 
ride around my neighbourhood.  

I told my parents every day that I would love a bike for 
Christmas. I could see it so clearly in my mind riding my new 
bike around the front yard on Christmas morning. 

 I remember Christmas morning very clearly that year. When 
I awoke I threw the covers off, sprang to my feet and bolted 
down the hallway to the Christmas tree where I could see the 
outline of a bike under the brightly coloured Christmas paper.  

Excitedly I tore away the paper and that’s when I saw it. It 
was a bike... but not the bike that I had really wanted.  
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I had pictured in my head for months me riding my bike but 
hadn’t been specific about the type of bike that I wanted.  

Sure it was a bike but it was blue, the seat was a colour that I 
didn’t like and it didn’t have a basket on it. 

 When I sat there that morning in front of this bike I thought 
to myself about the bike I had in my head leading up to 
Christmas.  

I visioned myself riding a pink bike with a white seat. On the 
front of this pink bike was a basket with a picture of a flower on 
the front of it.  

What had gone wrong?  

Sure, I had told my parents that I wanted a bike but I had 
forgotten to tell them the details of bike. I had not told them the 
specifics such as the colour and the basket with the flower on it 
that hung off the handlebars. 

I was disappointed but I had learnt a powerful lesson that 
would assist me throughout the rest of my life. When creating a 
vision of what you want, put as much detail into it as possible. 
The more detail you include the more likely you are to get 
exactly what you want. 

I know I’m repeating that you need to clear on what you 
want but this is fundamental to step 2 and to making your vision 
come true.  

You may have heard people say I wish I could trot better or I 
want better scores in my dressage tests.  

What does this mean?  
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What is trotting better?  

Is it having more balance when you trot? 

Is it steadier hands when you trot? 

Is it a better sitting or rising trot?  

Is it a faster or slower trot?  

Is it a steadier head from your horse? 

As you can see this alone requires details. It requires you to 
make a specific list so that your conscious and unconscious 
brain can get to work to bring you your vision.  

This is exactly the same with the person saying I want better 
scores in my dressage tests.  

What exact score do you want?  

Are you getting 62.05% and therefore want 64.45%?  

You would then look at each movement and work out what is 
required for every movement in the test. 

I want you to now describe in detail how you want your 
riding to be.  

How does the horse feel underneath you?  

How do you feel about riding?  

How do you feel when things go wrong?  

How do you feel when the weather is stormy? 

How do you feel when it's raining?  
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How do you feel when it’s windy?  

How do you feel when your horse plays up?  

How do you feel when things go wrong?  

What do you do when things go wrong?  

What do you see?  

Go through what do you see, what do you feel, what do you 
hear and what do you notice?  

I'm a big believer in what you focus on is what you get. 
 What do you focus on in your riding when your riding is 
perfectly how you want it to be?  

Do you focus on the feeling of joy being on your horses 
back?  

Do you focus on the even footprints of the horse rather than 
focussing on that your horse shook its head? 

I have found throughout my coaching career and studying in 
this area that most people are literally blown away when we 
start looking at this and going into it in detail.  

The majority of people are playing themselves visions of 
what they don’t want in their riding. They are then getting the 
results that they continually show themselves in their minds. 
They have become experts at getting what they do not want. 

For example the rider that says that they don’t want the 
horse to buck.  
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Within seconds of them sitting on the horse, you can already 

see that somewhere in the near future during this ride or the 
next, the horse is probably going to buck.  

They would be having a vision of the horse bucking playing 
over and over in their head. They would be very clear on their 
vision of being bucked off the horse.  

A number of years ago I was bucked off my young stallion 
and broke my back in two places. I remember crawling on my 
stomach, pulling myself along with my arms thinking what do I 
do now? Initially I had the thought I can’t get back on this 
horse in case he does this again.  

Lying on that hospital trolley I felt sick at the thought of 
getting back on that stallion. Finally I was ready to ride this 
young stallion again.  

What do you think I was thinking as I put my foot in the 
stirrup? I can tell you with certainty I was not thinking about 
the last time that I was bucked off. I could not indulge those 
thoughts because you know what may well have happened if I 
had.  

Instead I got on that stallion with a clear vision and movie in 
my mind of how fantastic this ride was going to be. How his 
expressive canter would be balanced, through and forward.  

How do you think my ride went?  

It went according to my vision and thoughts but it did take 
all of my concentration.  

Bringing your vision to fruition does take effort and 
concentration but at the same time the rewards are worth it. 
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STEP THREE in the process is to memorise the details of 
your vision.  

Just like actors memorise lines or you remember words to 
your favourite songs, you need to know the words to your 
vision. These are the words to your riding song.  

You have to get clear on and know what your song is. You  
have to know the words so well you can sing it unconsciously.  

There has to be no doubt or thoughts of confusion. 

People ask me where I'll be in 10 years or if I will go to the 
Olympics. I say “of course I'll go to the Olympics in 10 years”.  

It's already done in my vision. Now I just need to do the 
steps in order to make that happen.  

My vision is crystal clear.  

I recently travelled to Germany and the lakes that we visited 
there were fed from the Alps and were so crystal clear. You 
could see deep down into those lakes as opposed to our dam at 
home, which is quite muddy and murky and you can't really see 
into it. 

What is your vision?  

Is it a murky dam or is it a crystal clear lake?  

It has to be crystal clear and concise if you want different 
results to your current ones. You need to know exactly how you 
want your riding to be for your vision so you can tell everyone 
it in detail, word for word every time. 
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I remember once hearing a mentor say that you should know 

your vision so well that if someone were to wake you up in the 
middle of the night and shout at you, “what is your vision”? 
You could recall it straight away half asleep, accurately and in 
detail. 

I believe that you should know the words to your vision so 
clearly that you believe it to be true. For example, my name is 
Natasha and I am a woman is all true.  

I am going to own my own horse stud, ride and own black 
stallions, and compete in Grand Prix dressage.  

That is also true.  

I am going to compete at the Olympic games. It is something 
that is going to happen in the future. I am 100% certain of it 
and see it in my vision every day. You have to be able to say it 
without hesitation or a crack in your voice.  

As certain as you know your name, whether you are female 
or male, is the same level of certainty you must have about the 
events in your vision.  

Although others can now see what I have achieved, I already 
saw these 13 years ago when they were all in my mind. I knew 
that they would come to true. It was my vision with a plan. 

 I must have been only 7 to 8 years old when I first showed  
my mother a picture I had drawn of a horse stud.  

I showed her the picture and said to her this is the horse stud 
I am going to live on when I’m older. I had drawn paddocks, 
stable block, horse arena, house and filled in the paddocks and 
stables with black horses.  
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I told my mother that one day I would ride big black horses 
which would live on my own property. And being the wonderful 
supportive mother, we talked for hours about the details of what 
would be on this property including all the horses. I was only 7 
years old at this time. 

This vision stayed with me always and as I got older I was 
able to get clearer about what I wanted and how I would get 
this.  

When I was 20 years old I moved onto my first horse 
property. We had 25 acres and it would be only 4 years later 
that I would import and own my first group of Friesian horses 
One of these horses was Abe, a beautiful black stallion.  

Seven years on, Abe and I would go on to compete in our 
first Grand Prix dressage test. Perhaps what was quite 
remarkable was that this first horse property I lived on had 
uncanny similarities to the picture that I had drawn 13 years 
earlier.  

The layout of the property with the arena, stables, paddock 
and house all resembled a similar layout to my vision as a 7 
year old.  

Quite remarkable.  

Or was it predictable when one has a detailed vision and 
clarity? I know which one I believe. What about you? 
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CHAPTER SUMMARY  

• Vision is important - you need to know where you are 
heading 

• Step out of your logical “but that couldn’t happen” 
part of your brain and dream big. What could you 
achieve if you had no fear? What if that was possible? 

• The vision must be clear - unclear visions give 
unclear results 

• It’s all in the detail. The more detail you have, the 
more rich and real you believe it to be, which starts to 
build the belief that it is possible for you 

• You have to know your song and own it. When you 
have the vision and you are clear on what you want 
you need to fight to make it become your reality and 
you have to be strong to the doubters out there.

HOME PLAY 
1. Create your dream vision of how you want your 

riding to be.  
• Do you want to be galloping in the open 

paddock?  
• Competing at a show with no nerves?  
• Do you want to be doing effortless trot-canter 

transitions?  
• Do you want to be feeling happy confident and 

calm in all of your riding?  
• What is it for you that you want?
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2.  Fill in the details.  

• What are you wearing?  

• What does your horse look like?  

• Where are you?  

• Is it good weather? What are you doing?  

• What else do you see?  

• What do you hear?  

• What do you feel?  

• How does it feel?  

• What are you telling yourself?  

• What are you focussing on?  

3.  How important is it to 
you t o ach i eve t h i s 
vision? Give yourself a 
score out of 10. That is 
your commitment level. 
It better be an 8, 9 or 
preferably a 10.  

4.  Print out this vision, add 
pictures if you wish, put 
this where you will see it 
- w a l l e t , b a t h r o o m 
mirror, tack room, make 
a commitment to read it every day until it becomes 
your reality.
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ADDITIONAL INSIGHTS AND 

INSPIRATION 

VISION 

“Superstar Wayne Gretzky holds more hockey records than 
anyone in the history of the sport. When asked about his 

success, season after season, Gretzky said, “I skate to where the 
puck is going, not to where it has been”.” 

~ James R Paul in Vital Speeches of the day 

“A goal is not always meant to be reached, it often serves 
simply as something to aim at.”  

~ Bruce Lee 

“Keep your dreams alive. Understand to achieve anything 
requires faith and belief in yourself, vision, hard work, 

determination, and dedication. Remember all things are 
possible for those who believe.” 

 ~ Gail Devers  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SECTION 2 - FEAR 
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CHAPTER 3

WHAT IS FEAR?
“One of the greatest discoveries a man makes, one of 

his great surprises, is to find he can do what he was 
afraid he couldn't do.” ~ Henry Ford 

The Oxford dictionary defines fear as: 

“An unpleasant emotion caused by the threat of danger, pain, 
or harm”. 

I think that definition should have added: 

“An unpleasant emotion caused by the threat of danger, pain, 
or harm, whether that threat is real or imagined”.  

What comes up for you when you hear the word fear?  

What does fear feel like?  

If you had to define fear, what would your definition be?  
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When thinking about the existence of fear we need to go 
back in time when humans were living in caves. Back in these 
times we were conditioned and created to fear the unknown and 
essentially anything outside of what we knew.  

It was very useful to be conditioned this way. This meant we 
didn’t run over and pat the new animal we saw which could 
have been a sabre-tooth tiger.  

We didn’t eat new berries with if they were unfamiliar to us 
and could kill us.  

We didn’t venture out on a new path or water pool as it could 
mean death.  

Humans during these times learnt to fear uncertainty and the 
unknown, as it could result in death if we went outside our 
comfort zone. It became inherent in all humans to preserve life 
at all costs by avoiding pain and threat to our survival.  

In doing so we became conditioned to be instinctually 
fearful of the unknown or uncertain situations. 

The thing is though, we are no longer living in caveman 
times.  

New situations rarely mean death like they did before.  

Obviously someone with a gun pointed to our heads, a car 
hurtling towards us head on or falling from a cliff are real fears 
to have, as our lives could literally be in danger.  

Unfortunately though, nowadays the word fear is thrown 
around so often in situations that are not life threatening it 
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seems to be losing its meaning. Often it seems it is being used 
as a scapegoat or excuse. 

The sensation people experience in the face of taking action 
to achieve their dreams in horse riding, relationships or 
business for example is not true fear but learnt fears. 

According to research when we are born nowadays we only 
have two fears: the fear of fear of falling and the fear of loud 
noises. Both of these fears are built into our DNA and are 
continually passed from generation to generation.  

I have recently had a baby and it is so magical to see this 
baby with no fears. The way she interacts with the world, looks 
at strangers and tries new things are all without fear or doubt.  

The way we are meant to be.  

This means that every other fear that you or I have has 
been learnt throughout life.  

Just think about that. 

Almost all our fears are learnt! When working with clients I 
ask, them when did you learn that was something to fear?  

I find that it can usually be traced back to a particular event. 
Either an event that happened to them personally or an event 
that they saw or heard happen to another person. The meaning 
they have assigned to the event has then created the fear.  

Think about a fear that you currently have in your riding. 
Can you identify an event in your past that may have caused 
you to associate pain or danger with the fear you are holding on 
to?  
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Often we discover that the learnt fears we have today have 
stemmed from an experience we had as a child.  

At a young age we didn’t have enough life experience or 
understanding to process what happened to us. Therefore it is 
common that our interpretation of the world and the events in it 
are often wrong. We then live our lives according to these fears 
that we developed so young in life and are often even unaware 
of how or why they exist as they run unconsciously in our head. 

When I think of fear, I constantly check and ask myself is 
the fear life preserving or a manifestation of our three biggest 
fears.  

Studies have shown that around the age of 2 to 3 years old 
we develop the three biggest fears from which all our personal 
fears stem from.  

The three biggest fears are the fear of not being good 
enough, the fear of not belonging and the fear of not being 
loved. It may seem like I am way off topic in relation to your 
fear or fears related to horses, but I assure you this could be the 
cause of all your pain.  

So let’s look in detail at these fears to see if they resonate 
with you.   

1. THE FEAR OF NOT BEING GOOD ENOUGH 

The fear of never being good enough is called ‘atelophobia’ 
and is so wide spread that it has been given its own word to 
describe it. In fact it seems that it is ubiquitous in humanity 
nowadays.  
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This fear can certainly shape our lives and often does 

unconsciously depending on how this fear was first experienced 
and the story we created around it. 

For example, take a newborn who is unconditionally loved 
by its parents and feels absolutely safe as it is taken care of. 
The parents constantly shower that newborn with unconditional 
love and attention.  

That kind of love doesn’t last forever and at a time early in 
the child’s life there is an event for the first time that the child 
does not feel that love.  

Perhaps they got yelled at, told off or ignored. Something 
happened which suddenly meant the child didn’t feel 
unconditional love anymore.  

In that moment the child unconsciously decides what they 
did to cause the withdrawal of love. If they believe it was 
because they weren’t ‘good’ enough, especially if partnered 
with the return of love when they were ‘good’ enough, the fear 
of not being perfect is born.  

All children will choose behaviours that get them love or at 
least attention.  

For some, this will be trying to be perfect and receiving  
high marks, for others it will be playing the joker and the funny 
one. When they told a joke their parents laughed and gave 
attention so the child does it more. For others it’s misbehaving 
so the parents give their attention out of worry or concern.  

Take for example a child that was ignored by her father, 
however she noticed that her father loved and lived for the 
success of his business.  
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The child then unconsciously creates a belief that if I build a 
successful business and make a lot of money, I will have my 
father’s love and approval. When I do this I will be ‘good’ 
enough.  

From that moment on the story she tells herself will shape 
her destiny and will be driven by her fear of not being good 
enough and the fear of not being loved. The reality is that even 
when she accomplishes her goals, she won’t feel good enough 
or truly loved.  

For the majority of people the fear of not being good enough 
will become a limiting belief (we will cover this in a later 
chapter) that will stop them from moving forward in life and 
achieving their dreams. 

It is stories and patterns such as these that most people are 
not even aware of. They are running their childhood fear 
patterns unconsciously shaping the actions they are taking as an 
adult. 

The fear of not being good enough can run deeply into all 
areas your life. It can affect your self esteem, your self-image 
and how empowered you feel.  

The fear of not being good enough wears away at your 
confidence and certainty. 

Most fears associated with cantering or falling off your horse 
are not about the canter or the fall. It is the bigger fear - Am I 
good enough to handle it?  

Most humans fear the what if - do they have what it takes, 
are they are capable of doing great things?  
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If I could guarantee you would be fine after cantering or 

falling you would not fear it. You fear the what if, the test as to 
wether or not you can handle it.  

Most humans hate to fail so shy away from situations which 
could make this happen. However, these are the situations we 
need to run in and embrace.  

In failure there are critical learnings that help us do better 
and be better next time. You do have what it takes and you can 
handle it.  

You just need to start to trust yourself. 

  

2. THE FEAR OF NOT BELONGING 

The fear of not belonging can be traced back to our early 
ancestors when they were living in tribes.  

In these times you needed your tribe. Living back in those 
times by yourself meant you were very vulnerable.  

You would have to hunt for food, find shelter and keep the 
fire going all on your own. Life would have been a constant 
fight for survival. The likeliness of an early death was high. 

There was good reason to keep the peace and make sure that 
everyone liked you and that you were accepted. Fast forward to 
today’s society and does it matter if someone doesn’t like you?  

It is interesting to invest some time thinking about this. 
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So many people in the world today worry about what other 
people think of them and therefore hold back and play small 
and safe.  

Nowadays there is no longer the need to make sure you are 
liked by anyone. It is no longer a matter of life or death.  

Many people worry about being judged, disapproved of, 
laughed at and ridiculed. But why? Surely if someone acts in 
that way - it is a reflection of them? Not you. If you don’t ‘fit’ 
in, if you aren’t liked by some people, that doesn’t mean the 
end of the world.  

When you are completely comfortable and strong just to be 
you, you’ll attract your own ‘tribe’ around you. Sometimes 
worrying about what others think of you can be the difference 
between achieving a goal, riding in a competition or cantering 
over the hills to name a few.  

Holding back for fear of not belonging gives others power 
over you. 

Many riders have let what others think influence whether or 
not they enter horse competitions. They feel they do not belong 
there because they are not good enough and worry about what 
the other competitors may or may not say about them.  

They feel they do not belong because of what the judges 
think. Many riders avoid training with elite trainers or 
international trainers because they worry about not being good 
enough in front of the trainers.  

Imagine how much the fear of not belonging has cost you.  

What have you missed out on? 
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3. THE FEAR OF NOT BEING LOVED 

The fear of not being loved is one of the most common fears 
in humans.  

From the moment we are born we are cared for, nourished 
and loved unconditionally and it requires no effort from us to 
receive these three things. At some stage as a young child we 
realise that this is no longer the case as just being cute doesn’t 
cut it anymore.  

It appears to the child that he or she must now do something 
to gain their parents, siblings or friends love. We learn we must 
act or behave a certain way in order to be loved and accepted. 

The next time the child sees their parent and doesn’t feel that 
unconditional love, the child has to ask themselves, what do I 
have to do to get that love and attention back?  

This was talked about in the fear of not being good enough, 
but it is worth looking at a second time because of the potential 
harmful effects on our lives as we let fear shape and path the 
direction of our lives.  

The behaviour we unconsciously or consciously choose, to 
get our parents love and attention, can really have the power to 
shape our lives. Some children will try to crawl, walk, speak 
and suddenly the parents shower them with that love and 
attention they crave so much.  

In that moment the child feels this love and from that 
moment on can forge this memory and response to mean I am 
an achiever. When I achieve something and I do things I am 
significant and I will get love and attention.  
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Some children will spill their food, makes messes, break 
things and in doing so also receive attention and love from their 
parents.  

There are so many meanings and associations that children 
can link action to love and attention. 

The fear of not being loved is learnt at an early age when our 
comprehension of the world isn’t really there. At this young age 
we are forming beliefs and patterns on what we will do to 
acquire that love and that attention we crave so much.  

In adulthood so many of us run these very same patterns but 
unconsciously. We are letting our the fear of not being loved by 
friends, family and crazily strangers control our decisions.  

Is that not crazy that we are letting the fear of love from a 
bunch of strangers hold us back from doing something and 
potentially realising our dreams?  

SO WHAT DOES THIS MEAN? 

Why do most people fear public speaking? We know how to 
speak. We can speak to a friend, to two acquaintances or a few 
strangers at once but why is it that if we increase this number to 
a certain figure, speaking in front of people suddenly becomes 
fearful?  

Why do we suddenly fear speaking in front of people more 
than death itself?  
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When public speaking there is a chance we could fail, look 

bad in front of other people and not be loved. A manifestation 
of all three fears. No wonder people don’t do it!  

The thing is the more you can get okay with not being good 
enough, looking bad in front of others and not caring if you are 
loved then you are free to tackle anything you desire, as fear 
won’t have a hold on you.  

I had a big fear about writing this book. It was really 
interesting to analyse myself and the fears that came up. I had 
talked about sitting down and writing a book for years but 
always pushed it down the list of things to do.  

The task always seemed daunting.  

Every time that I decided it was time to start I would 
procrastinate. There was always something that popped up, and 
it took preference over writing the book.  

I even knew why I was procrastinating.  

It was a sign that I was living my fear.   

I also had a feeling I couldn’t shake that was the book was 
going to be no good, a waste of time and that no one would read 
it.  

What was I really fearing here?  

These fears were a manifestation of deeper fear. The fear of 
not being good enough which could be placed under the fear of 
not being loved. Coaching myself and using certain techniques I 
was able to form new beliefs.  
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I had to tell myself, get over it. I’ll never be good enough. 
I’ll never be loved enough but at same time I am more than 
good enough and completely loved. 

The biggest learning we can all take from my story is that as 
is often the case, the presenting fear is never the actual deep 
fear. In coaching we call the presenting fear a surface fear.  

Take for example the rider that has a fear of falling off their 
horse. This is the rider that will be happy to walk their horse, 
fairly happy to trot but will not canter. They are too afraid to 
canter and declare that they have a fear of falling off. 

What is fearful about falling off your horse?  

The case for this rider may be that they fear getting hurt 
when they fall off. This is not the deep fear so we’d question 
them further and find that if they are hurt they’d have to rely on 
someone as they may not be able to look after themselves.  

If someone was not there to look after them they believe that 
they are in trouble. I would then ask them when did they learn 
that they can’t be looked after? 

People who continually look at the surface fears never 
actually cure the problem. They try to address and fix the 
surface fears but then different surface fears appear, all still 
related to the deep fear that they have. 

Think of it like the patient who goes to their doctor 
presenting with a particular symptom. The doctor analyses the 
symptom and prescribes them with some medication to address 
that particular symptom and it subsides.  
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The patient then comes back a month later with another 

symptom, different from the first and the same process is 
followed again and again.  

The illness or disease will only go when the cause of all 
these symptoms is looked at and cured. In treating the 
underlying illness the symptoms will disappear. 

Humans are funny in that we create fears in our minds and 
live by them to the detriment of living truly wonderful lives.   

Whereas others seem to feel no fear when I’d label it as 
appropriate to do so.  

I have coached many riders who are on tricky horses who are 
misbehaving and the riders are in real danger of being hurt and 
the riders have no fear.  

On the contrary I have also coached many riders who are on 
quiet and easy horses with no danger of being hurt and the 
riders are choosing to experience severe fear and emotions. 

A great acronym for fear is Fear Expected And Realised. 
The more you focus on your fear the more it is likely to come 
true. If we expect the fear to come true so often it does, as 
illustrated in the following story I heard from one of my 
mentors. 

Brad’s future brother in law was to be married next month 
and he approached Brad and asked him if he could borrow his 
Ferrari to drive to his own wedding in style.  

Being the great brother-in-law Brad happily said yes, after 
all Simon was about to become part of the family.  
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Simon was extremely grateful and straight away said to 
Brad, ‘I’ll make sure I’m really careful with it and I won’t crash 
it at all’. Brad responded, ‘I know you’ll be fine mate, no 
problems, enjoy’! 

As the wedding date approached Simon showed Brad a safe 
route he was to take on the day, planned to avoid potential high 
traffic areas and major intersections. He continually assured 
Brad that he would not smash the car.  

From the time that Brad had agreed to lend Simon the car for 
the wedding Simon had said he would make sure he would not 
smash the car a half a dozen times. 

It was now the day of the wedding and Simon was stoked 
about driving the Ferrari to his wedding but still worried about 
smashing it. He had memorised his route and was now on his 
way. As you can guess you already know what happened next. 
So obsessed about not having an accident, Simon had an 
accident 5 minutes into the trip. His expected fear had been 
realised. 

All along he had been saying, ‘I won’t smash the car, I won’t 
have an accident’. Simon continually feared having an accident 
and was so preoccupied with this thought.  

Unfortunately Simon was essentially doomed from the 
beginning. He should have been focusing his mind on the fact 
that he was getting married and that he would have a fantastic 
drive to the venue in a sports car.  

Remember from Chapter 2 on vision, what we focus on is 
what we get. The unconscious mind is working hard to bring 
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our conscious thoughts to life. If we continually think about our 
fear, it’ll do it’s best to make this happen for you. 

The other thing you need think about when it comes to fear 
is the paradox of fear is that the more you to try to escape your 
fears the more you will live them.  

What you fear, you avoid, so you withdraw from life to 
avoid your fear. This is fine as you don’t have to experience 
your fear, but you experience a small life without really living. 

For example if you fear cantering, you then choose not to 
canter so you don’t put yourself in a situation where you have 
to face your fear and canter. So you win! You won’t have to be 
scared as you won’t canter, but you also won’t get to experience 
a canter. You won’t get to feel free and joyful and experience 
something you really want to experience.  

Fear keeps you safe, fear gives you what you want - for a 
price. The price of your dreams. It is up to you what you want 
more. 

To me nothing is more true than the quote: 

“You have nothing to fear but fear itself.” 

Letting fear hold you back is more scary that what you 
actually fear.   

If you let that emotion of fear win and control you and your 
decisions, preventing you from going for your goals, you won’t 
live the life you want.  

The other types of fear people can experience is when you 
literally believe your life is in danger.  
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This is fear of being severely hurt or killed. Riders with this 
type of fear may have had a severe accident that either 
happened to them, or to someone they knew and they then 
project the fear onto themselves. 

This fear is bigger than just a fear of lack of control as life 
experience has ‘taught’ them that riding could be life 
threatening. With riders that have this fear an NLP session can 
be beneficial to help remove the event’s intensity and take the 
learnings from the event so it doesn’t happen again. You will 
find NLP techniques for this type of fear in a later chapter of 
this book.  

The fact is riding has risks. As does driving a car, taking a 
shower and living in general. Our job is to mimimise the risk 
and then to ride acknowledging the risk, not living in fear of it. 
Bad things can happen. But that doesn’t mean bad things will 
happen, and with the right mindset, tools and action - fear of the 
‘what if’ can evaporate.  
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CHAPTER SUMMARY 

• Fear is an emotion, not a fact. 

• We are only born with two fears - falling and loud 
noises - everything else is learned, so can therefore be 
unlearned. 

• FEAR is usually made up in your head to keep you 
safe and in your comfort zone. The three biggest 
reasons people experience fear are feeling not good 
enough, not loved, or not belonging. When you 
reconcile these three fears and get okay with not 
being good enough, being loved and belonging - 
everything changes. 

• Fear keeps us small and in a comfort zone, which 
means we don’t go out, learn and grow, and become 
all we can be. 

• You can feel safe and live small, or face your fears 
and have your dreams, the choice is yours. 

• If the fear is to preserve life because of trauma or an 
event, using NLP techniques will release this.
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HOME PLAY 

• Write down everything you fear.  

• When did you learn this was something to fear? 

• What could you have learned instead of learning to 
fear? 

• Work out the root cause of the fear - what is the fear 
really about? 

For example: 

A fear of cantering is not really a fear of cantering. 
It is a fear of not being in control, not trusting 
yourself and not thinking you are good enough to 
handle it.
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ADDITIONAL INSIGHTS AND 

INSPIRATION 

FACING YOUR FEAR 

“Don't be afraid of your fears. They're not there to scare 
you. They're there to let you know that something is worth it.” 

~ C. Joybell C.  

“Don't nourish your fears more than you nourish your 
hopes.”  

~ Steve Maraboli 

“Frequently we do not leave the past behind. We clasp on to 
it. We dissect it, and let fears for the future, tempered by the 

past, unconsciously prevent us from taking up the task.”  

~ Ray Simpson 

“When you face your fear, most of the time you will discover 
that it was not really such a big threat after all. We all need 

some form of deeply rooted, powerful motivation - it empowers 
us to overcome obstacles so we can live our dreams.” 

~ Les Brown 
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“A lot of pieces I have written have to do with courage. As a 
result, people think that I am naturally brave. But what people 

don't know, is that I grew up with phobias and many fears. I 
was scared of everything. So, I write of courage not because I 

have not known fear, but I write of courage because I have 
walked with fear but I have made the choice not to fear it.”  

~ C. Joybell C. 

“Your ultimate goal should be partners with your ultimate 
fear.”  

~ Lionel Suggs 

“Do the thing you fear the most and the death of fear is 
certain.” 

~ Mark Twain 

“The thing you fear most has no power. Your fear of it is 
what has the power. Facing the truth really will set you free.” 

~ Oprah Winfrey 

“If you’re afraid of something, face it. Fear is irrational. 
The only way to conquer your fear is to stand next to it.” 

~ Jennifer Armintrout  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CHAPTER 4

WHAT DOES FEAR COST YOU? 

“Fear defeats more people than any other one thing in 
the world.” ~ Ralph Waldo Emerson 

Now you have learnt what fear is and all the sneaky ways it 
infiltrates your life. Have you thought about what has fear cost 
you? 

Think back to the last time you were afraid of something but 
you did it anyway. For me it was a few years back when I went 
on a holiday with my husband Phil.  

We were lying under a palm tree on the beach, sipping a cool 
drink when my husband spotted something in the sky. We both 
leant forward on our chairs and saw it was someone parasailing.  
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Parasailing is where you are towed behind a speed boat 
attached to a parachute and you are cast high into the sky going 
wherever the boat takes you. 

After the boat passed my husband gave me a look and I 
knew what it meant straight away - we were going to go 
parasailing. Parasailing didn’t seem like my definition of a 
great holiday but Phil was adamant and kept saying we had to 
do it.  

I’ve never been afraid of heights, I just have an 
uncomfortable feeling in my stomach. Although I was still a 
little reluctant, my husband convinced me to just look into it a 
little further. Gather some information.  

And one thing led to another... and suddenly we were taking 
a boat to another island. Phil kept reassuring me, telling me 
he’d be right with me as we were to fly as a couple. 

After we had gone through the instructions and the safety 
procedure, the first couple went and I have to admit it did look 
fun. Except for the landing! As they were preparing to land the 
wind suddenly died down and they hit the ground with a thud.  

The girl looked to be crushed as her partner was behind her. 
“Ouch” I thought. The Fijians running the activity decided that 
the wind was no longer strong enough to parasail in tandem 
with Phil, however informed us it was our lucky day.  

We got to parasail for the same price solo! It was decided 
that Phil was going up first and then I’d go. 

I got my need for certainty met a little bit because Phil went 
first.  
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I thought to myself if Phil dies, that is very unfortunate and 

sad, but I’ll be alive still. While he was in the air I freaked out a 
little thinking, what have I got myself into?  

I had that feeling in the pit of my stomach where I felt sick, 
warning me that this is dangerous. Remember that fear that says 
‘preserve your life’? In the meantime Phil had just landed and 
survived and came running over to me, saying “That was so 
much fun. You’ll love it”. 

All of a sudden one of the operators is assisting me into a 
harness, while in my head I’m questioning if I can go through 
with this. My thoughts are broken as I’m told to start walking 
forward.  

All of a sudden I’m pulled into the air and for the few metres 
I am fine. I continue to rise higher and higher and quickly 
realise that although I am strapped into this harness, I’m not 
sitting in it.  

I’m hanging onto the ropes suspending from the parachute 
out of fear and can already feel my shoulders and biceps 
cramping. I do the next logical thing and look directly down at 
water which is so far away.  

I think to myself, when I fall (because I’m already picturing 
I’m going to fall) I’m going to have to take a deep breath 
because I’m going to go really deep into the water. 

At this stage I am still hanging onto the suspending ropes 
until finally I can no longer hold on. My muscles have fatigued 
and there is nothing else I can do but let go. I sink into the 
harness and it’s the most beautiful and wonderful feeling.  
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All of a sudden the harness starts to appear quite sturdy. I 
can trust it to keep me in the air. I suddenly come to the 
realisation that rather than obsess about all the ways I’m going 
to die I can enjoy this moment instead.  

As I start looking around the view is beautiful and I spot 
other islands far in distance. I then see a bird flying up there 
with me, not much higher than me really and it’s a wonderful 
experience. Just as I’m finally enjoying myself it is time to 
land. 

The parasailing experience taught me a big lesson. If I had 
let fear win, I never would have had that magical experience of 
seeing the world from a parachute and feeling free. I could have 
just said I don’t want to be scared so I’m not going to go 
parasailing.  

There have been many times I have been afraid of riding 
horses. I remember my first pony Tyson. He was cheeky and 
certainly took advantage that I wasn’t the leader he needed me 
to be. He decided he wouldn’t go near trot poles or show jumps. 
I  remember a day at Pony Club where I presented him again 
and again at a trot pole and his protests to my forward leg got 
increasingly more violent until he was standing in a rear.  

I remember being frozen with fear that I was going to fall off 
and die. After I ran to my mum saying I wanted a new pony as 
this one was crazy and I wanted a good one. 

My mum said I had two choices. Ride the pony I had or stop 
riding. I am forever grateful to her for this. I loved riding more 
than the fear I had that ride.  

There was no way I was going to stop riding.  
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I remember buckling up my back protector, helmet and I had 

my whip saying “Okay Tyson, you will go forward wherever I 
want you to go or you will kill me today. Either way, I will get 
a result”.  

The result was him going forward. I had lots more successes 
after that moment when I chose to be his leader. 

If I had let fear win I would have never enjoyed the happy 
and amazing rides of winning competitions and being the leader 
and the rider I learnt to be. I take those lessons with me when I 
ride new horses, but I never would have had any of it if my 
mum had bought me a new horse. Instead I faced my fear head 
on and beat it.  

What about you?  

What have you missed out on by letting fear win?  

Since a young age I have loved to sing and was told I should 
be an opera singer. I had lessons and loved to perform and 
dreamed of being on stage.  

There was just one problem.  

I was scared of being laughed at. I was scared I wasn’t good 
enough as a singer. My family told me I would never make it as 
a singer as it is too competitive and I had my riding so I never 
gave it a go.  

It’s something I regret to this day.  

I feel by giving in to my fear I have missed out on fantastic 
opportunities to perform and enjoy my singing. 
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What you about you?  

What have you missed?  

What could you have been? 

Fear keeps us small, keeps us from living a full life and 
holds us back us from living our dreams. That was until now! 
Now is the time for you to stand up and say ENOUGH! It’s time 
to fight for what you want and understand that the price you 
will pay for reaching your dreams is overcoming fear.  

So right now you have two choices in relation to your fear. 
Stay safe, live small with no big wins or stand up, face your 
fears and live the life you really want. 

I feel I need to mention here, everything we do as human 
beings is because we have a gain from it. So it is important to 
consider and address our secondary gain from the fears we have 
been holding onto.  

What do you get from keeping your fear?  

What are the benefits of you keeping your fear? 

Most people at this point say nothing. If that really was the 
truth you would overcome that fear and move forward because 
you say there is no benefit from having the fear.  

The answer is that the secondary gain or payoff for having 
the fear is you get to feel safe. You get to be safe from being 
judged, from being laughed at, from being out of control, from 
being hurt, from facing an unknown situation.  
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You have equated the feeling of certainty and safety as more 

important than addressing and facing your fear.  

So what is the secondary gain of holding onto the fear for 
you?  

What do you get from holding onto the fear?  

For what purpose do you have or keep the fear?  

There is always a choice. Perhaps you hold onto the fear to 
stay safe and comfortable but for that there is a tradeoff. Stay 
safe and comfortable but give up on what you dream of with 
your riding.  

What do you want more? 

Living with fear creates small lives. Living and facing 
your fear means an expanded life but the price you must be 
willing to pay is to face your fears. 

When I think about this I think of two of my aunties who 
lived such contrasting lives. One we used to call Tante Maria, 
Tante meaning aunty in German, who had a fear of heights and 
big animals. In fact she had a lot of fears and was tentative 
towards life because she lived by her fears.  

In order to not have that sick feeling associated with fear she 
made sure she avoided situations that potentially faced them. 
And do you know what? Tante Maria felt much better about 
life. She often stayed inside her house, rarely venturing far from 
it. And to her this was good because she felt much better but 
what was the tradeoff?  

What was the price she paid for this lifestyle and existence? 
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On the contrary I also had Aunty Sue. Although every single 
human being has fears, she learnt at a very young age to laugh 
at fear. When she felt fear she called it funny tummy and knew 
something exciting was going to happen.  

Because of this, her life was very different to that of Tante 
Maria. Aunty Sue was outrageous. She worked at the comedy 
theatre, was quite arty and wore black clothes. Aunty Sue threw 
herself into anything and everything and travelled the world.  

Can you imagine how your life would be when every time 
you felt fear your were excited rather than backing away? 

Another great meaning someone amazing has around fear is 
Will Smith. Will had a belief instilled in him from a very young 
age that every time that he felt fear he had to face it head on 
and continually do the thing that her feared over and over again 
until the fear went away.  

You might say that he liked to feel fear, enjoyed taking it 
head on, but it was quite the opposite. He hated to feel fear so 
much that he had to go after the thing that scared him and keep 
going and keep going until it didn’t scare him anymore.  

That attitude has been the determining factor in his success.  

Imagine how you would be with your horse riding goals if 
you adopted this approach to previous events?  

I’m sure that things may have turned out entirely differently. 
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CHAPTER SUMMARY 

• There is a price to pay to keep fear in your life. Yes, 
you get to feel safe and comfortable, but you don’t 
get your dreams. 

• You have a choice: fear or dreams. Not both. 

• We always have a positive intention from any 
behaviour. What is your secondary gain for keeping 
fear in your life? What does it give you? 

• What goals would you have achieved in your life if 
you had embraced fear and moved forwards rather 
than allow fear to hold you back?

HOME PLAY 

• What have you missed out on, lost and given up  
because you used to let fear win?  

• Write a list of everything fear has cost you in your 
life so far, because you let it hold you back and keep 
you from going for your dreams. 

• Work out your secondary gain, why, until now have 
you kept your fear?  

• What does having the fear allow you to have?
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BONUS GIFT ONE :  

Sometimes it can be hard to identify secondary gain. 
In celebration of you taking action to work through your 
fears and secondary gain, to take your riding to the next 
level, I would like to offer you $50 off your first private 
one-on-one coaching session with a Confidence Coach. 

All you need to do is head over to the website 
www.fearlessridingsuccess.com and click on the 
“Contact” tab to organise a session, or email 
fearless@yourridingsuccess.com now. 

Make sure you bring this book with you to the session 
and mention this bonus to receive your discounted first 
session!

mailto:fearless@yourridingsuccess.com
mailto:fearless@yourridingsuccess.com
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ADDITIONAL INSIGHTS AND 

INSPIRATION 

OVERCOMING FEAR 

“Inaction breeds doubt and fear. Action breeds confidence 
and courage. If you want to conquer fear, do not sit home and 

think about it. Go out and get busy.”  

~ Dale Carnegie 

“You gain strength, courage and confidence by every 
experience in which you really stop to look fear in the face. You 
are able to say to yourself, ‘I have lived through this horror. I 

can take the next thing that comes along.’ You must do the thing 
you think you cannot do.”  

~ Eleanor Roosevelt 

“He who is not everyday conquering some fear has not 
learned the secret of life.”  

~ Ralph Waldo Emerson 
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“You block your dream when you allow your fear to grow 
bigger than your faith.” 

~ Mary Manin Morrissey 

“To fear is one thing. To let fear grab you by the tail and 
swing you around is another.” 

~ Katherine Paterson 

“Fear is not real. It is a product of thoughts you create. Do 
not misunderstand me. Danger is very real. But fear is a 

choice.” 

~ Will Smith 

“The important thing is to take that first step. Bravely 
overcoming one small fear gives you the courage to take on the 

next.” 

~ Daisku Ikeda 

“There are two basic motivating forces: fear and love. When 
we are afraid, we pull back from life. When we are in love, we 
open to all that life has to offer with passion, excitement and 

acceptance.” 

~ John Lennon  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CHAPTER 5

OVERCOMING FEAR USING 
NEURO-LINGUISTIC 
PROGRAMMING (NLP) 

“Remember, it’s your own body, your own brain. 
You’re not a victim of the universe, you are the 
universe.” - Richard Bandler co-creator of NLP 

By now I hope that you are already getting excited to tackle 
your fears and you have perhaps had some breakthroughs 
already by understanding why you have these fears.  

This chapter on Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP) will 
help you take your breakthrough to the next level and really 
allow yourself to control your fear, rather than have it control 
you. 
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Before we begin I feel I should give you a warning. This 
chapter is full on! I have done my best to teach you the NLP 
techniques as simply and easily as I can but as with everything 
in life, things take time to master.  

You will need patience and practice to make this work for 
you. But my personal guarantee is that investment of your time 
is worth it. Becoming masterful at NLP changed my life and my 
riding.  

These tools work.  

So take the time now to commit to learning and mastering 
these tools so they work for you too. 

From my in-depth study of NLP and becoming a Master NLP 
Practitioner I have learnt many amazing techniques. These 
techniques have had immediate effects at reducing and 
diminishing fear to the point that when I use it with clients, they 
can go out and do what it was they previously feared and pretty 
much laugh about how this was holding them up.  

Sometimes they have had these fears for years, even upwards  
of 10 to 20 years and working with them in a very short time, 
they can overcome and face these fears. The results are quite 
amazing!  

In this chapter I am going to provide you with some NLP 
tools I use to help my clients and a step by step guide to using 
them so you can release your fear and get results. 

The best way to start is by first looking at the NLP 
Communication Model.  
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When I am coaching a client or working through my own 

fears I always come back to this as a tool to see what I can 
change and therefore alter the experience with the fear (you’ll 
understand more shortly). 

The NLP Communication Model says there are 5 steps to any 
behaviour. 

 

In STEP ONE of the NLP communication model we have an 
external event which we experience. This external event can 
only be experienced in 5 ways as this is the maximum number 
of ways we can experience anything in our world.  
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They are:  

• Visual - seeing 

• Auditory - hearing 

• Kinesthetic - feeling 

• Gustatory - tasting 

• Olfactory - smelling 

Once we have processed the event through our 5 senses, our 
brain must sort the information. Experts believe we have up to 
two million bits of information coming at us at any one time.  

As you are reading this you may also be hearing the hum of 
the heater, the air-conditioner or the birds cheeping outside. You 
are also feeling the texture of the paper on your hands as you 
hold the book or ebook reader and have the feeling of your 
socks on your feet.  

While you are reading this you are also processing what I 
say and are having your own thoughts about it. So 2 million bits 
of information come rushing in from an event. 

STEP TWO is filtering all that information into 7 plus or 
minus two chunks of information. We filter the information 
from 2 million down to 7 by either deleting, distorting or 
generalising (DDG) the data.  

Your unconscious deletes vast amounts of data it doesn’t 
believe is relevant to you. Using the above example, the feel of 
your sock, the birds chirping and the feel of the book or the e-
reader was all being deleted as it wasn’t necessary to you.  
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This deletion process is an important factor in focus. We 

need to be able to delete all data that isn’t relevant so we can 
focus on the task at hand. The data that is deleted is determined 
by what your unconscious has learned is important to you.  

I always hear the word ‘horse’ being used on the radio, or in 
a conversation as my brain already knows I care about anything 
that involves horses.  

Instead my partner would delete that but may tune into a 
conversation or media bulletin when the words ‘swimsuit 
model’ are used! 

Deletions are very useful but also very dangerous when it 
comes to your processing of fear. If you have developed a fear 
of your horse bucking you may remember the event as just your 
horse bucking and you falling off.  

However what colour was the sky that day?  

How many strides was your horse obedient?  

How soft were you in the hands?  

Those memories of reality may have all been deleted so all 
you remembered was the buck. 

During competition do you remember how many horses in 
the warm-up had bay coats?  

Do you remember what number saddle blanket everyone 
had?  

No. You don’t remember this because your brain deleted that 
information. If your brain can delete numbers and objects, then 
you can train it to also delete your fall. 
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Distortions are what our brain does by making shifts in the 
sensory data. We tend to make things different to what they 
were in reality: bigger, smaller or different.  

For example we might remember the buck as a lot bigger 
than what it was. Or we may remember a food as the tastiest 
food we have ever had. We then may eat that food again full of 
anticipation and unfortunately it may never be quite as good as 
we remember it being. It is really important to try and get 
accurate data of what happened and not distorted data.  

We generalise to make sense of our world. We only need to 
experience something one or two times to generalise that is how 
it will always be.  

This was useful in the times of caveman when they only had 
to touch the fire once or twice to generalise fire was hot and to 
stay away. When you get to a closed door you have never been 
to before you don’t run from the door screaming that you don’t 
know how that works!  

You approach the door, press the handle down and push or 
pull the door open. This is because you have a generalisation 
that when you see a door handle it will be like all door handles 
you know and you can therefore open it successfully. 

Generalisations are dangerous in riding if you have formed 
ones such as my horse is hot in the wind, chestnuts are crazy or 
I can’t canter. Just because you fell off once when the horse 
cantered does not mean you cannot canter!  
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We choose what to delete, distort or generalise by using our 

personalised filters which include: 

• Values and beliefs 

• Language 

• Memories 

• Attitudes 

• Decisions 

• Masculine/Feminine Emergy 

• 6 Core Needs 

• Time/Space/Matter/Energy 

• Meta programs 

By changing a filter you can change what you DDG (delete/
distort/generalise) which will change which 7 chunks you take 
in as your reality. 

STEP THREE is developing an Internal Representation (IR) 
based on filtering the event.  

This IR is not a representation of the event itself but your 
filtered version. If 10 people are watching a dressage test all 10 
people will have a different IR. This is because everyone has 
different filters they use to get their IR.  

If your IR of an event is causing fear for example, 
remembering a fall as a huge and messy affair, having this as 
your IR won’t serve you to release your fear.  
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Changing your filters and your representation of the event 
will automatically change your physiology and state and 
therefore your behaviour. 

Once you have your IR you then choose a state and 
physiology based on that IR. This is step 4. 

STEP FOUR has two parts.  

State  

and  

Physiology  

Your state determines your physiology and your physiology 
determines your state. The two are linked.  

For example, I want you now to act and do what is required 
to be sad.  

Try it now.  

To be sad most people you probably imagined or told 
yourself something sad. Your shoulders would have hunched 
forward, your breathing would have become shallower and you 
would cast your eyes down to the ground.  

Now keep doing sad but jump up and down excitedly, clap 
your hands and look up and smile but continue being sad.  

In this exercise you will feel your brain is confused.  

If you keep jumping, clapping and smiling you will feel 
happy as your physiology is in a happy state.  
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The same applies if you have a sad emotion as your body 

will produce a sad physiology.  

You can use this sort of change in physiology when you feel 
fearful. Put your shoulders back, smile and look up. This is the  
physiological state of someone in confidence. In doing so your 
emotional state of confidence will follow. 

STEP FIVE is the final step in which there is the behaviour.  

When we have the physiology and emotional state based on 
our IR, we choose a behaviour which may be getting off the 
naughty horse or stopping the horse.  

This is why it is very important to spend the time to analyse 
how you are processing the information. I NEVER coach 
someone on their behaviour, as I know this is the end result of 
everything else that is going on in their brain.  

If you change the filters so different data is DDG producing 
a different IR or just change the IR, you will get a different 
emotional state and physiology and therefore different 
behaviour. 

Whenever you feel fear or have a challenge around fear you 
should start by using this NLP communication model.  

Use it to either change a filter, belief, value or language and 
change your IR and watch how your emotions, physiology and 
behaviour change accordingly. 
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NLP TOOL: Submodality Shifts 

“Did you know that you are in control of your own movies 
in your head? Change these and you create a cascading effect 
that changes everything. A change in our movie changes our 

state, in turn changing our behavior and this results in 
achieving the extraordinary.” ~ Phil Kelley 

Within each of the main representation systems or modalities 
(visual, auditory and kinesthetic) there are certain qualities, 
details or characteristics. In these are the secrets of human 
thought and experience. These characteristics are referred to as 
submodalities. 

Submodalities are the key to transforming your relationship 
with fear and controlling your mind so you can ride how you 
want to. 

To better illustrate, take the sensory system of sight. When 
we describe a picture in our mind we may say that this picture 
is near or far, in colour or in black and white, large or small, 
focused or blurry and 3D or 2D to name a few. Think of 
submodalities as giving subjective meaning to our pictures or 
videos in our head. 

Without submodalities the images and videos in our head 
would be very plain and boring.  

It would be like looking at a picture or video with no 
associated meaning or feelings. You’d just see the image and 
feel and experience nothing.  
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Submodalities give a unique meaning to every sensory 

experience acting as a code by giving the pictures or videos 
meaning in the mind.  

They determine how you interpret what you see and how you 
feel about it by evoking feelings, hearing sounds and focusing 
and visually experiencing the image or video in certain ways.  

What is of particular interest is that submodalities 
transform the objective world around us. They transform 
our experiences in this world of seeing, hearing and feeling 
into subjective experiences. 

 It is this that is of interest with horses, riding, competitions 
and why riders experiencing the same external sensory inputs 
can have very different experiences.  

Whilst one person may be happy having a fantastic time 
riding, another person may be stressed, angry and frustrated. 
This is because we all code the information differently based 
upon our past experiences and the meaning we chose to 
associate to these experiences.  

It is the modalities and the submodalities that make up our 
experience of the world and for each of us our reality. 

The picture of you cantering on your horse through the forest 
is for you more than just a picture.  

Submodalities give this picture a feeling about this 
experience and give us what we call our state of mind from the 
representations of what we see, hear and feel. 

When another rider produces a desirable result that we want 
to copy we need to know more than the fact that the person 
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pictured something in their mind and told themselves that it was 
going to happen this way.  

This is where we submodalities come in.  

The most fantastic thing about them is that they are the 
precise amount of ingredients required to create a result and are 
the smallest building blocks that make up the structure of 
human experience. 

On the following page is a list of submodalities for the three 
main representational systems. 
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Checklist of the Possible Submodalities 

  

Visual 
1. Movie or still 

frames 
2. Panorama or 

framed (if 
framed, the 
shape of the 
frame) 

3. Colour or 
black and 
white 

4. Brightness 
5. Size of picture 

(life size, 
larger/smaller) 

6. Size of central 
object(s) 

7. Self in or out 
of picture 

8. Distance of 
picture from 
self 

9. Distance of 
central object 
from self 

10. 3D quality 
11. Intensity of 

colour (or 
black and 
white) 

12. Degree of 
contrast 

13. Movement (if 
so, fast or 
slow tempo) 

14. Focus (which 
parts - in or 
out) 

15. Intermittent or 
steady focus 

16. Angle viewed 
from 

17. Number of 
pictures 
(shifts) 

18. Location 
19. Other? 

Auditory 
1. Volume 
2. Cadence 

(interruptions, 
groupings) 

3. Rhythm 
(regular, 
irregular) 

4. Inflections 
(words marked 
out, how) 

5. Tempo 
6. Pauses 
7. Tonality 
8. Timbre 

(quality, where 
resonating 
from) 

9. Uniqueness of 
sound 
(gravelly, 
smooth, and so 
on) 

10. Sound move 
around - 
spatial 

11. Location 
12. Other? 

Kinesthetic 
1. Temperature 
2. Texture 
3. Vibration 
4. Pressure 
5. Movement 
6. Duration 
7. Steady - 

Intermittent 
8. Intensity 
9. Weight 
10. Density 
11. Location 
12. Other? 
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Let’s do a quick exercise to illustrate what I’ve been 
talking about. 

Think of a pleasant memory that you have had with your 
horse or riding and list as many of the submodalities as you can.  

Next think of an unpleasant memory you have had around  
your horse or riding and make a list of all the submodalities 
associated with this. 

When you compare the two lists of submodalities you’ll 
notice that the lists differ. You might be wondering - how do I 
know that the lists are different? It’s because I know they have 
to be different for you to have two different feelings about each 
experience.  

I can hear you saying well of course the content of the two 
memories were different but think about this. When you meet 
two new people for the first time the first encounter may give 
you two very different feelings about the people.  

This time the content is similar and there is no logical reason 
to form these impressions however you did. You coded the two 
memories very differently at an unconscious level, most likely 
from the various submodalities. 

Are you in your body when you see a picture or video in 
your mind or are you seeing yourself from the outside? To 

be associated or dissociated: what does this mean? 

An associated image is when you experience the image as if 
you were really there. You see the world through your own 
eyes.  
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You are in your own body and when you look down you see 

you feet or when you walk you experience all the sensations of 
walking.  

A disassociated image is one you experience as if you were 
watching a movie of yourself on the screen. You can see 
yourself from any angle moving around and you can still 
experience the feelings associated with the image. 

I want you now to compare and experience an associated 
experience versus a disassociated experience.  

Think of a pleasant recent riding experience.  

Step into that experience associated and see it through your 
own eyes as though you were there again.  

What did you see?  

Are the colours bright?  

Is the image clear and focused?  

What sounds do you hear?  

Do you hear any voices?  

What did you feel?  

What emotions did you have? 

Now experience that same experience but step away from 
your body and become disassociated. Watch the experience 
again as though you were watching a movie starring you.  

What are you seeing, hearing and feeling now?  
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What are the differences for you between associated and 
disassociated?  

By using different submodality shifts such as associated to 
disassociated it can dramatically change your experience of life.  

It can be used to reduce fears and illicit a different response 
and feeling. Did you notice that when you were associated you 
felt the experience more intensely rather than when you were 
disassociated?  

Or was it the other way around for you?  

The fantastic thing about playing around with submodalities 
such as this is that you can change how you feel about certain 
in te rna l represen ta t ions a round fea r and subs t i tu te 
submodalities that better serve you and put you in a different 
state. 

All learnt behavior is the result of the state we are in and 
these states are created by the images and pictures we 
constantly show ourselves.  

Now that you know this, you can be the master of your 
movie and the director of the show in your mind. You have the 
ability to play around with the different submodalities.  

Take that image you have of fear and change the angle of the 
movie. Brighten up the colours if they are dark. Turn the music 
up and change the speed of the movie.  

You are in control and by changing the submodalities you 
change the way you feel. When you change the way you feel, 
you change your state or behavior too you can achieve your 
goals. 
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I remember hearing a story where Richard Bandler, one of 

the founders of NLP, was coaching a woman who had a voice in 
her head urging her to commit suicide for twenty years.  

This woman had been listening to this voice for so long but 
had luckily not acted upon the voice. However this women was 
fearful that one day should would.  

Richard asked her to describe how she knew to take this 
voice seriously and she told him that the voice sounded 
impelling. This women had tried to get the voice to stop but had 
not had any success. 

Richard helped the lady to play around with the speed of the 
voice and pitch until it soon sounded like a chipmunk from the 
cartoons. They also played around with slowing the voice until 
it became unintelligible or made it sound like Donald Duck.  

The whole situation became so amusing to the women that 
she was able to laugh at it. Even though she was able to her the 
voice back in its original tone after working with Richard, it no 
longer affected her in the same way.  

This women now understood that she could control the 
process and that her response was no longer automatic. 

Exercise Time! It’s time to test submodalities with you.  
You are going to picture different situations with your horse 
and explore the three different submodalities associated 
with these images. 

VISUAL 

Think of a happy memory with your horse. It could be riding 
or cuddling your horse.  
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Anything that is a happy memory to you. It could be a recent 
or distant memory.  

Close your eyes, relax and think of that memory. I want you 
to make that image brighter and brighter and as this happens 
notice how this changes your state. Take that image and make it 
larger.  

How does this make you feel?  

Most likely brightening and making a pleasant image larger 
will intensify the pleasant memory making it more powerful 
and putting you in an even more powerful state.  

AUDITORY 

Think of the same pleasant memory and this time I want you 
to increase the volume of the voices in the movie and any other 
sounds that you hear. Play around with these sounds. Increase 
the bass, make the voices stronger and more affirmative or 
increase the rhythm.  

How does this change your feelings?  

How are you feeling now? 

KINAESTHETIC 

Think of the same pleasant memory and notice what happens 
when you increase the temperature.  

What happens when you increase the pressure if you are 
sitting on your horse?  

How does this impact your feelings about the experience? 
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So far we worked with a happy memory. What if we were 

to do the same thing with a negative or fearful memory? 

VISUAL 

Think of that negative memory now and what I want you to 
do is to make that image brighter and brighter again.  

Bring this image closer to you and make it much larger. How 
did that make you feel?  

For the majority of people this intensifies the negative image 
making the fear feel worse or bad feelings feel stronger than 
before. 

What if you were to now take that image and make it 
smaller? Shrink it down making it dimmer and further away.  

How do you feel now? You’ll notice that the negative 
feelings associated with this image have diminished and do not 
have the power over you anymore. 

AUDITORY 

We could increase the negative feelings with the sounds that 
we hear also.  

Take that negative image and make the sounds louder. What 
are you saying to yourself? Make this louder again harsh tone.  

Isn’t it interesting to see how these modalities and 
submodalities can amplify our feelings about the images we 
show ourselves and in turn affect our state? 
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KINAESTHETIC 

Finally I want you to take this negative image and again 
make it smaller.  

Shrink the image down, make it dimmer, harder to see and 
out of focus. Push the image away from you and push it back 
behind an imaginary wall.  

What are you seeing, hearing and feeling as you do this 
now?  

With the same image, turn the volume down on the voices 
you are hearing.  

Make them slower and dull. Kinesthetically I want you to 
make the image feel insubstantial. 

How was that?  

For most people doing the following would have made your 
negative image less powerful, less domineering and less fearful. 
It is quite amazing how quickly we can take images that have 
had a control over the way feel for so long and in a short time 
disarm the power they have over us and the negative state that 
they put us in. 

As you may have just experienced, submodalities can affect 
your state making you feel fearful, shy or scared. On the flip 
side though they can make you feel motivated, excited and 
confident.  

The fantastic thing is because we can change them, we can 
change your experience of something. 
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We are going to run through another exercise where we will 

find out what submodalities are present and prevalent when you 
think of an experience where you were confident and felt 
powerful.  

When you have identified these we will use overlay these 
submodalities over your biggest memory of a fear that is 
holding you back in your riding.  

As you answer the questions below, know that there is no 
right or wrong answers and make a note of which submodalities 
are the strongest ones for you. 

Exercise Time! USING SUBMODALITIES TO REMOVE 
YOUR FEAR 

STEP ONE: Think of a time when you felt extremely 
confident and powerful. A time when things were going so well 
that you just knew it was going to be a fantastic day. 

VISUAL 

As you look at this image is it a movie or a still image?  

Is it in color or in black and white?  

Is it bright or dim?  

Is it dark or light?  

Is it focused or unfocused?  

Is it close or far away?  

Is the image associated or dissociated?  
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Where is the image located?  

Is it straight in front of you, above you, below you, to the 
side of you?  

Does it have a frame around it or is it panoramic?  

AUDITORY 

When you experience this image, what do you hear?  

Is it your voice of is there someone else’s voice?  

What other sounds do you hear?  

Do you hear a dialogue or a monologue?  

Are the sounds loud or soft?  

Slow or quick?  

Abrupt or labored?  

Are the sounds coming and going or are they constant?  

What are you hearing yourself say?  

Where is the sound coming or located? 

KINAESTHETIC 

When you feel the image is it hard or soft?  

Warm or cool?  

Is it sharp or dull?  

Is it rough or smooth?  
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Is it flexible or rigid?  

Where is the feeling located? 

AUDITORY DIGITAL 

Is there anything you notice you tell yourself? 

STEP TWO: Now I want you to think of something that you 
would like to have complete confidence and power doing. 
Something that you are fearful around.  

Once you have thought of this, answer the same questions 
above noting which submodalities are strongest for you and 
affect your state the most. 

STEP THREE: Now that you have identified the 
submodalities that contribute to your fear or make you less 
confident let us now  substitute the powerful submodalities you 
experienced in experience 1 into experience 2.  

You are going to play both experiences in your head at the 
same time. Picture it as though you had a split screen TV in 
your head and you can see both images side by side.  

You have already identified there are different submodalities 
in each of the images.  

What you are going to do is start taking the submodalities in 
the confident image and switch them into the image where you 
want more confidence.  
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Work through the different submodalities that you answered 
earlier and keep switching the ones in the confident image into 
the image that you want confidence. Continually manipulate the 
second image so it becomes more and more like the first. 

For example if the confident picture was in colour, and the 
fearful picture in black and white, change the fearful picture to 
colour, if the confident picture was small and the fearful picture 
large, shrink the fearful picture to make it small. 

Lastly change the content of the image if it is you falling off 
your horse, change it to cantering around happily with a big 
smile on your face. 

STEP FOUR: When it is like the confident image make that 
sounds that tupperware makes when it locks into place, and lock 
your new submodalities to the image. 

How are you feeling now about the second experience? I’m 
sure that you are feeling more confident, powerful and in 
control in the second image.  

Remember that if we can make our different internal images 
have the same submodalities this will create similar feelings 
and states. If you can clearly identify what it is that you like so 
much about certain positive and empowering images then you 
can elicit the submodalities in these images and apply it to other 
images. By doing so you can move forward and enjoy your 
riding the way you want.  
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Remember practice is important. The more you practice the 

better you’ll become at changing your feelings about negative 
memories. 

Another effective NLP practice for overcoming fear is 
changing your movie around fear by making the movie 
comedic. The sillier and funnier you can make the movie the 
better the results! 

An effective way to decrease the negative power of a fear is 
to change the movie you play in your mind. Every time you 
have or think of a fear you are showing yourself a detailed 
movie in your mind with negative sounds, feelings and details. 

Until now you would have been like most people out there 
showing yourself memories, then getting into a certain state 
based on how you felt about these memories.  

Let’s look at an example of a rider who has a vivid memory 
of being bucked off their horse, hitting the ground and lying on 
the arena surface. By continually playing this movie in their 
head it is no wonder that they feel apprehensive about getting 
back on the horse.  

Maybe immediately, if they are hurt quite badly, or in time 
they will develop a fear around riding. By changing the memory 
playing in their head by making it comedic and silly the fear 
can be minimised or even removed so they can continue riding. 

They could change the video by: 

• Making the video go backwards. Picture them lying on 
the arena surface and then flying up onto the horses back. 
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Picture them flying back into the saddle and then trotting 
backwards on the arena. 

• Adding music to the video. Adding something silly 
like carnival music or the Looney Tunes soundtrack 
immediately makes this video start to seem amusing. 

• Imagining there is a horse trainer with them and when 
they talk instead of their normal voice it is Daffy Duck’s 
voice instead. 

• Playing around with the feeling in their stomach. 
When you actually think and focus on this feeling it has 
an origin and spins a certain way. I would ask the rider to 
make this feeling spin slower and then spin it in the 
opposite direction. 

You determine how scary something is by how you represent 
it in your mind. If your representations carry no imagined 
negative consequences then they will automatically lose their 
ability to impair your actions. 

Exercise Time! Making your movie into a comedy sitcom. 

Think of the fear that is holding you back from enjoying 
your riding.  

Play this fear in your mind in as much detail as possible 
involving the five senses of sound, colour, touch, smell and 
taste.  

You’ll probably notice after you do this you’ll experience 
physiological changes in your body. Your palms may sweat 
slightly, heart rate may increase, you get tense and you have a 
nauseous feeling in your stomach. 
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1. Now I want you to play the video you just 

showed yourself in rewind at normal speed and note 
how you feel. Now speed up the video in rewind so 
that it is quicker. Perhaps twice the speed then 5 
times the speed. 

2. To this video playing in rewind add some silly 
music. Maybe music that you would hear at a 
carnival or the Simpsons theme song. Whatever 
song makes it seem all the funnier. 

3. To this video add talking to yourself but 
whenever you open your mouth instead of hearing 
your normal voice you hear Daffy Duck’s, Bugs 
Bunny’s voice or even your voice on helium. Is the 
whole situation starting to look ridiculous, funny 
and starting to make you laugh? 

4. If there are any feelings in your body associated 
with the fear I want you to slow the spinning 
feeling down inside you. Keep slowing it down 
until it stops and then start spinning it the other way 
making it quicker and quicker. Keep playing the 
video in your mind with all these adjustments and 
the whole thing should start to look ridiculous to 
you and you’ll probably find yourself laughing in 
hysterics at it. 

The more you do this and practice it the more you’ll start to 
notice that when trying to play the original movie it will be 
more and more difficult each and every time. You will hear that 
music playing, the funny voice and the video may want to 
always play in reverse.  
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These are good things.  

The original movie is being scratched and we are replacing it 
with a new one. Keep playing and practicing with this NLP tool 
as it is fun and effective. 

NLP TOOL: Swish Patterns 

Swish patterns are great because they take your internal 
representat ions that normally produce states of un-
resourcefulness such as fear and cause them to automatically 
trigger new internal representations that put you in resourceful 
states.  

This is pretty big news.  

It means that you can take cues that up until now have 
caused you to be fearful and anxious and make these cues now 
produce entirely different responses. These responses could be 
excitement, calmness or whatever state you would like to be in. 

So how do we use this powerful tool to create change to be 
more automatic and consistent?  

You need to start by identifying the behaviour you want to 
change such as a fear of falling off your horse.  

Picture the image or video in associated form, remember that 
is through your own eyes. For example you may see your hips 
coming out of the saddle and the side of the horse as you are 
falling to the ground. 
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Once this image is clear you will need to create a different 

image of the behaviour that you do want to have instead.  

For example you might picture your hips sitting firmly in the 
saddle. Your thighs gripping comfortably on your horse, trotting 
around like a professional completely confident and in control. 

The last step involves swishing the two pictures so that when 
you picture the un-resourceful experience it straightaway 
triggers the new resourceful experience. The great thing about 
swish patterns is that whenever you have a trigger for the fear 
of falling it will now instead trigger the new image putting you 
in a much more productive and resourceful state. 

Exercise Time! Let’s give Swish Patterns a go with you 
right now following this step by step plan. 

STEP ONE.  

Get a clear image in your head of the behaviour or situation 
that you would like to change.  

Make this picture big and bright make sure you are 
associated in this image. 

STEP TWO. 

In the bottom corner of this picture make a small dark 
picture of the desired way you want to be instead. Make this 
little picture clear and how would you like things to be instead 
of the old picture.  

Make sure you keep the desired picture small in the bottom 
corner of the other picture. 
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STEP THREE.  

Now very quickly have that small picture rapidly grow in 
size and colour until it literally bursts through the picture of the 
non desired behaviour into full view.  

This process should take less than one second and as this 
process is taking place say ‘ssswishhhh’ really excitedly and 
enthusiastically.  

The reason for saying ‘ssswishhhh’ is that it sends powerful 
positive signals to your brain. 

(Alternatives to the above method is that you can have the 
picture of the undesired state rapidly shrink and recede to a 
distant point while the dark picture explodes into full view. The 
‘ssswishhhh’ sound can be internal or external, whatever suits 
you. The important thing is the speed of how you do this 
process). 

STEP FOUR. 

In front of you now will be the picture of how you want to 
be. It will be big, bright, colourful and focused with the old 
picture smashed into oblivion. 

STEP FIVE 

Repeat step 3 at least 5 times.  

Remember the key to this pattern is speed and repetition. 
Open your eyes between each repetition as this breaks your 
state and then you can start again. 
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When performing Swish patterns you need to feel that small 

dark picture become huge and bright with such an intensity that 
it explodes through the big picture.  

Really pause and experience the great feelings of seeing the 
picture of how you want things to be. Open your eyes between 
each repetition and then start again. See that big undesired 
picture of what you want to change and then ‘ssswishhhh’ see 
that small image take over.  

Repeat it again and again and again.  

What you are doing is reprogramming your brain so that 
every time the old picture of your fear comes into your mind, it 
immediately triggers the new picture giving you a different 
resourceful state and a new behaviour. 

How are Swish Patterns working for you? Let’s test it 
now with that old image that you chose. 

Picture the fearful memory that you came up with now.  

What happens when you do?  

In our example of falling off the horse it should be hard to 
imagine falling off the horse and the feelings that used to come 
with it. Instead the new behaviour should keep flashing up with 
the new associated feelings.  

If this is not the case then repeat the process above making 
the images even clearer and the process even quicker. Make 
sure to really experience the desired feelings from the new 
picture before you open your eyes and then repeat the 
‘ssswishhhh’ at least another 6 times. 
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To really ensure the success of the swish pattern, make the 
new image the ultimate desire and feeling that you want. It has 
to be so powerful that it moves you toward it so much more 
than holding onto the old image.  

Make it so attractive that you are incredibly excited about it.  

Try adding in some new submodalities to assist in producing 
the feelings to make it even more real. 

Swish patterns produce amazing results and do so 
automatically when the old image pops into our head, because 
we have linked it with the new image and its associated desired 
feelings.  

The human brain tends to move away from unpleasant 
experiences and towards positive ones instead.  

By creating a much more appealing and pleasant image of 
staying on the horse you give your brain a powerful signal 
about which kind of behaviour to move towards. 

The great thing about our mind is that we can defy the 
laws of the universe and go backwards.  

Time cannot.  

Events cannot.  

But our mind can. 
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NLP TOOL: Reframing 

Reframing our situation and using different language can 
change everything. The way you see the situation and feel 
about the situation and the way you talk to yourself. 

A great way to manage your fear is by reframing. If you 
change the context, meaning or content you change the meaning 
of an event. 

With fear, if you use a context reframe this can help loosen 
your mind to other possibilities. A context reframe is when you 
find another context when the behaviour is acceptable.  

For instance a horse galloping in the Melbourne Cup horse 
race is not a problem.  

It is something you want!  

If the horse does not gallop in this race it is being very 
naughty. By understanding galloping in a different context it 
loosens the power that it might have over you if it was 
previously something that caused you fear or uncertainty. 

The meaning we give something is HUGE. I am constantly 
reframing the meaning I give things for myself personally and 
in my work with clients.  

If a horse gallops off on you, you might make it mean you 
aren’t in control. Especially when you pull back on the reins 
and you can’t stop the horse.  

What if galloping meant it was a good thing as the horse had 
a lot of energy?  
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What if it meant you should enter the Melbourne Cup?  

What if it meant you should kick the horse faster and see 
how fast it can go?  

What if it meant it was your gift to learn how to let go? 

People assign a huge meaning to competition.  

They assign the meaning that if you come last it means you 
are crap.  

They assign the meaning if you win it means you are 
awesome.  

My ability to assign no meaning to my competition and to 
my riding allows me to stay in the moment and not stress about 
the outcome. If you decide something scares you, look at the 
meaning you have assigned the event.  

What did you make it mean?  

Perhaps you made it mean you were not strong enough or 
capable enough. Maybe you made it mean you can’t do 
something or it is too hard.  

All those meanings aren’t true unless you want them to be. 
Everything is a delusion so pick your delusions carefully and 
assign meanings that are going to work for you.  

This approach could mean to you that you are awesome and 
a learning machine. It could mean life is random and things 
happen for no reason. 
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Another very useful resource is to manipulate the content of 

the event itself. We cannot experience an event for how it 
happened, only instead choose how we filter it.  

Therefore we can change the content we receive if it is going 
to serve us and make us feel better about a situation and reduce 
our fear.  

Using the galloping example was it a gallop or just an 
extended canter?  

If a horse bucked did it buck or pigroot?  

If you fell off your horse did you fall off or dismount 
quickly?  

A lot of people argue this and say it is lying to yourself but I 
will reiterate. You are already lying to yourself as you can’t 
experience the 2 million bits of reality.  

You are basing everything on what you chose to filter into 
your 7 chunks of information.  

Reframing for me is what helps me manipulate my world so 
I can be successful.  

You can spend your whole life searching for the truth or 
manipulate it so it serves you and allows you to live the life you 
want. 
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NLP TOOL: Language 

A change in your use of language changes the way you 
think about fear. Ask yourself better questions and you’ll 
get better results. 

When I think about people choosing fear there is always a 
common theme and that is the language they choose to describe 
fear.  

Language is a very powerful tool we use to describe our 
world. If you are single and I tell you I have found the person 
of your dreams and you ask me how would I describe their 
looks, and I reply “okay”. How do you feel about them? I think 
you would not feel that motivated to meet them.  

What if I described them as simply delicious? Do you want 
to meet them now? They are the same person. They look the 
same but the use of words changes how you feel about them.  

The same goes for your riding.  

If I ask you how your riding went and you reply that it was 
okay. That doesn’t tell me much nor does it sound as though it 
went well.  

If you were to reply that it was outstanding, I’d think that 
sounds like a great session!  

If both training sessions were identical and you described it 
the second way I could guarantee that you’d feel better about 
the second session. 

So what language do you use to describe your fear?  
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Do you have funny tummy?  

Are you freaked out?  

Did your horse have a little pigroot or a massive buck?  

Did you horse playfully lift up off the ground or did he rear 
and not go back down for 5 minutes?  

What language do you use to describe you? Do you say the 
following: 

• I can’t... 

• Not possible... 

• I wish... 

These are all the words and language of someone at effect. 
Someone who is hoping life works out rather than making sure 
it does work out.  

The words ‘I can’t’ are so limiting that by using such words 
you are immediately putting yourself in a defeated state. Words 
are so powerful that they have the ability to affect our 
behaviour and in turn our state. 

People that say they hope they don’t fall off their horse or 
it’s not possible for my horse to score over 65% are already 
fulfilling their own prophecy and creating their future with just 
the use of such limiting language.  

“Whether you think you can or whether you think you can’t, 
you’re right”. Those are the words of Henry Ford. 

It is time to use the language of power such as:  
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• I can... 

• I will... 

• I know... 

• I am... 

I make sure I never language my fear. If I don’t talk about it 
or vocalise it, then I will not be bound by its limitations. I 
ensure I only talk about what I do want because this helps me 
with my focus on what I want. 

The power of language used to create positive self talk is so 
vitally important to success that on the flip side it is just as 
powerful in but in a negative way. 
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CHAPTER SUMMARY 

• It is impossible to experience reality for reality itself. 
All we can experience is OUR version of reality which 
is created by our filters.  

• If we want our reality to change we need to change a 
filter. 

• Our brain codes information in our head in pictures and 
these pictures are all stored differently in our heads. 
Whether we like something, hate something or are 
fearful of it is in part because of how it is stored.  

• By changing the submodalities we can change the 
emotions we feel when we think of it. 

• Your state determines your physiology and your 
physiology determines your state.  

• If you act depressed by looking at the ground and 
hunching your shoulders you’ll feel depressed and vice 
versa.  

• Act courageously and fearlessly and you’ll soon feel 
confident and capable of achieving anything. 

• Submodalities give our images and videos in our head 
meaning and feelings.  

• We have three main submodalities which are visual, 
auditory and kinaesthetic.
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CHAPTER SUMMARY Continued… 

• By changing the submodalities associated with our 
images we change the way we feel about certain 
situations and this can lead us to overcome our fear. 

• Swish patterns are a powerful NLP tool that have the 
ability to change the way we react to previous triggers 
that out us in fearful or unresourceful states. 

• Reframing is an important tool to use daily to make 
sure you are changing your reality to how you want it.  

• The power of language is important to shape your 
reality how you want it to be.
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HOME PLAY 

Think of a fear you have in your riding: 

• Step1 - Go through the NLP communication model 
and analyse what you DDG about the event, what 
your beliefs are and what your IR was. Then change 
your IR so you feel differently about the event. 

• Step 2 - Elicit submodalities, change them and feel 
the emotions change as you do it. 

• Step 3 - Swish it. How do you feel now? 

• Step 4 - Reframe it and change your language about 
the event so it works for you.
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BONUS GIFT TWO :  

Go to www.fearlessridingsuccess.com and click on the 
book bonus tab. Enter the code FEARLESS to claim your 
FREE video on submodality shifts.

If you would like to know more about NLP and how to 
master these techniques on a whole new level to overcome 
your fear and have confidence in your riding, then perhaps 
my “FearLESS Riding Success” program may be right for 
you. Go to www.fearlessridingsuccess.com to find out more 
and to join us now!
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CHAPTER 6

MAKING FEAR YOUR FRIEND 

“Don't be afraid of your fears. They're not there to scare 
you. They're there to let you know that something is worth it.” 
~ C. Joybell 

So far you have learnt: 

• What is fear? - it it is real or imagined and the 
top three fears we all have: 

1. The fear of not being good enough or 
failure,  

2. The fear of not belonging, or being judged, 
and  

3. The fear of not being loved, or accepted. 

• What has fear cost you in life? And how, by 
keeping you small and in your comfort zone, this 
has meant you have missed opportunities and 
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growth and therefore success, because you let it 
hold you back. 

• How to overcome fear using NLP with the NLP 
communication model, submodality shifts, swish 
patterns, reframing and language. 

So now it’s time to put it all together and learn how to use 
fear to propel you forward and get the results you want. 

The fact is YOU HAVE learnt everything you need to stop 
fear being a roadblock in your way. At the end of the day 
however, none of this makes a difference to you if you don’t 
take action.  

Maybe you have a secondary gain, maybe you like your 
comfort zone or maybe you don’t believe you can have it. In 
order for this book to change your riding you need to embrace 
uncertainty and create change. On the following pages is the 7 
step process to embrace your fear: 

THE SEVEN STEP PROCESS TO LOVE FEAR 

STEP ONE: ACKNOWLEDGE YOUR FEAR 

Your fear is there for a reason.  

Don’t pretend it’s invisible or you can ignore it and this will 
cure it. You need to deal with it and love it.  

Fear is a signpost that you are on your way to greatness. You 
don’t feel fear lying on the couch eating cookies. Why? There is 
no challenge.  
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You will achieve nothing on the couch, so of course there is 

no fear there. Enter a competition, get on a new horse, ride a 
young horse or ride canter and fear is expected as it is a sign 
you are out of your comfort zone. You are about to grow and 
learn something.  

THIS IS A GOOD THING!  

Don’t shy away from your greatness. The only way to be 
great is to take your fear head on as fear is the best indicator of 
where you will grow. 

STEP TWO: FIGURE OUT WHAT THE ROOT CAUSE 
OF YOUR FEAR IS 

What you are afraid of isn’t what you are really afraid of.  

For example, a fear of cantering isn’t a fear of cantering. 
Instead it may be a fear of loss of control, falling, that you can’t 
handle it or perhaps looking silly.  

Find out what scares you about cantering. Using the example 
of a loss of control.  

Then dig deeper. What scares you about losing control?  

The answer may be not being able to stop. Again question 
this. What scares you about losing control and not being able to 
stop?  

The answer perhaps is falling. What scares you about 
falling?  

Getting hurt. What scares you about getting hurt?  
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That you will be in pain and you can’t handle it. The root 
fear is you don’t fear cantering, but instead fear that you can’t 
handle it.  

So we need to work on self trust.  

Continue to dig deeper for the real reason you have that fear. 

STEP THREE: WORK ON THE ROOT CAUSE 

Continuing on from the previous example, if you fear you 
can’t handle it, you would work on trust building exercises, 
where you would have little wins that show you that you can 
handle anything.  

So work on small accomplishable tasks to tackle the root 
cause. 

The good thing is you are working on the REAL cause of 
your fear, not just the surface fear. It is by doing this that means 
you will fix your fear from a deep level and remove its hold 
over you. 

STEP FOUR: IDENTIFY AND REMOVE YOUR 
SECONDARY GAIN 

Figure out what you will need to give up so you can move 
through your fear and get what you really want.  

There is always a price. We always learn you can’t have 
something for nothing. This is especially true when it comes to 
fear. You can’t have all the magical, amazing gifts from 
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breaking through your fears while staying safe and cozy in your 
comfort zone.  

Identify what you are willing to give up and then take action 
and give it up! 

STEP FIVE: USE NLP TO RELEASE THE FEAR 

Use the NLP tools to alleviate your fear of falling.  

Make it funny, fun and silly. Watch your language and make 
sure you reframe everything to serve your goals. 

STEP SIX: TAKE ACTION 

Action is where the magic happens. You won’t overcome 
fear sitting on the couch.  

Action gives you confidence and the momentum to continue. 

People say I will do it when I feel confident. 

The problem is that time never arrives. 

Do it, then you will feel confident. 

That’s the secret to life that no one tells you. 

So I am telling you now. Action breeds confidence. Action 
creates confidence. So go and take action and confidence will 
be yours. 
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STEP SEVEN: BE PATIENT 

You won’t get it perfect right away. Any action is success in 
my book!  

If you keep taking steps over a month you will look back and 
be amazed by your progress. 

Remember the fear of falling off a horse is normally the fear 
of loss of control or fear of the unexpected, not the fall itself.  

If I guaranteed you wouldn’t hurt yourself falling off you 
wouldn’t fear it. So actually, it is the of fear of getting hurt.  

If I told you that you would graze an elbow and be stiff for a 
day you also wouldn’t fear it.  

Most fears are because you don’t trust yourself. You 
can’t handle the ‘what if’: 

• What if i get hurt? 

• What if I can’t handle it? 

• What if it’s bad? 

It’s time to trust yourself and realise you can handle it. 

I appreciate that is easier said than done, but what it really 
boils down to is what do you want more: 

Your comfort zone or your dreams? 

You can’t have both. 
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We will address trust of self later in this book. For now you 

need to make a conscious choice of what you want.  

You have learned what fear is, what it has cost you so far 
and powerful NLP techniques to manage your fear. These NLP 
techniques work, if you want them to.  

If you don’t want to lose your fear because on an 
unconscious level you like staying in your comfort zone and 
feeling safe, then you won’t make the NLP work for you.  

As they say the tool is only useful in the hand that wants to 
use it. 

When learning how to manage fear, the number one thing 
you need to think about is the power of focus. The power of 
focus is everything when it comes to controlling your fear and 
releasing the power it has over you. 

NLP states that “What you focus on is what you get to the 
exclusion of everything else.” 

The main point I want to bring to your attention in this 
statement is “to the exclusion of everything else.” 

Think if you were in a dark warehouse with only a flashlight. 
If you flash the light into one corner of the room you’ll only see 
what is lit up in the corner of this room by the flashlight.  

If you saw in this corner balloons, presents wrapped up and 
cupcakes one could make the conclusion that this is a party 
room.  
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You would feel good and excited about what you see. As this 
is the only bit of the warehouse you can see with your torch you 
make the conclusion this room is good and it’s time to party. 

However what if you were to take your torch and shine it to 
another part of the warehouse? In the opposite corner you see 
skeletons, mouldy food and dust and dirt everywhere.  

What do you think of the warehouse now? Is it a dirty old 
horrible place? You might feel sick and want to get out of there 
quickly. 

What is the truth about this warehouse?  

Is it s good or a bad place?  

Does it make you feel good or bad?  

Do you want to stay or go?  

The answer to that is simple depending on wherever you 
choose to shine your torch. Where you shine your torch is 
where you will have your focus. And what you focus on will 
determine your feelings and actions towards the room.  

I know exactly where my torch will be. It will be focussed 
directly onto those cupcakes. This is how I live my life. No 
matter what else is going on or what is happening, I make 
myself find the cupcakes in the situation and direct my torch 
and focus on that. 

If my horse feels hot and crazy I focus on the one stride that 
felt good. When I do a bad dressage test I focus on the one 
centreline that was good.  
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I’m not delusional. I am aware of everything that is going on 

and will practice what needs to be worked on.  

Remember from the previous chapter that what you focus on 
grows. I know I need to be aware of the areas for improvement 
but not focus on them. 

When you balance focus and awareness successfully, you 
can manage your fears. You acknowledge them for being there 
but don’t let it stop you. 

Throughout my years as a coach I have begun to recognise 
patterns among my clients in respect to their thoughts and the 
results that they were creating with these thoughts.  

I would hear them say, “I hope that I don’t fall off my 
horse”, “I hope that I don’t come last at competition” or “I hope 
my horse doesn’t spook when it’s windy”.  

You guess what happened when they continually focused on 
these statements? You’d be correct if you said that their 
statements came true.  

What if you changed your focus? Instead of focusing on 
horse being naughty start to focus and seek out the good things 
your horse is continually doing.  

Did your horse stand still for you to get on? Well that’s a 
good thing.  

Did you horse warm-up well? That’s another good thing.  

Was your horse’s trot to canter transitions good? Another 
good point.  
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The more we change our focus from the negative to the 
positive, the more we will enjoy our riding. We will be more 
relaxed and in a better learning state. If the horse does play up, 
we will not be as fussed because we have already noticed all the 
positive things our horse is doing already. We will be in a good 
state to fix the movements that require work. 

By now I think that you would be agreeing that the majority 
of the fears that you are experiencing in your riding and in life 
have most likely been forged at a young age.  

Doesn’t it make you laugh that you are letting your 3 year 
old formed child fears control the way you live our lives as 
adults? They have been holding you back from achieving the 
goals and experiences that you really want.  

So what is your reaction to fear?  

What do you do in the face of fear?  

For me I have made it my green light to go. What do most 
people do instead?  

Fear for them is a big red stop sign or red light that says 
danger, don’t do this, stop! And that is what most people do. 
They stop, back up and try to get rid of that feeling.  

That used to be me but from my study and learning about 
this I have changed that now and associated fear as my green 
light to go. It’s telling me that I’m on the right path I need to be 
and definitely what I have to do next. Create a relationship that 
welcomes fear.  

This book is about dealing with fear, not removing it. 
Reframing this we can looking at it in an entirely different way.  
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From now on look at fear as a positive thing indicating that 

you are on the right track. As Ralph Waldo Emmerson puts it, 
‘Fear defeats more people than any other one thing in the 
world’, so instead 'do the thing you fear and the death of fear is 
certain.’ 

Be okay with failure. 

Perhaps one of the biggest lessons to understand with 
overcoming fear is to be okay with failure.  

How does that sound to you to say I’m fine with failure as it 
doesn’t bother me? Being okay with failure means that you will 
keep doing, trying and moving forward. When we are not okay 
with failure we are stagnant and fearful because of what people 
think of us, or that they won’t love us for not being good 
enough.  

You will never be better at something until you have a 
learning experience and you can’t have a learning experience if 
you don’t have a go.  

When I am on the horse I give anything a try and that is what 
I am learning. There are two outcomes that can happen. At the 
end of a riding session I have learnt what not to do next session, 
or I get excited and have learnt what to do next ride.  

How do I have that learning experience? The answer is by 
accepting a challenge and realising that I need to overcome 
failure. 

So what is our choice? Our choice is to confront fear and 
when we do that we are probably going to fail.  
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Let’s say you have a fear of competing, have never competed 
before and your deepest fear is coming last. The most likely 
outcome when you do compete is that you come last.  

Now what? You pick yourself up and you go out and you 
compete again. It’s interesting to see how many failures people 
will accept before they give up or if they continue until they are 
where they want to be. 

A man who was a master of reframing the definition of 
failure and understanding the importance of it was Thomas 
Edison. Regarded as one of the greatest inventors Edison 
changed the world and didn’t let doubters stand in his way.  

Possibly it could be said that the latter is more impressive 
than his world changing inventions and ideas. He certainly did 
allow the fear of not being loved or not belonging hold him 
back as otherwise he would have not completed his inventions 
when faced with adversity.  

Edison is perhaps best known for inventing a working and 
sustainable light bulb. He was famously quoted many years 
after succeeding as saying: 

“I have not failed 10,000 times. I have not failed once. I 
have succeeded in proving that those 10,000 ways will not 
work. When I have eliminated the ways that will not work, I 
will find the way that will work.” 

Can you believe that 10,000 attempts were made?  

How many attempts would you have done before you had 
given up?  
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Would you have even started knowing that failure initially 

would be inevitable?  

Remember that he was creating a product that today we can’t 
live without but they could back in his time. 

Am I starting to ignite a flame in you yet or strike a nerve?  

Most people give up after the first few attempts, if in fact 
they attempt at all. And definitely give up by the 20th or 30th 
go, rationalising that it is not worth it and it’s becoming a time 
waster.  

So what about you? What are you selling yourself short on? 
What are you giving up for fear of failure? 

I don’t like the word failure or failing and think it is one of 
the worst words in the English language because of the 
connotation we have of it.  

Can you imagine if Thomas Edison had indulged in failure? 
Edison understood that he was not failing 10,000 times but 
learned 10,000 ways it wouldn’t work. For him to successfully 
create a sustainable working light bulb one could say it took 
10,000 steps.  

Failing is learning and it is the successful people that 
understand this. Reframe your meaning of the word fail and 
replace it with lesson learnt, knowledge gained or experience 
and then failure will cease for you.  
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CHAPTER SUMMARY 

• The 7 Step Process to Love and Embrace Your Fear: 

1. Acknowledge your Fear 

2. Determine the root cause of your fear - what does 
it really mean? 

3. Fix the root cause of the fear 

4. Remove secondary gain - be ready to pay the price 
and give up something 

5. Use NLP tools to eliminate the power the fear has 
over you 

6. Take ACTION 

7. Be patient 

• What you focus on is what you get, so make sure you 
shift your focus to what you do want. 

• Failure means your green light to, your stepping stone 
to success.
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HOME PLAY 

• Go through the 7 step process and change once and 
for all your relationship with your fear. 

• When you have done that go and take action! Action 
is where the magic is! Remember confidence turns up 
after you take action. So don’t go waiting for 
confidence. Your time is now! Go and take action - 
imperfectly is fine and if you fail even better!!!!
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BONUS GIFT THREE:  

I love to celebrate failure.  

I think it is important to celebrate failure as it is simply a 
stepping stone to success.  

Therefore to any one who sends me video of themselves 
failing - bad karaoke singing, coming last at a dressage 
competition, getting eliminated, whatever it is as long as 
it ‘failing’ I will personally send you a gift voucher of 
$50 to use in the Your Riding Success Store. 

Send your failure to info@yourridingsuccess.com and you 
will be sent back a $50 Your Riding Success gift voucher 
to use in the online store.

mailto:info@yourridingsuccess.com
mailto:info@yourridingsuccess.com
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ADDITIONAL INSIGHTS AND 

INSPIRATION 

FAILURE AND IT BEING OK 

“Waiting to develop courage is just another form of 
procrastination. The most successful people take action while 

they’re afraid!”   

~ Unknown 

“Be fearless. Have the courage to take risks. Go where there 
are no guarantees. Get out of your comfort zone even if it 

means being uncomfortable. The road less traveled is 
sometimes fraught with barricades, bumps, and uncharted 
terrain. But it is on that road where your character is truly 
tested.  Have the courage to accept that you’re not perfect, 

nothing is and no one is — and that’s OK.”  

~ Katie Couric 

“I failed my way to success.” 

~Thomas Edison 
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"I've come to believe that all my past failure and frustration 
were actually laying the foundation for the understandings that 

have created the new level of living I now enjoy."  

~ Tony Robbins 

"Defeat is not the worst of failures. Not to have tried is the 
true failure." 

~ George Edward Woodberry 

"I can accept failure, everyone fails at something. But I can't 
accept not trying."  

~ Michael Jordan 

"Try a thing you haven’t done three times. Once, to get over 
the fear of doing it. Twice, to learn how to do it. And a third 

time to figure out whether you like it or not."  

~ Virgil Thomson 

"In order to succeed, your desire for success should be 
greater than your fear of failure."  

~ Bill Cosby  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SECTION 3 - CREATING 
CONFIDENCE  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CHAPTER 7

BELIEFS 

“What we can or cannot do, what we consider possible 
or impossible, is rarely a function of our true capability. 
It is more likely a function of our beliefs about who we 
are.” ~ Tony Robbins 

To create confidence and change how you approach fear one 
of the biggest things to do is change your beliefs. You will 
remember from the NLP communication model that beliefs are 
a filter we use to determine what we do with the two million 
parts of reality coming at us in any one time.  

When we change a belief we can create change. We can then 
really manage and move past our fears.  

I mentioned in the chapter on vision that you cannot start to 
create a different riding experience, such as a riding experience 
without fear, until you first believe that that is a possibility for 
you. 
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From experience in my coaching, the difference between 
people who get results and those who don’t comes down to 
what they believe. Every single time. 

Someone who has a belief that riding is fun, exciting and 
safe has a completely different experience than someone who 
believes riding is hard, stressful and scary.  

Our beliefs are created by forming generalisations of the 
events in our lives. These beliefs that we form take control 
of how we live our lives, the decisions we make and the way 
we experience life.  

‘The beliefs we form are why some people live extraordinary 
lives and others mediocre lives.’ 

So if beliefs are formed on the creation of generalisations 
then we need to really understand what is a generalisation? I 
know we touched on this with the NLP Communication Model, 
but it’s worth talking about again, to understand that the 
generalisations that we form affect our horse riding and explain 
why we have certain fears. 

Generalisations allow you to ride different breeds of horse. 
When you swing your leg over a horse that you have never 
ridden before and are not familiar with, you feel certain that 
you will be able to ride this horse around the arena in walk, trot 
and canter safely. You have a belief that you know how to ask 
for trot and to get it round, because you have done this many 
times before and have created certainty around this.  

Without generalisations such as these and many others that 
you have created in your life, you would feel pretty much 
paralyzed in day to day life.  
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We make generalisations in our lives every day from opening 

a packet of food, putting on clothes, opening a book and 
opening a door. These are just a few examples but our lives are 
full of generalisations. 

We make generalisations about riding such as if we can ride 
mares, whether we can ride a gelding, ride in an outdoor or 
indoor arena whether or not we have been to that venue before, 
etc. 

We even use generalisations to buy a drink at a competition 
and open the drink bottle even though the lid may be different 
to one we have seen before.  

So as you can see generalisations provide certainty in a 
world of uncertainty allowing us to function without losing 
our minds. However, sometimes we create fear-based 
generalisations that we live by that keep us living small and halt 
us in our tracks.  

The negative effect of generalisations can oversimplify areas 
of our lives that are in fact much more complex and in these 
cases may lead to the creation of something called a limiting 
belief.  

Think about the person that may have pulled out of various 
jumps on the cross country field.  

Every jump they pulled away from was associated with 
water. As the rider approached these jumps their horse shook its 
head or something on the course distracted the horse.  

It is possible that it is through events such as this that this 
person generalised that they fail at water jumps on all horses.  
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When you believe negative generalisations to be true, they 
are self-fueling and can be lived out through your whole life. At 
the time you may not even know that they are negative 
generalisations.  

Taking the previous example, the rider may tell themselves 
that they don’t want to do any jumps today... because there are  
water jumps and they cannot do those... because they always 
fail at those.  

Maybe you have created far worse limiting beliefs from 
generalisations that are causing you to miss out on many things 
in life.  

It is because of these limiting beliefs that you’ll sabotage 
yourself just to fulfill your prophecy about your belief. 

Generalisations can also form the basis of what you believe 
to be true for you, such as: 

• I can’t remember tests - because you forgot the 
last two tests... 

• I freeze in the competition ring... 

• I can’t canter - because you fear falling off... 

• I can’t feel when I ride... 

The biggest danger is believing our limiting beliefs and not 
challenging them. This definitely includes the ones we have 
formed from a very young age. Much like the fears that we 
create and live by from a young age, we do the same with 
limiting beliefs. 
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I remember hearing a story of a family in which there were 

three brothers.  

Shortly after the youngest boy Ryan was born he was 
nicknamed by his brothers as ‘dummy’. There was no particular 
reason for calling him dummy, it was not because of any actions 
or behavior but nonetheless he was called this name essentially 
from birth. 

As Ryan grew up the name stuck with him that even his 
parents and friends called him Dummy.  

When Ryan started school he under-performed academically 
and often played up in class and was known as the class drop 
kick. He was labeled by the other kids as dumb.  

Ryan continued to play up and was continually labelled as 
dummy into high school and it was destined that Ryan would 
not amount to anything. 

It was around this time in high school that the two older 
brothers of Ryan attended a development course designed to 
improve self image and self development of adolescents where 
the boys learnt from the facilitator that there nickname of 
dummy for their younger brother may well be having 
significant implications on Ryan. 

By labeling him in this way Ryan may well believe what 
they were saying.  

Remember even the parents, relatives and friends were 
calling him dummy. The facilitator told them to start calling 
him by his real name and give him words of encouragement and 
to encourage all those around him to start addressing him by his 
real name. 
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The effects were almost immediate.  

Ryan started paying more attention in class and ceased 
playing up at school. The family was amazed at the change in 
his behavior and were astonished that it was all in a name.  

For all his life he had been called dummy. When he was old 
enough to know the meaning of the word Ryan started behaving 
and acting in the manner he knew this word meant.  

When everyone started calling him Ryan and he started 
receiving words of encouragement and up-lifting statements 
from his family, his behavior began to shift and his mind began 
to think positively. 

Years later Ryan got to attend an event for high excellence 
youths of the future. In one of the breaks Ryan approached the 
facilitator and thanked him. Puzzled the facilitator asked him 
what for. 

The young man explained that he was the boy that was once 
called dummy by his family and friends. That his brothers had 
attended the facilitators course and had learnt what they were 
calling him was damaging and to change immediately.  

After that time Ryan’s grades had dramatically increased to 
the point where he graduated top of his class at high school and 
had a bright future ahead of him.  

All because of what was in a name and the beliefs associated 
with that. 
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YOUR BELIEFS MIGHT BE WRONG! 

A big danger with our beliefs is that we treat them as though 
they are the truth. We believe in them and that they are 100% 
correct.  

In fact the longer that we have had them the less likely we 
are to question them. Unfortunately our beliefs become 
limitations for decisions we will make in the future about what 
we believe we are capable or not capable of.  

What makes matters worse is that beliefs are generally not 
consciously formed. In fact, most are formed unconsciously. 

Our beliefs are often formed incorrectly as they are 
misinterpretations of the experiences of our past and when we 
take on this belief we completely forget that it is only an 
interpretation.  

We are in trouble right from the start. Unlike other 
mammals, we never do anything randomly. 

All our actions are the result of our beliefs, unconscious or 
conscious. 

And remember that these beliefs are in place to either lead us 
away from pain or lead us towards pleasure.  

If you no longer want to your life to be a seemingly series 
of random events, where you are not getting anywhere and 
these random events are taking control of your life, then you 
need to take control of your beliefs.  

To do so you need to change the ones that are holding you 
back from the extraordinary life that you deserve and can have. 
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The power of our beliefs and the associated meaning of it 
can be enormously positive and really quite detrimental. 

 We all have the ability to associate empowering meanings to 
our experiences and therefore our beliefs no matter how terrible 
the situation. Unfortunately, most never make the connection 
and form beliefs that can potentially destroy their lives or at the 
least certainly stop them from living their life to its potential. 

Viktor Frankl was a survivor from a terrible concentration 
camp that was forced to endure torture and experiences that no 
human should ever have to be put through.  

However he was able to find a higher meaning for what he 
went through and able to associate a different meaning to most 
others at his concentration camp. How could his experiences 
and what he was put through be of a learning experience to 
others? 

He developed the belief that he would see the other side of 
this experience and then would ensure that no other human 
would ever have to be put through such experience ever again.  

He used this higher purpose to his advantage as it most 
likely gave him a reason to live where almost all around him 
died in that concentration camp. He could have used this 
experience to seek revenge, but maybe that would not have 
been enough to survive.  

By turning a horrific event into a belief that good could 
come from it he was able to endure the pain. 

I think by now you will be starting to grasp the concept of 
how powerful beliefs really are. The power of beliefs is so 
strong the body can actually undergo physical changes.  
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People with multiple personality disorders have been 

observed closely and when changing from one personality to 
another, physical changes have literally been noted. There have 
been changes in eye color observed from one personality to the 
next, skin conditions such as rashes have come and gone 
depending upon the personality.  

Observers have also noted blood pressure changes depending 
on the health of the personality type they are taking on.  

Even changes to the extent that when the person would 
normally require glasses to see clearly, after changing 
personality they would no longer require glasses and had 
perfect, twenty-twenty vision. 

You may be more aware of the power of beliefs when 
making this connection with placebos.  

This has been seen and observed many times, where a 
medication is substituted with sugar placebo tablets that look 
identical to original medication, however they are just a plain 
sugar tablet.  

The people taking the placebos believe that they are taking 
the medication and the effects of the placebos are identical to 
the real medication. Isn’t this truly amazing? That our bodies 
are in fact able to do exactly what we tell them to do through 
the absolute conviction of our belief? 

I remember hearing a story where there was to be a big party 
at a college, where the beer supplied in the kegs looked like 
beer, tasted like beer, smelt like beer... Everything about the 
drink spelt beer except the alcohol content was so low that it 
would be impossible for anyone to get drunk on it. 
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The party goers were not told this - they were instead told 
that the beer was free and they could have as much as that 
wanted.  

The organizers of the party observed the party goers 
displayed all the signs normal college party goers display as the 
night went on. First the lowered inhibitions, the rowdy 
behavior, slurred words and loss of co-ordination and balance.  

The organizers were staggered at the results... that the 
participants believed they were drinking alcohol, therefore 
displayed the effects of someone actually drinking alcohol. 

Beliefs either encourage us to go for our goals and embrace 
our fears, or stop us in our tracks.  

They can empower us or dis-empower us in very specific 
situations. From how comfortable we feel riding a horse on a 
windy day, to how well we compete at competitions, if we 
become nervous or fearful this may be due to a limiting belief 
we have about ourselves, our horse or the situation. 

If we truly want the life of our dreams, the riding results that 
we truly desire, then we need to take conscious control of our 
beliefs. 

Really, What Are Beliefs? 

 Beliefs are anything you believe to be true. They are 
anything you believe, that you are certain about. They are 
something I can’t talk you out of.  

If I say to you the sun’s not rising tomorrow you won’t 
believe me.  
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You’ll say with 100% certainty and conviction, that you 

believe the sun will rise tomorrow. This is not something you 
can be talked out of. 

Beliefs and the tabletop theory 

 A strategy that I learnt from Tony Robbins about turning 
ideas into beliefs is to think of the idea as a tabletop without 
any legs.  

Without any legs this tabletop or idea does not stand.  

We can add legs to this tabletop when we think about 
experiences in life that can be references to support the idea. 
The more legs we have to support our idea the stronger our 
belief about this idea.  

When there is only one or two legs supporting the idea and 
we knock one of these out the belief could be easily shattered.  

If you love to canter you may have many ‘legs’ or reference 
points to your table of the belief “I can canter”.  

The reverse is also true if you have a belief you can’t canter 
you may have many ‘legs’ that prove to you that you can’t 
canter. 

The truth is you have legs for both. I have fallen off at least 
20 times in canter. There-fore I have 20 legs for a belief “I can’t 
canter” if I chose to take on that limiting belief. 

However, I have ridden over 2,000 canters where I haven’t 
fallen off. These canters that have been amazing, incredible, fun 
adventures and the belief I want to have about canter is, ‘I can 
do it and it’s fun.’ 
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Therefore I delete the legs for the belief I don’t want to  
have and focus on building the legs for the table I do want. 

In life we have had enough experiences to allow us to create 
legs for nearly any belief we want to create to either empower 
or disempower us. In the digital age with internet we can search 
for the experiences and stories of others and can choose these as 
legs to add to our tables.  

With all the experiences that we are bombarded with, we 
could form any belief we choose to. Take the example horses 
are dangerous animals. We have plenty of evidence both to 
support this statement and negate this statement depending on 
what we search for. However, having this belief would not serve 
you as a horse rider. Therefore you do not form the belief that 
horses are dangerous animals.  

Which belief is true? 

The belief that is true is the one that you choose to be true 
for you. You simply must start to cultivate and add weight to 
beliefs that help and serve you to get to where you want to go.  

The belief that matters most to you is whether or not it is 
empowering to your life and the direction you want to go, rather 
than disempowering and paralysing you.  

I mentioned earlier that you can adopt other people’s 
experiences to add legs of stability to your belief table.  

Did you know that we can even form references within our 
own minds using our imagination?  
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Imagine the power of the mind creating beliefs and 

experiences even though we have not physically experienced 
them.  

That is truly amazing. 

The amount of emotion we can attach to our references will 
directly affect the strength and the width of that leg of the table.  

References with lots and lots of emotion can be thought of as 
thick, broad legs, difficult to knock down and these tend to be 
experiences we have personally experienced ourselves. 

ONE MANS BELIEF AND THE 4 MINUTE MILE 

You may or may not be familiar with the story of the first 
man to break the 4 minute mile. It is a story of how humans can 
truly use their imagination to form references to form beliefs. 
Roger Bannister was a young medical student who was also a 
talented runner. 

As Roger knew, runners for years had been trying the break 
the magical mile in less than four minutes but had always fallen 
short. Medical doctors said that it was not possible. They had 
studied the human body and found humans did not possess the 
lung capacity to carry out this feat. They said the human 
muscles that comprised the quadriceps and hamstrings would 
break down with lactic acid before the distance had been 
reached in that short a time. 

All the evidence from professionals was there. All the 
failures of the past runners was there. And Roger, being a 
medical student, should have known better than most because of 
his medical education that it not humanly possible. 
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What was different about Roger was that he did not accept 
these references for his table of belief about running a 4 minute 
mile.  

Instead he created himself a different tabletop and supported 
this with imaginary references. These imaginary references that 
he created were linked with a massive amount of emotion, 
enough for him to create the belief that it was possible to break 
the mile in less than four minutes.  

He lived the event in his mind many times breaking this 
barrier as well as training very hard. 

In 1954, Roger famously completed the run that saw him 
become the first human to ever run the mile in under four 
minutes. He achieved something that countless others had not, 
something that medical science at the time had labeled 
impossible for the human. 

What happened next was just as amazing as what Roger had 
achieved, but proof as to what we are discussing here.  

It was that within that same year, 37 more runners were also 
able to break the four minute mile, and within the next year a 
further 300 runners achieved the same feat.  

What was suddenly different?  

Did these trainers train harder than they previously had?  

Perhaps.  

Or was it the fact that they were suddenly able to create a 
belief for themselves that the four minute mile was possible, 
because they had a reference to someone else’s experience?  
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They had the proof they needed. 

The imagination of the human means that we can create any 
reference we want to use as a support for our beliefs, however 
this can work twofold. That is because we can distort 
experiences and events and when we use these as references for 
our table of belief and take this belief on as fact and as truth, it 
can be very damaging. 

On the positive side, as seen in Roger’s story, it can be very 
empowering even when the world says it cannot be done and 
when everyone is against you.  

Roger was able to prove that if you imagine something 
strongly enough and play it out in your mind, anything is 
possible. Remember the brain cannot actually tell if the event is 
real or imagined.  

How many times have you thought something wasn’t 
possible for you, and then seen it done and then gone on to 
replicate it. This happens all the time. This is where you need to 
be the leader and believe what you need to to get over your 
fears and claim the riding you want. 

No one in Australia had taken a Friesian to Grand Prix until I 
achieved it. Many people held the belief that Friesians couldn’t 
get to Grand Prix. I needed to have a strong, unshakeable belief 
that it was possible and it was possible for me. It was the power 
of belief that kept us training year after year even though coach 
after coach told me it wasn’t possible. 

If you have certainty about the power of beliefs and can 
create the ones that serve to empower you, then you can pretty 
much achieve anything life that you want.  
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You can have any results that you want with your riding, if 
you believe it is possible, even when it seems impossible to 
others. 

 

  

CHAPTER SUMMARY 

• Beliefs are crucial to determining what kind of reality 
we experience. Change a belief and you will change 
your reality. 

• Limiting beliefs can be formed at a young age that 
hold us back in our lives and stop us from achieving 
opportunities to grow and succeed. 

• With everything we believe we must challenge and 
decide for ourselves if believing it will help us 
achieve our goals and overcome our fear. 

• Beliefs aren’t real. Only believing them makes them 
so. 

• You must actively choose the beliefs you want to 
keep and gain evidence for and start to delete 
evidence for the limiting beliefs you want to remove.
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HOME PLAY 

• Write on a blank piece of paper all your beliefs that 
are limiting about your riding.  

• For example: 

• I’m not good enough 

• I’m not rich enough 

• I can’t canter 

• I’m not talented 

• Don’t try to censor the list, or make a judgment about 
it. Let it literally be a brain dump and just list 
everything that is inside your head and heart when 
you think about you, your riding and your ability to 
ride. Don’t worry we will be fixing it next chapter, 
for now just get it all out on a piece of paper and then 
read on! 

Exercise Time! What are your current beliefs? 

I want you to write down all your beliefs that you have 
around yourself and your riding. Start off each belief with, 
'I believe' and then you fill in the sentence. 

For example you may say: 

'I believe riding is hard'.
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HOME PLAY Continued... 

'I believe riding is easy'. 

'I believe I can ride’. 

‘I believe I can’t ride’. 

‘I believe I sit well’. 

‘I believe I sit like crap’. 

‘I believe I’m in control’. 

‘I believe I’m not in control'. 

'I believe riding is...' 

Whatever it is about you as a rider, start writing all your 
beliefs that you have around horses, riding and you as a 
rider. 

Did you realize all that was standing in your way?  

Are you okay with that?  

Is it any wonder with all those beliefs in your head?  

Rather than telling yourself you don’t enjoy riding, have 
a fear holding you back or lack the results that you want, 
with what you have learnt in this chapter you are now 
aware it is because of your current beliefs.
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BONUS GIFT FOUR :  

Go to www.fearlessridingsuccess.com and click on the 
“Book Bonuses” tab. Enter the code FEARLESS to claim 
your FREE pdf template on how to do affirmations like I 
do - you can fill it out, print it and keep it around the 
house, stable, in your wallet... wherever you like to 
ensure that you can repeat your affirmations as often as 
possible!
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CHAPTER 8

CHANGING A BELIEF 

“Not everything that can be counted counts. 

Not everything that counts can be counted” ~ William 
Bruce Cameron 

So now we know we have all these limiting beliefs holding 
us back it is now time to learn how to change our beliefs. At the 
surface, it really is quite simple. Associate a huge amount of 
pain to the belief that is disempowering you! 

 Think about everything that keeping this belief has cost you 
so far in your life. Think about everything that you have missed 
out.  

What are you currently missing out on?  

And what will you miss out on in the future?  

Where will it stop you going?  
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What will it stop you becoming?  

What will it stop you achieving and having? 

The more pain that you can associate with this belief the 
more chance you have to unhinge it. 

On the flip side you must create a new belief. For every one 
that you have as a big negative, you would certainly have a 
counter positive belief.  

Associate massive pleasure with your new belief. Think of 
all the wonderful benefits there are to holding this belief, how it 
would make you feel if you were to have these things and 
experiences. 

Remember to change a belief we need to associate massive 
pain with it as this is the only way. The old belief existed 
because of this reason. It was moving us away from what we 
perceived to be pain and it potentially kept us safe but small 
and unfulfilled. 

Mares are moody horses, quite bitchy and not the best type 
of horse to ride. You may have this belief currently, have had it 
in the past or know someone with this belief.  

This belief exists until you do get to ride a fantastic mare or 
get to know a beautiful mare and develop a close bond. What 
have these new experiences with this mare done to your belief 
about mares? They have created doubt. 

New experiences have the ability to create doubt in our 
beliefs. They cause us to question them and disrupt what we 
believed to be certain.  
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This is not always the case though.  

Even when some people have a compelling experience that is 
in conflict to their belief, they’ll distort the experience so much 
that they use it to further enhance and strengthen their belief. 
Their conviction is just so strong they hold onto their belief at 
all costs. 

 Take for example the mare that shook her head when being 
ridden because of flies. The person with the negative belief 
about mares would say that the mare is stupid, doesn’t keep its 
head straight and shakes it around all the time for no reason.  

The same person riding a gelding that did the same thing 
would shrug their shoulders and say, ‘the flies are out today and 
are annoying my poor horse’. 

 New experiences will only ever cause us to have a change 
in belief if they really get us questioning it. 

Consciously being aware of this already gives you the 
advantage. Before now, everything may have seemed like a 
random set of events but as we mentioned earlier, nothing about 
humans is ever random. We run patterns all day based on beliefs 
caused by experiences, or more accurately by our interpretation 
of these experiences, which in turn form our beliefs. 

The questions we ask ourselves have an important bearing 
on either accepting our beliefs or challenging them.  

Most people trying something new are often hesitant to even 
give it a go. Why is this?  

It is because they have questions going on in their head.  
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What if I stuff this up?  

What if I’m no good at it?  

What if I look silly?  

Sound familiar? The fears that we discussed earlier are 
intwined in our beliefs. 

If we were to ask more empowering questions we can 
already start to question the belief of: “I care what other people 
think of me” and change it to “I respect other people will have 
different views on me and that is perfect”.  

You will be able to doubt beliefs that you have been holding 
onto if you question them enough. 

THE THREE LEVELS OF BELIEFS 

According to Anthony Robbins we can break up our beliefs 
into 3 different levels based on our emotional intensity and 
emotional certainty.  

The three different levels are opinions, beliefs and 
convictions. 

LEVEL ONE: OPINIONS 

An opinion is the weakest of the three.  

Opinions are something we only have a slight belief about 
and we can have our minds changed about this opinion 
relatively easily. It can be easy to judge people and form an 
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opinion about them often too early, before we get to know their 
story.  

Don’t be too quick to form an opinion! 

A number of years ago a man was traveling home on a train 
and he had 3 young children in tow. This man was disheveled, 
scruffy, his clothes were dirty and he looked similar to how you 
would imagine a homeless man to look.  

His children were rowdy and were playing amongst the 
aisles of the train, disrupting the passengers as they travelled 
home from work. 

The man looked like he couldn’t care what his children were 
doing and had a rather vague but sad look on his face.  

What impression are you already forming in your head about 
this man?  

What are your opinions of this man? 

What you and the passengers wouldn’t have known was that 
this man was on the way back from the hospital where he had 
been for the previous week. His children had been staying with 
some friends nearby the hospital while he had been at his wife’s 
side at the hospital.  

She had been involved in a car accident one week earlier and 
had been fighting for life for a week before she had succumbed 
to her severe injuries. The man had just left the hospital a few 
hours ago now a single parent of three children who still needed 
to be told that they would never see their mum again. 
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Previous to this car accident they were a happy family of 
five. The father was a successful businessman and always made 
sure he had time for his family on the weekends. 

As you can see from this story it is easy to form opinions 
quickly about someone or something, however upon gathering 
additional information our opinions can be changed 
immediately.  

Opinions can be changed easily with new information. It 
only takes a few references to form a new opinion straight 
away. 

Where in your riding do you quickly form an opinion that 
might be wrong? We need to be very careful when analysing 
our horses behaviour for what we believe. A horse can shake its 
head because of flies, allergies, it is hot, it is bored, it has a sore 
mouth, it doesn’t feel like being ridden, it is about to buck us 
off.  

I make sure I am very careful of what opinion I form about 
my horse. I normally say I don’t know why he is behaving a 
certain way, it is not up to me to know. My job is to fix it. So in 
this case I would ride the horse forward and into more contact 
so he keeps his head still. 

LEVEL TWO: BELIEFS 

Beliefs provide an unswayable level of certainty.  

The strongest reference legs to our belief table are those with 
a strong emotional attachment. For most people, their beliefs 
are unquestioned as they are completely oblivious that they 
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even exist. For them this belief is normal, it is a truth and has 
been with them for a long time.  

It just is and that is that. 

However with all this said, if enough doubt can be created 
through new experiences and the belief is questioned enough, 
your belief can be shattered and a new one can be installed. 

I love talking to people that are open-minded. I find some of 
the most intelligent and interesting people I meet are those with 
an open-mind. You can have your beliefs but I think it is 
healthy and necessary to always be open to questioning if there 
is a better way. 

For instance you may have a belief that your horse should be 
lunged 30 minutes before you ride him to warm up his muscles. 
You may believe that with everything you have. That doesn’t 
make it truth and doesn’t mean you should always do it that 
way. Being flexible in your beliefs means you are always on the 
look out for opportunities to do it better. 

LEVEL THREE: CONVICTIONS 

A conviction is the strongest of all three levels because of 
the level of emotional intensity attached to it.  

Convictions are even stronger than a belief because the level 
of emotional attachment is triggered by an event very 
significant to the individual.  

If the person with the conviction did not live up to it, their 
identity and who they are and stand for would mean nothing. 
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You may have met people with convictions as they are the 
ones that get very angry if their conviction is questioned. They 
are unwilling to ever question it and the references that make it 
up.  

Probably the biggest difference between someone with 
convictions and beliefs is the action taken.  

Those with convictions will do what is required to honor 
their conviction even if they are looked unfavorably upon by 
others or face rejection. 

Imagine the power of positive empowering convictions.  

What could you achieve?  

No one’s views, opinions or values would have any impact 
upon you. Everyone could be against you. The world could be 
against you but you have an unwavering conviction.  

The benefit of convictions over beliefs is that action is taken. 
The conviction drives you to action. To do what you must no 
matter what the obstacle.  

Create your positive conviction now! 

To create a conviction you need to start with a belief.  

Gather as many compelling references as you can. Associate 
with people with the same belief, finding out why they have 
chosen this and the benefits that it brings to their lives. Immerse 
yourself in this belief, studying it more and more. You are 
finding more reference legs for your table. 

Create a massive emotional intensity around the belief.  
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What will happen if you don’t follow this conviction?  

What immense pain will this bring you?  

What will happen when you follow this conviction?  

What ultimate pleasure will it give you?  

It is when you really develop certainty, immense emotion 
and action that your belief will be a conviction. As humans we 
often rely on social proof to tell if we can or can’t do 
something, so to step out on your own and hold true to what 
you believe in requires the ultimate conviction. 

At this very moment you have beliefs that are serving you 
both positively and negatively. To get the results that you want 
you need to continually look at what beliefs you are holding 
onto.  

What results do you want in life? With your riding? This 
question goes in hand with the next question. 

What beliefs do you need to take on? 

Perhaps one of the best ways to do this is to look and find 
someone who has the results that you want. These people are 
your role models and are all around us. Your role models are 
getting the results that you want, because they already have a 
set of beliefs they are living by. In turn these beliefs are giving 
them the results they desire. 

I’m hoping by now you are starting to think about possible 
limiting beliefs that are holding you back in riding, causing you 
unnecessary fear and stopping you from enjoying and getting 
the results that you truly want.  
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Most likely you have never thought of beliefs in this way.  

I know until I studied this area I was oblivious to this 
concept. I thought that everything that was happening just 
happened and happened randomly.  

It seemed that some people must have been more talented, 
lucky or just smarter than I was, who were getting results that I 
wanted. 

When I discovered that our experiences make up our beliefs 
and that the more of these we have, the stronger our beliefs 
become, it changed my world. I had been forming beliefs from 
childhood when my understanding and concepts of the world 
were just plain wrong.  

However I was living with these beliefs I thought to be true 
in my adulthood.  

My childhood beliefs were controlling the decisions I made, 
the fears I felt and the path I was taking as an adult. That was 
crazy! 

When we question our negative beliefs by analyzing and 
questioning our experiences, we can crumble and dismantle 
our old beliefs and install empowering beliefs. 

One of the most important steps here is to constantly look at 
all your beliefs and always seek to improve them. A belief that 
you hold on to now in your riding may serve you whilst you are 
at this stage in your riding, however after you have grown as a 
rider you may need to change this belief and install a new one. 
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Remember, our beliefs control the direction of our lives, 

the quality of our lives and the way we interact and 
experience life. 

Where does this leave you with your fears and your riding? 
The only way you can improve your riding and overcome your 
fears is when you recognise that something is not quite right.  

Maybe your are holding back in your trot-canter transitions 
because you have a belief that you can’t canter safely. 

Maybe you tense up in the sitting trot because you have a 
belief you can’t sit well. 

Maybe you hold your reins too tight as you have a belief you 
can’t control the horse and don’t want to let go. 

By changing a belief you will ride differently.  

If you believe you can canter safely you will ride your trot-
canter transitions forward. 

If you believe you can sit well you will relax and sit deep 
into your sitting trot. 

If you believe you can control your horse you will ride with 
soft, giving hands and allow your horse the freedom to lengthen 
his neck. 

If you are not learning anything and not improving then you 
are not growing. If you want to change your riding, change your 
beliefs and your results will change. Develop that sense of 
certainty and be honest with yourself. Work out what are your 
empowering beliefs and what are you disempowering beliefs 
and you’ll change everything. 
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The fantastic thing and possibly daunting thing is that it has 
been you holding yourself back.  

But this being said, it is completely now in your control to 
change these beliefs on your list. Take control and get the 
results that you want to have. 

Now I want you to start writing a list of beliefs that you 
do want. 

Make them positive, empowering, fear eliminating beliefs.  

This is the person that you want to be when riding your 
horse. Start the sentence again with "I believe". A hint is to take 
all your negative beliefs, all your fears, all the crap that was 
stopping you and turn these into positive beliefs.  

Go ahead and write your list. 

A technique I used to assist me in transforming my beliefs to 
combat not only other peoples view but my own, was to repeat 
my beliefs as positive affirmations every day.  

Repeating them every day allowed me to form deep neural 
pathways in my brain. You repeat these positive affirmations 
morning, noon, and night. I did this everyday for 12 months 
straight until they became my thoughts.  

Every time I heard a negative belief in my head or said it out 
loud I’d repeat the positive belief 10 times. 

You have a choice.  

You do have a choice.  
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I just created so much pain to my limiting beliefs that I had 

to change them.  

Don’t get me wrong and think it wasn’t challenging. It was. 
Did I get scared? Absolutely. Did I find it hard? Absolutely. Did 
I not believe what I was saying? Absolutely. 

But for me it was more painful to stay where I was and 
therefore this gave me no choice.  

For me it became a non-negotiable. I was there staring in the 
mirror saying, ‘you’re fantastic, you rock, you’re the Flying 
Change Queen, everything you do is perfect, everyone loves 
being around you’. Whatever it was, I was staring into the 
mirror saying those positive affirmations. 

I felt like a fraud. I felt like a liar. 

But saying I was the worst rider in the world was a lie too. 
My limiting beliefs were also lies, so if I was going to lie to 
myself I may as well do it with beliefs that were going to serve 
my riding. 

The best thing is one day you look up and its not a lie. You 
are that person. You do believe that about yourself. I am the 
flying change queen! But it starts with that leap of faith.  

I wasn’t born this way and I wasn’t even this way 5 years 
ago. It’s not like I discovered this about beliefs and thought - 
well that’s interesting.  

I took the information and ran with it and immersed myself 
in breaking down my negative limiting beliefs and installing 
positive empowering beliefs.  
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Learning about beliefs I made a choice that was going to 
serve me best in my riding and in my life.  

When I did this everything began to change. I had a new 
belief installed that I was a beautiful and amazing woman and 
one week later I had a random call from out of nowhere of an 
agent who had seen my picture and wanted to know if I wanted 
to be a model. 

A client who went through this process said she had relaxed 
and soft hips and took her riding score from a 6 to an 8 in four 
weeks. 

It’s your turn now.  

You’ve learnt what you need to know about them to get 
started immediately.  

Go ahead now and create the change. 
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CHAPTER SUMMARY 

• Associate massive pain to the limiting belief by 
thinking what keeping this belief will cost you, and 
make you miss out on. 

• Associate massive pleasure to the new belief you want 
to create. By keeping this belief you will be able to 
experience so many more new, fun experiences. 

• There are three types of beliefs - opinions, beliefs and 
convictions. 

• The power of a conviction is you have complete 
certainty and will do whatever it takes to fight for what 
you believe. Wouldn’t it be amazing to create a 
positive conviction for your riding, that you believed 
with every cell of your being that you are an amazing 
confident successful rider who can handle anything 
that comes your way. How different would your riding 
be then? 

• Your riding is stunted and not where you want it to be 
not because you can’t do it, but because you won’t 
allow yourself to ride differently by hanging on to old 
beliefs. By smashing through your old beliefs and 
creating new ones your experience with your riding has 
to change. 

• By using positive affirmations you can change your 
limiting beliefs into beliefs that will serve your riding 
and allow you to ride how you want.
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HOME PLAY 

• Make your list of what you will now install in you 
to believe.  

• Take your list of all the limiting beliefs you held 
and turn them all into positives. 

• For example - I can’t ride... to... I can ride 
amazingly well! 

• Remember the unconscious brain can’t process a 
negative, so if you had a belief of ‘I get scared in 
canter’ and you want to change it to ‘I don’t get 
scared at canter’, that still installs the ‘get scared 
at canter’, so change it instead to ‘I love to canter 
and feel confident and happy when I do it.’ 

• When you have the list print 3 copies out. One for 
your bathroom mirror, one for your wallet and one 
for your bedroom.  

• Every time you are in the bathroom say your new 
beliefs as affirmations. Every time you use your 
wallet  say your new beliefs as affirmations. Every 
time you go to bed read through and say your new 
beliefs as affirmations.  

• Do this three times a day for 90 days and watch 
your riding transform. Trust me!
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CHAPTER 9

BE, DO, HAVE MODEL TO 
OVERCOME FEAR 

“You have to ‘be’ before you can ‘do’ and ‘do’ before 
you can ‘have’.” ~ Zig Ziglar 

Do the following statements perhaps sound familiar? 

‘When I get a new horse I’ll get better marks’. 

‘When I have a new saddle, I’ll be more comfortable and 
ride better’. 

‘When I get a better horse, I’ll ride more’. 

Even non-related to horses you hear people say: 

‘When I buy the new car I will be happy’. 

‘I can’t wait to meet the man of my dreams, because when I 
get married it will make me so happy and a better person’. 

http://www.selfgrowth.com/dreams.html
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‘When I lose weight I am going to look awesome and feel 
good about myself’. 

‘When I make more money, then I’ll start investing’. 

Unfortunately, we live in a society where we are constantly 
bombarded with messages of ‘having’ the next big thing. 
Messages telling us that life will better if you have the new big 
TV, the new car, or the new phone for example. 

Often the mentality these days is all about having the newest 
gizmo, the latest toy, the new horse and we are told we must 
have it now!  

Many of us continue with this ‘have’ mentality in our riding 
and also in our lives. We tell ourselves ‘life will be good when I 
have a good float’, ‘life will be good when I have a new horse’ 
and ‘life will be good when I have a saddle that fits my horse 
properly’.  

Unfortunately that’s pretty much what we focus our attention 
on. We just focus on what we want to ‘have’.  

Sometimes I find people who have taken it further and 
realise that in order to ‘have’ they might have to ‘do’ 
something.  

However, this approach is still missing something. What you 
need to realise is this: 

In order to have what you want to have, you have to do 
what you need you to, and in order to do what you need to 
do you need to be the person that takes that action. 
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Simply put the focus should be on: 

Who do you have to ‘be’ in order for you to ‘do’ what you 
need to do, so you can ‘have’ what you want to have. 

I realise this is a different way of looking at it. Most people 
focus on the have, never on the be.  

This is exciting for you, as by changing your focus from 
what you want to ‘have’ to who you have to ‘be’, this means 
your results will have to change.  

When we are being who we need to be, we do what is 
required and in return we have the desired outcome. 

For example if the have you want is: confident riding. 

Then the do is: riding with confidence. 

But it all starts with being the rider with confidence. 

The be/do/have model is what I use whenever I coach people 
who want to lose weight. People like this are normally very 
fixated on the have. They want to weigh a certain amount. 

They are also clear that they have to ‘do’ something to make 
that happen. Normally exercise or change their diet. 

It is very rarely that they succeed in sustained weight loss at 
the weight they are happy with as they never address the ‘be’  

They actually need to change their ‘be’ from someone who 
doesn’t exercise and eat well, to someone that embodies health 
and wellbeing.  
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When they ‘be’ the person of health and the weight they 
dream of, they then can ‘do’ the actions of exercise and diet and 
‘have’ their dream weight. 

The same is true for confident riding and overcoming fear.  

You know you want to ride with confidence and happiness. 
You also know the actions that will get you there. You have 
learned them in this book.  

You can overcome your fear using the NLP techniques and 
reconciling your three fears. But to ‘do’ all of that - to actually 
change your actions - you must ‘be’ the confident rider you 
want to be.  

You have to believe it is possible for you. You have to be 
confident, so you can act confidently and have riding without 
fear. 

Imagine what life would be like if we were clear about who 
we are and what’s important to us? If we were being the person 
that is needed to get the results that are desired. 

Our actions would flow more naturally and be more focused 
to what we really want. If obstacles jumped in our way we 
would be sure to find a way to overcome them.  

We wouldn’t be fighting willpower or feel like we are 
pushing a boulder uphill.  

We would be much clearer on our purpose and mission and 
wouldn’t find time-wasting things that would stop us achieving 
our goal.  
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We could even feel energized knowing that our actions are 

based on a solid foundation that is a reflection of the person we 
need to be. 

It has been said that we also tend to be happier and more 
satisfied when our actions are grounded in a sense of purpose 
and are aligned with our values. 

Let’s break down this model and focus on each of the 
components separately. The most crucial of the components is 
the first with the BE! Until this model is really brought to your 
attention or you have really thought about this in depth it may 
be quite confronting. It shifts all responsibility of everything in 
your life to you.  

In the BE component of the model we need to start our focus 
on, who am I? What is my self-image of myself? What is my 
self-concept?  

I remember once hearing a fantastic saying along the lines 
of: 

Who you are and who you believe yourself to be is because 
of the experiences of your past.  

The experiences of your past have not made you the way you 
are, they have simply made you believe you are who you are.  

In believing that you are who you are, you are in fact, who 
you are... 

I know! It’s a bit of a tongue twister, but the words are so 
TRUE! Take the time to read, and re-read the above paragraph 
again.  
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Let’s look at this in more detail. The person you are today, 
right now, was once thought to be because of the experiences of 
your past. Examples include where you grew up, the friendships 
you made, family environment, schools you went to and 
sporting activities. It was said that experiences such as these 
shaped your life and made you who you are today. 

It makes sense, doesn’t it? The beliefs we form and the 
person we become is because of our experiences. But further 
research into this area showed that this was not the case. It 
really was ground breaking because before this it seemed that 
there was no control essentially for the person that you became.  

The research and study of numerous twins has shown very 
interesting results: 

The twins in this story grew up in a tough neighborhood. 
Their father was an alcoholic and abusive to his wife. The study 
looked at the lives these twins were living 25 years later and 
found they were living very different lives from each other.  

Remember, previously it was thought that you are who you 
are because of your environment. 

The study discovered that one of the twins was in jail for 
violence and drug crimes whilst the other was a successful 
businessman with a loving wife and healthy relationship with 
his children.  

When asked how and why they’d gotten to the point they 
currently were in life, both twins had the same answer. 

They both said, “I had no choice, look at the family and the 
conditions I grew up in”.  
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Isn’t this response from the twins very interesting?  

Whilst one twin felt they had no choice in life and that their 
environment had shaped their life, the other also made the 
situation mean a completely different thing. They felt they 
could not become what they saw and experienced in their 
environment and became the complete opposite. 

The experiences of our past have not made us the way we are 
but instead they have made us believe we are the way we are. 
The same story above illustrates this perfectly.  

The twins experienced the same conditions, environment and 
family growing up, however formed different beliefs leading to 
very different lives. These beliefs and meanings we create make 
us believe we are who we are. 

The last part of the phrase says that ‘when we form beliefs 
about who we are and believe them, this is the person we will 
be.’ This literally blew my mind when I was learning this!  

The power of this on me was huge. This means we can then 
change our entire world! 

We could take events that had a significant impact on our 
lives and look at these with new eyes. Was it possible that when 
we were 2, 8, 12 or 20 years old we may have assigned a very 
different meaning to a particular event?  

Is it entirely possible that this meaning was wrong, was 
inaccurate, yet we have been living our lives according to this? 

If this is the case, we could now assign new meanings and 
learning’s that could serve us better.  
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And if we believe these new meanings to these experiences 
as strongly as we did the old ones, which were not serving us, 
we could create an entirely new life. 

I went through this process personally with the relationship 
with my father. My entire childhood I made everything my 
father did to mean that he didn’t love me.  

That wasn’t the truth.  

He did the best he could and just because he didn’t show 
love and support in the conventional way didn’t mean he didn’t 
love me. It took me a long time to realise this and see what he 
does and what he says not as ‘attacks’ or being ‘unsupportive’ 
but just him caring in his way.  

Remember nothing has meaning except for the meaning we 
give it. 

As you can see, there are many factors that influence part of 
the earlier statement ‘the me I’ll be’. And with this being the 
first ingredient of the Be-Do-Have model, it is important to get 
this right. 

Who are you currently being? 

Are you blaming the experiences of your past? 

The way you were brought up? 

Are you just now starting to see how the experiences and the 
beliefs you formed from these are running your life? 

Were you even aware these were having such a big influence 
on the way you act? 
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How is your physiology normally? 

How do you talk to yourself? 

Are your friends a big influence on who you are? 

When we start to think about these questions and answer 
them honestly we can then start to construct and build the 
person we want to be. This person will ‘BE’ and because of that 
they will do what is required to get the results that they want to 
have. 

I remember a time when I was learning this and began 
applying it to my riding.  

Previously I would get very upset at competitions and often 
became angry and frustrated when I was training at home. 

I was training regularly, seeing coaches and trainers and 
thought that I should be progressing much quicker than I was. 
In learning this information and applying it to my riding and 
other areas of my life, I found that the biggest step I was 
missing was, ‘who did I need to be?’. 

From the Be-Do-Have model, it was clear that my ‘be’ 
needed to change. 

When I evaluated myself honestly I saw that I was ‘doing’ 
my riding, receiving my lessons to have a Grand Prix horse and 
a competitor at that level. But the whole way along I was 
neglecting who I needed to ‘be’.  

This discovery led to changing many things in order to catch 
up with the person that I need to ‘be’.  
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I thought to myself, ‘Who do I need to be and then what do I 
need to do from in order to have the level of Grand Prix?’ 

This is what I learnt: 

• I needed to have the mentality a Grand Prix rider has. 

• I needed to believe that it was possible for me and that in 
fact I already was a Grand Prix rider and therefore would act 
in the way a Grand Prix rider would act. 

This is what a did: 

• I read countless autobiographies of top riders and trainers. 

• I made copious amounts of notes about who these people 
were being: 

• What characteristics did they exhibit? 

• What did they think about themselves? 

• What did they do daily to be where they are today? 

I basically modeled them and took on the beliefs and 
language of my mentors.  

Remember what I said earlier? And if I repeat myself that is 
because it is a really important point. 

‘Do what the best people do and you’ll get the results that 
the best people get’. 

I also watched videos of all the top Grand Prix tests, 
interviews with riders and immersed myself on developing the 
person I needed to ‘be’.  
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When you live and breathe this daily until it becomes you, 

then the doing is easier because what you are ‘doing’ is in 
harmony with the person you are ‘being’. And then you’ll get 
the results you want to ‘have’. 

After this my riding progressed very quickly. I was able 
achieve my goal of becoming a Grand Prix rider and the first 
person in Australia and the Southern Hemisphere to take and 
compete a Friesian at this level.  

All of this was only possible by ‘being’ the person I needed 
to ‘be’.   

So what about you?  

How is this resonating with you?  

To me this was quite a bit of a revelation because I had never 
really thought about it in this way. The thinking that in order to 
get what you wanted, you first had to be the person who has 
those results. 

You have to think like them, act like them and most certainly 
have the same beliefs that they do. Previously I had thought I 
must be on my way to having the success that I want because 
I’m doing.  

I’m riding out there when it’s raining.  

I’m riding out there in the cold.  

I keep turning up at competitions and keep doing and doing.  

Little did I know that I could have kept doing for most of my 
life, but most likely would have not realised my goals. 
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We have all heard the saying, work smarter not harder. Well 
in this case, I think that is in the finding out our ‘be’. The 
smarter approach is finding out who we need to be and then the 
doing won’t seem so hard because it is in sync with who we are.  

When we are being who we need to be we enjoy the doing 
and will always find a way. 

Remember not to make the common mistake and think, when 
I have this result I will feel and be happy or content. This 
backwards mentality is the very reason why so many people fail 
to achieve their goals, because the person they are being is not 
in alignment with the results that they want.  

You have to ‘be’ before you can ‘have’. It can be quite 
confronting because most people have never really thought 
about what they need to be before taking the action steps of 
‘doing’ so that they can have what they want. 

I have a friend who is a personal trainer and applies the Be-
Do-Have model to his health in terms of eating. His philosophy 
and the person the he needs to be is someone that only eats 
healthy and nutritious food that serves his body.  

This is the person he needs to be and in being this person he 
finds all his decisions about what he eats are simple. If it is not 
healthy and nutritious and does not serve his body he does not 
eat it and doesn’t think about what he is missing out on, only on 
what he is gaining by living to these standards. 

He does not touch processed food, sugar, chocolate, ice-
cream or any junk food.  
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He only eats grass fed meat, vegetables from farmers 

markets and makes sure he stays away from gluten.  

By knowing the person that he has to be so well, the doing 
does not require any willpower or struggle in his mind with self 
talk or wanting certain foods. By living the person that he needs 
to ‘be’ and ‘doing’ what is required, he has the health that he 
desires. The having - an amazing healthy looking body - is 
essentially a byproduct of being and doing and there is never a 
question that it won’t come.  

Is this Be-Do-Have model lighting you up?  

Does it excite you?  

If you guys are already lit up and passionate about removing 
the fears that have been holding you back and having the riding 
results you want to have all you have to do is figure out who 
you need to be. There is so much information out there on 
various role models and people that you can access, you can 
start modeling and being the person that you need to be today.  

Often when you find your role models, you’ll discover that 
they have the results that you want and they most likely will tell 
you how to achieve them. They’ll give you the doing steps that 
you need.  

Remember that when you are living and being the person 
you need to be, you will find out what to do somehow or 
another. It just has to be, because you are being. 

Don’t get into the trap of saying you will be the person you 
need to be when you get what you want to have.  

Life doesn’t work like that.  
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I know it would be easier to ‘be’ confident when you have no 
fear in your riding.  

Life isn’t easy though.  

Life is about growing and becoming more every single day. 
It is a journey of growth.  

So it’s time, now, for you to stand up and ‘be’ the confident, 
capable, strong rider you already are inside, so you can ‘do’ the 
actions of riding confidently and happily, so you can ‘have’ the 
fearLESS riding you have always wanted. 

Say yes to being ready to take ownership and responsibility 
for who you are being. I know this is tough stuff and often quite 
confronting but I guarantee more than rewarding.  

This is putting up a mirror, taking a good hard look and 
saying to the reflection, ‘it is up to me’ and accepting it. This is 
challenging and scary all at once.  

I’ll leave you with this, begin today to act, to live, to be the 
person you would be if you had already achieved your goal and 
you’ll be on your way.  

Once you are clear on who you need to be, we then need a 
way to become this ‘be’ and make it part of us. This we will 
cover in the next chapter.  
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CHAPTER SUMMARY 

• Most people focus on what they want to have, and 
maybe find ways to learn what they need to do in 
order to have what they want. 

• The secret is in who you need to ‘be’ - so you ‘do’ the 
actions necessary to have what you want, easily and 
effortlessly because it is who you are. 

• Willpower, strength and forcing yourself to do 
something will only get you so far and it is draining 
and tiring. You need to shift who you are as a person 
so the actions become easy and immediate. 

• The choice is yours. You can choose to not change 
who you are being and keep complaining that you 
can’t have what you want. Or you can create the 
change, being the person you need to be, so you do 
what you need to do, so you can have the riding 
results you want to have.
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HOME PLAY 

• Write out on a sheet of paper everything you want 
when it comes to your riding. What is your ideal 
perfect riding experience? 

• Under that write ‘What do I need to do?‘ followed by 
all the action steps you need to take so you can have 
your ideal perfect riding experience. 

• Then write ‘who do I need to be?’ 

• Write down all the personality traits you will need to 
embody, so you take the action that is necessary to 
have everything you want. 

• Take this sheet into the next chapter where we will 
teach you how to make this your reality.
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CHAPTER 10

CONFIDENCE NOW 

“You gain strength, courage and confidence by every 
experience in which you really stop to look fear in the 
face. You are able to say to yourself, 'I have lived 
through this horror. I can take the next thing that comes 
along.' You must do the thing you think you cannot do.”  

~  Eleanor Roosevelt 

Confidence is a funny thing. I have clients who are 
immensely confident in one part of their life but severely lack it 
in another part of life.  

I have found people who aren’t the most talented, beautiful 
or smart but have incredibly high confidence. And vice versa... 
I have clients who are incredibly beautiful, smart and talented 
who hate themselves and have no self confidence.  
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As you may realise from this book, there is no truth or 
reality.  

Confidence is not a thing you have or don’t have like a 
chocolate chip cookie.  

Confidence is an emotion and like all emotions it can simply 
be chosen and accessed whenever you need.  

Most people say the following to me: 

• I will canter when I feel confident 

• I will compete when I feel confident 

• I will ride when I feel confident 

I know they will be waiting forever because when does 
confidence turn up?  

AFTER!  

Confidence is always late to the party!  

You will feel confident about cantering AFTER you canter.   

You will feel confident about competing AFTER you 
compete.  

You will confident about riding AFTER you ride.  

Confidence grows like a cumulative effect. If you are fearful 
of cantering and canter once, you feel a little more confident. 
So you canter again and you feel more confident. And you 
canter again and you feel even more confident!  

It all starts with that one step. 
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It’s like the saying you often hear about the chicken and the 

egg. Which one came first? I don’t know but I know what 
comes first when looking at confidence or action. EVERY 
single time, action comes before confidence.  

Action gives you confidence but everyone wants to wait for 
confidence to give them action.  

It doesn’t work like that. 

Even though it is clear that ACTION needs to come first 
before confidence turns up, a lot of riders still fear taking that 
first action step. This is where we all have to do a bit of act ‘as 
if’.  

Act ‘as if’ is a NLP tool that we use to get us through the 
actions until it actually is us.  

I used to have a major fear of public speaking. As well as 
using all the NLP tools you have learned in this book, in the end 
I had to go out there and act ‘as if’ I LOVED it. Act as if I was 
good at it and act as if I was an amazing speaker.  

This is exactly the same when you act as if you have 
confidence. If you don’t have confidence for your next action 
step that is okay.  

Simply act as if you do.  

How does someone stand when they have confidence? 

• Shoulders are back 

• Head is held high 

• Eyes look straight ahead 
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• Stand tall and alert 

• Breathe deeply 

 Go ahead, stand like that now. 

How does someone talk when they have confidence? 

• Talk with a firm tone 

• Very clear about what they are saying 

• Un-wavered by what others are doing 

• Not distracted 

• Make eye contact 

Go ahead, stand like that now. 

How does someone ride when they have confidence? 

• They take control 

• Are the leader to their horse 

• Shoulders are back 

• Looking up 

• When the horse plays up they expand not shrink 

• Physiology of a victor not a victim 

• When their horse plays up they smile not cry 

Go ahead, stand like that now. 
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Physiology is so important when it comes to overcoming 

fear. 

We can either hunch our shoulders, make ourselves small, 
look down, or pull our shoulders back, puff out our chest, look 
up and say ‘come and get me world!’ 

If we hold our heads high, stand up tall and have a presence 
about ourselves we’ll talk to ourselves positively. When you 
have won a riding class at a big competition you’ll feel proud 
and on top of the world. It doesn’t matter what other people say 
at that moment in time as it doesn’t affect the way you feel. At 
this time you can’t be experiencing the feelings of success and 
have your physiology at the other end of the scale of hunched 
shoulders, looking at the ground and slow movement. It just 
isn’t possible. 

Your physiology would be shoulders back, head held high, 
possible a little swagger in your stride. It matches your 
emotions. They both affect each other. 

Think of the physiology of fear versus courage. When 
thinking about fear our physiology will shrink, our head will 
drop and shoulders will hunch our eyes will look to the ground. 
Compare this now with the physiology of courage. We sit up 
straight, our shoulders are pulled back and we look straight 
ahead. We have a demeanour about ourselves that says, ‘I am 
ready.’ 

What effect do you think our physiology would have when 
riding a horse? How do you think the horse will respond when 
someone rides with the physiology of courage versus fear? 
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I will never forget the power of changing physiology had on 
one particular client. She was previously a very nervous rider 
and any time the horse did anything she would freeze and do 
nothing. She was a very strong and capable rider but she didn’t 
have the physiology to back it up. 

I told her she could keep doing everything she was doing but 
she had to ride with a physiology of excellence. This meant 
shoulders back, strong core, deep breathing and have an 
unshakeable certainty down through her toes. 

As she did this, her riding changed almost immediately. You 
will remember from the NLP Communication Model that 
physiology affects your emotional state and therefore the 
actions you do. 

To develop confidence most effectively I do the following 
exercise with my clients: 

Developing your character 

This is adding to the previous chapter on who you need to 
‘be’. The easiest and one of the most effective ways I know of 
being who you need to be and being a confident rider is by 
developing a character.  

Create a character that is everything you need, so you are 
strong and capable to do what you need to do. 

We all have different characters in our lives that we play.  

You may play the spouse, the parent, the worker and the 
friend. Who you are as a person is different depending on which 
character you are. 
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Who I am as a wife to my husband in the bedroom is a very 

different person to who I am as a mother with my son and 
daughter.  

Who I am as a presenter on stage is very different to who I 
am when I am riding and training my horse.  

Some people may think I am not being authentic if I am only 
showing certain parts of me depending on my roles, but it 
absolutely has to be this way. 

It is not appropriate for me to be the character I am as a 
friend when I am riding. As a friend I laugh way too much and 
take nothing seriously. If I did that as a rider I wouldn’t be 
effective and I wouldn’t get my goals.  

Who I am with my my daughter is different to who I am on 
stage presenting. When I am with my daughter I get on the 
ground and my clothes and hands get dirty, I sing songs and I 
play a lot of peak a boo. It wouldn’t be appropriate to go out on 
stage and present in song and run in and out of the room to play 
peak a boo with the people there to hear me speak. 

By understanding we all have different roles and characters 
that we can access depending upon our environment, this can 
demonstrate that we can develop a character that will allow us 
to get all our goals when we ride.  

We can develop a character that has no fear of cantering.  

We can develop a character who is confident and a leader to 
their horse.  

We can essentially develop any character that we need to. 
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Close your eyes. When you think of who you need to be in 
order to have the riding results you want to have, who is that? 

To develop your ideal riding character close your eyes and 
brainstorm who your ideal rider is.  

It may be an Olympian or someone you ride with at the barn.  

Whoever inspires you, rides how you want to ride or has the 
results that you want to have.  

Think about: 

What are their beliefs are about themselves? 

What are their beliefs about riding? 

How do they react when things go wrong? 

How do they sit on the horse? 

What do they find effortless? 

Write down all your answers and any more information that 
you can think of. Hallucinate as many riders as you want, to 
create the ideal riding character for you.  

What role models do you have?  

Who are people that have the results that you want?  

When I run my seminars I ask the participants if they believe 
it’s possible to get the results that they want to have. The 
answers can vary from maybe, perhaps, to I think so. Then I ask 
them do they believe it’s possible though?  

Is it possible for anyone?  
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Is it possible for their role models? 

The change of thinking starts to take place when they say, 
‘yes, I know someone with that result’. I then ask them, why 
isn’t it possible for you?  

The development of a character enables us to model our role 
models. If we adopt the character of our role model, could we 
not also adopt their beliefs? 

In the work environment you have your work personality. 
Perhaps it is conservative and you answer the telephone a 
certain way.  

You are a character that suits the work environment. When 
you are at home with your husband or partner, you are a 
different character to your work character.  

You have different characters when you are with your kids, 
when you are with your parents and even when you are with 
your horse. 

So what character are you when you are on your horse?  

The point that I am getting at is that when you are in 
character riding your horse, you will ride in a certain way. You 
have already developed a character for riding your horse and 
perhaps a different character on another horse.  

None of us riding will look exactly the same riding. You’re 
not going to ride like me and I’m not going to ride like you.  

A big role model for me is Isabel Werth. By studying role 
models and selecting certain elements of what I respect about 
another rider such as Isabel, I can adapt what I believe are parts 
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of her character that are going to serve me when riding my 
horse.  

By doing so it will force me to approach my riding in a 
different way. 

When you have the description in as much detail as possible 
you need to come up with a name for your character.  

For me, I am the ‘Flying Change Queen’.  

For those of you who don't know me, I used to have a huge 
challenge around flying changes, in particular tempi changes. It 
was my biggest negative limiting belief. 

I believe this limiting belief 100%. 

It is not hard to guess what happened every competition I 
went to? When it came time to perform the movement that 
involved flying changes I stuffed them up each and every time. 
The rare times I did get them right I thought to myself, ‘I 
wonder how that happened as I normally muck them up?’ 

My self talk was poor and my language was negative and 
limiting. I was fulfilling my belief and prophecy about flying 
changes. 

Identifying this as a limiting belief, I have to collapse it and 
install a new belief if I wanted to be a successful dressage rider. 
The ‘Flying Change Queen’ could do flying changes easily and 
effortlessly. She sat still and quietly and from her seat the 
horses gave her big expressive clean changes every time.  

I had to adapt this mantra and work on my language and over 
time I was able to become this character. 
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By telling myself I was crap at flying changes and that I 

couldn’t do it, wasn’t serving me nor was it assisting me to 
progress. 

It took time, but whenever I got into a pickle and found 
myself getting frustrated, I would step into character of the 
‘Flying Change Queen’.  

I really had to embody the character and take on the beliefs, 
physiology and techniques of this character to get the desired 
result.  

And when I did they would come out perfectly. 

Thankfully because of my horse dressage horse Tambo, he 
taught me so much about flying changes that I actually am the 
Flying Change Queen! 

I have been challenged with them so much. 

Everyone laughs how I explain it because I know it so 
intimately nowadays. 

So if you want to feel fear when you ride. If you want to 
have no confidence, that’s fine if you want to do that because 
you won’t be riding!  

That is what your current riding character is experiencing.  

It’s the same as saying you would never sing up on stage but 
you will happily sing in front of your children. It’s not that you 
can’t, it’s just in different scenarios you choose different roles.  

Well now it is time to choose this confident rockstar rider to 
do the riding. 
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Every client I do this with feels empowered and strong once 
we do this. They realise they are in control of what emotions 
they choose to feel by stepping into their character.  

One client I coached called herself ‘The Confidence 
Commando’ and when she was this character she could feel the 
difference. You didn’t wan to mess with her. 

This is very powerful stuff. This is the technique many 
successful people use to be successful.  

By modeling and adapting certain characteristics of others 
that you like you take on their beliefs and when you do that you 
will get you the results that they also have. 

So I leave you to answer the following questions: 

What character do you need to be in your riding? 

And... 

What would your character name be? 
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CHAPTER SUMMARY 

• We all act differently depending on which role we are in 
- parent, working, friend, spouse. 

• Therefore we can choose to act differently and be a 
certain role and person when we ride. 

• By being the character when we ride we allow ourselves 
to express the traits we need i.e. - confidence, strength, 
etc to get the results we want. 

• This means we can ‘be’ the character we need to be so 
we do what we need to do to have the riding results we 
want to have.
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HOME PLAY 

• Fill out the following page to create your own Be/Do/
Have model: 

1. Hallucinate 3 riders 

- What are their traits/beliefs etc that you want to 
become part of your riding? 

2. Write out a name for your character in the space 
provided. I am... 

3. And I believe... This is where your beliefs go (go 
back to the beliefs chapter and see how many fit in 
here for what you need to believe to have your 
riding just how you want it.) 

4. And I... Insert traits here such as I am strong, 
powerful, confident etc. 

5. Which means I get... Insert your results here. 

And there you have it - your own Be/Do/Have brought to 
life!
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YOUR OWN BE/DO/HAVE MODEL 

I am     

And I believe... 

     
     
     
     
      

And I... 

     
     
     
     
     
     
      

Which means I get... 
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BONUS GIFT FIVE :  

If you are feeling a little unsure of where to start when 
developing your character, or you would just like to see a 
copy of all the details of my character “The Flying 
Change Queen” so that you can model yours on them, go 
to www.fearlessridingsuccess.com and click on the “Book 
Bonuses” tab. Enter the code FEARLESS to claim your 
FREE copy now.

http://www.fearlessridingsuccess.com
http://www.fearlessridingsuccess.com
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CHAPTER 11

TRUST AND LEADERSHIP TO 
OVERCOME FEAR 

“I have come to accept the feeling of not knowing 
where I am going. And I have trained myself to love it. 
Because it is only when we are suspended in mid-air with 
no landing in sight, that we force our wings to unravel 
and alas begin our flight. And as we fly, we still may not 
know where we are going to. But the miracle is in the 
unfolding of the wings. You may not know where you're 
going, but you know that so long as you spread your 
wings, the winds will carry you.” ~ C. Joybell C. 

When you think about overcoming fear the biggest thing that 
comes to mind is, do you trust yourself?  

Many riders say ‘yes’.  
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But when it comes to looking at behaviour it is quite obvious 
that they don’t.  

If you trusted yourself, you wouldn’t need to worry about 
what your horse is doing.  

When you trust yourself, you don’t need to worry what is 
going to happen next. You don’t need to worry about if you 
were to fall if you trusted one simple thing. 

That you can handle it. 

Most people don’t fear the fall but instead fear the 
consequences of the fall. They fear hurting themselves, not 
being able to work or not being able to control their horse. 

If I could guarantee that you could handle it, most, if not all 
of the fear would dissipate!  

When you are riding a horse people think it’s about trusting 
their horse. That is a hard ask for the horse by putting all that 
trust solely onto your horse.  

In riding there can only be one leader. You or the horse. 
There is no room for you to share the leadership. You most 
certainly do not want the horse to be the leader.  

If you are the leader it is the horse that needs to trust you. It 
is you needing to trust yourself. Not the other way around with 
you trusting your horse. 

If you believe in yourself, trust yourself and are your own 
leader, the horse naturally is happy to follow you. However if 
you are uncertain, timid, scared and waiting for the horse to 
show you the way then you shouldn’t be on the horse. 
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Being the leader 

In this country, especially with women, being our own leader 
is something that isn’t taught in high school or anywhere else 
for that matter. Being strong, having your own opinion, doing 
what is right for you, standing up and having a go, relentlessly 
committing and working towards a goal is something that is not 
encouraged in Australia.  

We even have a word for it.  

Tall Poppy! 

There is a constant pressure to fit in and conform, don’t go 
for too big, not to dream big goals, not to dare want it all.  

This mindset is not useful in riding, and definitely doesn't 
serve you in overcoming your fears and being a confident rider. 

Most riders I see are stuck. They want to get along with 
everyone, keep the peace and make sure everyone likes them.  

This includes the horse.  

Yes we all dream of the relationship between horse and rider 
where the horse knows your every thought and riding is 
effortless and magical.  

I’m not saying you can’t have that but also acknowledge 
every relationship with a horse is different. One thing I do 
know is that there can only be one leader and that leader needs 
to be you. 
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Think about the characteristics of being a leader: 

Leaders reject or step away from the group and forge their 
own path. They don’t follow the path of someone else and do  
things differently.  

Not for the sake of doing things differently but because they 
want to do it their way.  

They want to lead not follow.  

They want to live life on their terms.  

They are focussed on what they want.  

They are focussed on what they want to achieve, and aren’t 
thinking about anyone else. 

 They don’t set out to be a leader.  

Leaders have a strength and a conviction about an idea and 
don’t need anyone else to make it real for them. Because of 
this, people are attracted to these leaders and their inner 
strength. 

It is time for you to take on these attributes of a leader and 
be the leader that you need to be for yourself and that your 
horse wants to follow. 

A leader has no fear, no doubt and no hesitation. Well they 
may feel it inside, but they act as if they don’t! 
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THE 5 TRAITS OF STRONG LEADERS: 

1. CLARITY 

You are clear on purpose and task. You know the bigger 
picture you are looking to achieve. For example, this may be 
Grand Prix or cantering calmly. There is no vagueness or 
ambiguity.  

You are clear. 

You also are clear on the present task. This could be asking 
for a canter transition or your horse being forward. 

2. HIGH STANDARDS 

Near enough is not good enough.  

You are always striving for yourself to be better, so you 
expect others around you including your horse to also be better, 
and progress. 

You don’t back down.  

Leaders don’t ask for something then back down and say 
okay do it your way.  

They get what they want. 
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3. CARE FOR OTHERS 

True leaders can take themselves out of the equation and 
focus on others. They can empathise and put themselves in 
someone else’s shoes.  

We need to do this when we ride to see how the horse may 
see a situation and help our horse through it rather than ask the 
horse to help us. 

When you are thinking about others it is impossible to also 
worry about yourself.  

By focussing on your horse and his needs you allow yourself 
to not have to worry and focus about you. 

4. PASSION 

Leaders are passionate and excited about what they do and 
where they are going. Because of this people get excited being 
around them and want to help. 

Your horse wants to eat grass all day and snooze in the sun.  

You need to have the passion to motivate your horse and 
encourage him to work for you and with you. 

5. FLEXIBLE 

There is a always a way. 

There is always a better way. 
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And I will always find the better way. 

Leaders don’t give up at the first or tenth roadblock. They go 
until. This means there are no excuses, no going back and no 
second guessing. You commit to completion. 

Riding horses means sometimes when you apply an aid that 
worked on ten horses previously it suddenly won’t work on this 
one.  

That means you need to find a way to make it happen.  

You fight for what you want and stay flexible in your 
approach to getting it. 

6. CONSISTENT 

Say what you mean. 

Do what you say. 

Leaders are consistent. They don’t change their mind every 
day and get talked out of their plans easily.  

If you are going to canter. YOU will canter. Your horse 
doesn’t get to say something different.  

If you say you will overcome your fear and ride today, you 
do.  

You do what you say. 
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7. ACTION 

Leaders act. They don’t wait for the ‘right’ time, ‘right’ 
weather or ‘right’ opportunity. When they decide they just do it. 

When I think of leadership I am always pulled towards the 
story of Mahatma Ghandi.  

Tired and fed up with the unjust law imposed by the British 
in India, Ghandi came up with a brilliant and clever plan on 
how to set into motion protests that would eventually bring 
about change to these laws in India. 

One such law was created in 1882 called the British Salt Act 
which prevented all people in India from making their own salt.  

The colonial government required all Indians to buy salt 
from the British and pay a salt tax. 

Ghandi’s choice to start with the salt tax was a carefully 
chosen target because he realised that although it was simple 
commodity, the salt tax affected every single person in India.  

It wasn’t complex to understand and it initially surprised the 
British. 

Prior to the protest Ghandi had written a letters to a number 
of prominent officials in which he declared he would halt the 
march in return for the elimination of the salt tax and a number 
of other unjust laws in place.  

He was a man who was trying to good for the Indian people. 
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Unfortunately officials did not answer Ghandi’s letter so he 

told his supporters, “On bended knees I asked for bread and I 
have received stone instead”. 

To Ghandi’s brilliance, he chose to do non-violent protests. 
Now clear on his purpose Ghandi and a group of Indian 
independence protestors began the march from Ahmedabad, 
India to the coast at Dandi.  

They would march peacefully to their destination where they 
would produce their own salt from the seawater illegally. 

The 23 day trek inspired millions of Indians to join Ghandi’s 
campaign of civil disobedience. On April the 6th, 1930, Ghandi 
and his supporters reached Dandi and dried seawater to make 
salt.  

They travelled south producing more salt and gathering more 
and more supporters. 

On the 5th of May, 1930, the British authorities could not 
stand for this anymore while Ghandi continued to break the law.  

They arrested him and were excessively violent to many of 
Ghandi’s supporters.  

The violent beatings were televised around the world 
showing hundreds of unarmed protestors standing peacefully 
while British troops hit them with batons.  

This only strengthened the support for Indian independence. 

Following this protest, Ghandi spent nearly 12 months in jail 
and along with 80,000 other Indian supporters. Ghandi had 
inspired millions of supporters to make their own salt.  
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Along with this the Indian people boycotted all British 
products and pay land taxes. 

The British colonial government tried to impose harsher 
laws but had no success. It was said that individual British 
military officers were at a loss what to do in response to the 
non-violent protest of the Indians, a testament to Gandhi’s 
strategy. 

Ghandi was a leader that possessed all the characteristics of 
a wonderful leader. By using and applying all 7 characteristics 
of a strong leader as listed above, he was able to create change 
in a nation that had been living by these unjust laws for nearly 
50 years.  

 When you step into yourself as a leader you have strength, 
fight, commitment, and that is what you need to overcome your 
riding fears.  

You simply must lead yourself.  

Give yourself permission right now to be all of that. Forget 
what society and you yourself believe about your own 
capabilities. Fight for what you want and demand you have it. 

When you give yourself the gift of self leadership I 
personally guarantee everything in your life will change and 
you will get the results you desire. 
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CHAPTER SUMMARY  

• Trust yourself. you CAN handle it! 

• Be the leader your horse needs you to be. It is up 
to you to help and lead your horse, not the other way 
around. 

• Be clear, have high standards, care, have passion, 
be flexible, be consistent and take ACTION!
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HOME PLAY 

Do a self analysis of how you rate as a leader. On a scale 
of 0-10  

• How clear are you? 

• How high are your standards and do you stick to 
them? 

• How much do you care about your horse? Or are 
you to worried and thinking about yourself?  

• How passionate are you about your riding and 
your goals? 

• How flexible are you in doing things different 
ways to get a result? 

• How consistent are you? Do you keep your private 
promises to yourself and get up early when you say 
you will? Or do you let yourself and others down? 

• How much action do you take on a  daily basis? 

Work on getting all those things up to a 8 or higher! 
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CHAPTER 12

THE FINAL INGREDIENTS FOR 
SUCCESS 

“Great things are not done by impulse, but by a series 
of small things brought together” ~ Vincent van Gogh 

Congratulations! You have nearly made it to the end of the 
book! I am so proud of all the learnings and actions you have 
created so far for you. 

As we are nearly at the end of the book I just wanted to 
recap what you have learned and the journey we have been on. 

In Section 1 you learnt how important it was to know the end 
goal.  

To have a crystal clear picture of what you riding looks like 
when it is exactly how you want it. 

In Section 2 you learned all about fear. What it is, your three 
biggest fears, how to remove secondary gain, how to use NLP 
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techniques to eliminate the hold fear has on you and how to 
shift your focus and take action. 

Moving on from there we removed the limiting beliefs 
holding us back, developed a character to act ‘as if’ for us and 
learned to trust and become the leader we have to be for 
success. 

Now there are only a few ingredients left to ensure your 
success and for you to have the FearLESS riding you are 
working towards. 

The first thing is certainty. 

If I could choose one thing that would give you the most 
change to your results, it would be overcoming your need for 
certainty. 

Your need for certainty is ruining your results. 

As human beings we dislike chaos. In fact we have an inbuilt 
desire to impose order on chaos at all times. 

As always this came from our ancestors where chaos could 
mean death. 

Now in today’s world chaos could still mean death, but a 
little bit of chaos is good. 

We all have a need for certainty. 

Anthony Robbins explains there are 6 core needs every 
human being needs to have met. They are needs not wants and 
will be met either resourcefully or unresourcefully. Either way 
they will be met. 
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One of these needs is certainty. We like to feel that we are in 

control. We like to feel we know what happens next. We like to 
know what to expect. 

Unfortunately riding cannot give you that. 

With riding you are not in control. You don’t know what will 
happen next and what to expect. 

The quicker you get okay with that, the quicker you will get 
results. 

I know you want to be: 

• Sure you will be okay. 

• Sure your horse will do what you say. 

• Sure you will be able to stay on. 

• Sure your horse won’t take off on you or buck you off. 

• Sure that you will feel safe and certain that you will be 
able to handle it and you will be okay. 

The challenge around that is, certainty isn’t possible when riding 
horses in that way. You can’t meet your need for certainty when you 
ride. Your horse is a living breathing animal with a mind of its own. 

So how do you meet your need for certainty when you can’t be 
certain about your horse?  

‘You meet it through being certain of yourself.’ 

This comes back to self trust. 
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You have to be certain you have what it takes, certain you can 
handle it and certain you can control the situation if something 
happens. 

Meet your need for certainty from you. 

Knowing you can control you. Being certain that you know what 
you will do if something happens. 

Knowing that no matter what happens and what comes your way 
that you can handle it. 

You can also feel certain in the skills you do well. With your 
rising trot you can rise to a diagonal and change your diagonal 
without thinking. That is huge certainty in your skill for rising trot. 

So in your riding, abandon the need for certainty that your horse 
will be okay. Give up on any certainty coming your way externally. 
Find the answers internally within you and find the certainty that 
you can handle it. 

Another crucial element to success is: 

Environment 

Take a moment now and have a think about who you associate 
with on a day to day basis. The people you choose to hang out with 
and talk to. 

It has been said that we are the sum of our 5 closest friends. This 
means that our income will be an average of the 5, our language will 
closely relate our friends, our behaviors, mannerisms and actions 
will all relate to the average of our friends. 
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When I discovered this I had to take a good hard look at who I 

associated with. 

What were my friend’s results and accomplishments? 

Was this the path that I wanted to take or did I have to find new 
friends? 

What were the results of my friends in the horse world? 

What were the results of my horse instructors and teachers? 

We are constantly bombarded and influenced by the thoughts, 
behaviours and opinions from those we associate. It is very true that 
they play a big role on the person we become. 

Whether we are highly motivated, watch certain TV shows each 
night, order take-away, exercise daily, even how we talk to 
ourselves is a product of the environment we are surrounded by. 

Your friends have an influence consciously and whether you like 
it or not, unconsciously. 

Do you think that if all your horse riding friends were competing 
at FEI level, were excited about competitions, loved to train 
together, watch training videos of Olympian riders and you were at 
Elementary level that this may have an influence on how quickly 
you may progress through the levels? 

You bet it would. 

By just being around them you’ll already take on their 
behaviours and start doing the things that they do. When you do the 
same things that they do you’ll get the same results that they are 
getting. 
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It really is that simple. 

There has been study after study to back up these findings. 

Compare this with hanging out with a different group of friends 
that ride their horses maybe once a week, or not, or perhaps only 
when the weather is good. They complain when it’s raining, bitch 
about other riders picking on them, talk about their fears, complain 
about their own horses and enjoy belittling others. 

How well do you think you’d progress now? 

Interesting isn’t it? The ‘you’ you’ll be is influenced by those 
around you. 

When I bring this up in my seminars and courses most people get 
quite angry thinking I am telling them to get rid of all their friends 
and family. 

I am not saying that at all! 

I am suggesting you limit the time you spend with people who 
aren’t traveling in the same direction or supportive of the direction 
you are traveling in. 

My own father is an amazing man, but out of protection to my 
feelings always tells me I won’t make it to the Olympics. 

He is worried I will be heartbroken if I don’t make it so he thinks 
by telling me it won’t happen I will be prepared. 

While I accept this is his way, it doesn’t encourage me to go after 
my dreams so I make sure when I am in his company I don’t bring 
up the Olympics so I am not affected by his view. 
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You get to choose how much of your precious time you will 

spend with people. 

My only advice is to choose wisely and make sure the majority 
of your time is spent with people encouraging, supporting and 
pushing you towards the rider you want to be. 

  

  

CHAPTER SUMMARY 

• We all like to feel certain and know what is coming 
next. 

• We can’t meet our need for certainty from our horse. 
The only way to meet our need is to be certain in self. 
Certain we can handle it, certain we will be ok no 
matter what, certain we can do it. 

• Environment shapes who you are. Make sure you 
surround yourself with people that support you and 
talk about how great riding is. 

• Make sure you limit the time you spend with people 
that tell you riding is something to be feared, or 
riders talking about their fears.
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HOME PLAY 

• Make a list of all the things you can be certain about 
when you ride. 

• Eg: Certain you can handle it, certain your horse is 
black/bay/chestnut, certain you have a bit in its 
mouth, certain you can walk, certain you can rise trot 
- focus on the skills you do have. 

• Think about the environment you ride in. Is it 
supportive and encouraging, filled with beliefs about 
how good and easy riding is? If not, think about how 
you can create a space for you to have that. You may 
put in your tack room your beliefs and character 
statement, you may start up a group of positive riders 
who only talk about what is going right.
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BONUS GIFT SIX :  

How do you stay focussed? The answer is you make sure 
you have positive quotes around you. For a copy of the 
quotes that I have come across over the years that boost 
my confidence and inspire me and keep me positive in my 
r i d i n g a n d i n m y l i f e , g o t o 
www.fearlessridingsuccess.com and click on the “Book 
Bonuses” tab. Enter the code FEARLESS to claim your 
FREE copy now to keep on your bedroom door or in your 
stables.

http://www.fearlessridingsuccess.com
http://www.fearlessridingsuccess.com
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CONCLUSION 

TAKE ACTION! 

That is the key!!!! 

We all have a choice.  

A choice to be at cause or at effect in our life. 

Our job is to try and be above the line and at cause as much 
as possible in our lives. 

If we are at effect we believe life happens to us, that we have 
no control over it and we are a victim to our circumstance. This 
makes us shrink and become fearful and weak. 

Or we can choose to be at cause for everything that happens 
to us. 

This means all your results are yours! Congratulations! 
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This also means all your non-results are yours as well! 
Congratulations! 

This means you don’t do excuses, blame or stories. It is not 
the weather, the moon, or Joe Blogs down the road’s fault why 
something didn’t happen. 

It is your responsibility. 

Yes this can take some growing up but the best thing about 
this is if it’s your responsibility, if you are at cause, then you 
can change it. 

You can choose in an instant to do something different. 

It is your choice to now take the learnings from this book 
and apply it. 

I wish I could do more. I wish I could do the learnings for 
you and you could sit on the couch eating Tim Tams! 

I have done my part. I have given you over 18 tools and 
ideas to overcome your fear. 

You can choose to be confident, strong and capable rider you 
already are. 

All it takes is the choice… 

Fo you to draw that line in the sand and say okay… today I 
act differently. 

Today I use what I have learned and make a change. 

Today I become and ‘be’ the rider I need to be to get the 
results I want. 
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I trust this book has inspired you to live above the line and 

step up and be all you can be. 

You have what it takes to overcome your fear. 

You have what it takes to be great. 

You have proven it by finishing this book. 

Now it’s your time to take action and be all you can be! 

I am looking forward to sharing your success stories! 

To your fearless riding success! 

!  

Natasha Althoff  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NATASHA’S ACHIEVEMENTS  

1998 - Competed in her first official 
Equestrian Australia  competition at the 
age of 16 

2001 - Qualified and member of the 
Dressage Stars of the Future A squad 

Qualified and Competed Australian 
National Dressage Championships 3 times 

Qualified and Competed Victorian State 
Dressage Championships 7 times 

Q u a l i f i e d a n d c o m p e t e d 
Dressage with the Stars 4 times 

CAREER HIGHLIGHTS 

Preliminary champion 2006 

Novice champion 2006 (twice), 2009, 2014 

Elementary champion 2006 (three 
times), 2011 

Advanced Champion 2009 

Grand Prix Champion 2014 (twice) 
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FEATURED IN: 

Howsewyse Magazine 

The Horse Magazine 

Equestrian Life 

HRCAV Chaff Chat 

Equitana 

Horse Downunder Magazine 

Horseland Catalogue - Front Cover 

The Weekly Times 

Equine Excellence 
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

Natasha Althoff 

Natasha Althoff is an Australian Grand Prix dressage rider, 
NLP Master Practitioner and performance coach, dressage 
trainer, author, hypnotherapist, master matrix therapist and IICS 
Sports Coach who has helped riders from over 50 countries 
worldwide become the riders they want to be, taking their 
riding to the next level. 

She began competing at official dressage competitions at the 
age of 16, after initially wanting to becoming an eventer and 
finding her passion was not in going over massive jumps and 
flying around a cross country course, but in the art of dressage.  

Her first dressage horse was a Friesian x Thoroughbred 
gelding called The Carrock Tambo, who she successfully took 
t h r o u g h t h e 
grades all the 
way to Grand 
Prix level.  

In 2005 she 
purchased and 
i m p o r t e d h e r 
f i rs t purebred 
F r i e s i a n 
s t a l l i o n , A b e 
(who was 5yo at 
the time), and after 5 years of training and competing as a 
combination together, moved through the grades and became 
the second horse she brought to Grand Prix level dressage, 
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making Natasha the first person in Australasia (Australia and 
the Pacific) to bring on and compete a Friesian at Grand Prix 
level dressage. 

She currently rides a 
5yo imported German 
Warmblood mare who 
h a s t h e g o a l o f 
r e a c h i n g a n d 
competing at Grand 
Prix level dressage in 
2019, as well as her 
newest horse, a 4yo 
i m p o r t e d F r i e s i a n 
stallion who has just 

started competing and 
shows huge promise in a bright dressage future. 

Natasha lives on 100 acres in Garfield, Victoria, Australia 
with her horses, dogs and cats. Natasha is married to her 
childhood sweetheart and first love, Phil Kelley, who helps her 
train and excel in the dressage arena through his personal 
training and fitness background. 

At the end of 2013, she brought a new aspect into her life, 
and a new love, after the birth of her first child, daughter 
Danika. Natasha rode horses well into her pregnancy with 
Danika and was back on the horse competing 3 weeks after 
giving birth. Danika is already showing interest in horses and 
has her own ‘miniature Friesian’ Galaxy - all this at 2 1/2 years 
of age! 
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She was blessed with a second child, a son, Tyler in 2015 

and was again back riding horses within weeks, attributing the 
support of her family, as well as her commitment and passion 
for dressage as the main reason why she was able to get back 
into riding so quickly each time! 

 

Dressage competition is Natasha’s passion however her other 
passion is inspiring and helping riders, especially dressage 
riders, become the best that they can be through her writing, 
workshops, programs and mentoring. 

For more information, visit www.yourridingsuccess.com 

  

http://www.yourridingsuccess.com
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Get the Life You Want. By Richard Bandler. Published by 
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The Structure of Magic. By Richard Bandler & John Grinder.  
Published by Science & Behaviour Books Inc 1975. 

The Structure of Magic II. By John Grinder & Richard 
Bandler. Published by Science & Behaviour Books Inc 1976. 

NLP in 21 Days. By Harry Alder & Beryl Heather. Published 
by Piatkus Books 2008. 
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e-book). 
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Published by Simon & Schuster. 
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ON BELIEFS AND CERTAINTY: 

Awaken the Giant Within. By Tony Robbins . Published by 
Free Press (a division of Simon & Schuster) 1991. 

Unlimited Power. By Tony Robbins. Published by Pocket 
Books (a division of Simon & Schuster) 1986. 

ON OVERCOMING FEAR: 

Feel The Fear And Do It Anyway. By Susan Jeffers, PhD. 
Published by Fawcett Books 1987. 

Feel The Fear… And Beyond. By Susan Jeffers, PhD. 
Published by Fawcett Books 1998. 
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SHARE YOUR OWN STORIES 

I would love to hear your opinion of this book and how it 
has helped you on your journey to FearLESS riding success. 

I also invite you to send in the personal story of your riding 
success and how this book helped you achieve it. Any stories 
submitted may be used in subsequent publications of this book.  

P l e a s e e m a i l y o u r n o t e s a n d s t o r i e s t o m e a t 
fearless@yourridingsuccess.com. 

We are also on Facebook and would love to have you part of 
our Facebook group. Join our “Your Riding Success” group on 
Facebook now to get free riding resources and tips to succeed in 
your riding by going to www.facebook.com/yourridingsuccess  

I hope this book proves useful to you and you enjoy reading 
it as much as I have enjoyed writing it for you. 

mailto:fearless@yourridingsuccess.com
http://www.facebook.com/yourridingsuccess
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TAKING YOUR FEARLESS RIDING 

SUCCESS TO THE NEXT LEVEL 

Natasha has a FearLESS Riding Success program that delves 
even deeper into the intricacies of how to overcome your fears 
and breakthrough to take your riding to the next level, and 
explains in detail the ‘how’ from what you have learned in this 
book.  

Do yourself a favour and immerse yourself in Natasha’s 
comprehensive system for fearless riding success - overcoming 
fear, navigating the roadblocks, reignite that flame of passion 
for riding your horse, reconnect with your love of horse riding 
and discover the tools and strategies you need to take your 
riding to the next level. 

FearLESS Riding Success is a must have system that takes 
you step by step through a program to eliminate your riding 
fears and have you enjoying your riding the way you should. 

It is broken down into 12 lessons with each one building on 
the previous one, generally delivered over 12 months. 

Go to www.fearlessridingsuccess.com now for more 
information on how you can get the tools and strategies you 
need to breakthrough your fears, increase your confidence and 
take your riding to the next level. It’s time to have the 
FearLESS and confident riding you’ve been searching for and 
start experiencing some of the best moments of your life. 

  

http://www.fearlessridingsuccess.com
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“I found that being given ‘permission’ to dream big, does not mean 
I’m just big headed and silly. 

I learnt that the path to success may not be clear but keep moving, 
have dreams and to develop clear goals, so there is something to work 
towards and measure. 

I found that being given ‘permission’ to dream big, does not mean 
I’m just big headed and silly. Natasha has an infectious enthusiasm 
that is most engaging.” 

- Ruth McFarlane 

“Thank you so much for doing what you do! I have changed (in a 
good way) so much since I took your FearLESS program. There are so 
many times I've gone back through the paperwork I did with your 
course and it's straightened me up and put me back on my path.  

So thank you all so much. I can't believe anyone could take your 
course and ever go back to the way things were before, it's truly 
changes the way life is seen!  

You guys are real life superstars that unselfishly teach people to 
become superstars!” 

- Bonnie Geary (aka: The Dream Rider)  

“I watched the first DVD last night and filled in corresponding 
pages in my work book. 

With the positive message from your Dvd I was able to ride tonight 
without fear. How amazing! I really focused on my vision and took my 
thoughts away from the wind and swaying trees. 

I have booked into a clinic for the weekend with flat and balance 
lessons both days so definitely going out of my comfort zone.” 

- Andrea Cleave 
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“6 weeks ago I scratched out of a comp because I was too nervous 

to go. Today, thanks to you I was able to attend, compete and win! 
I had no fear in my head even though the body was trying to tell 

me otherwise. It was a beautiful day so as I entered at A I looked into 
the beautiful blue sky and smiled. I'm sure the judge thought I was 
crazy. However it worked and we got a first and a fourth and won the 
level 4 jackpot and a rug.  

We are now level 3 and have some work to do but wanted to say a 
huge heart felt thank you. You have changed my life. 

Thank you thank you thank you xxx” 
- Andrea Cleave 

Awesome.  Really Awesome!! 
During my recovery after a bad accident on my horse, I started having 

anxiety about riding again…  I found Natasha on YouTube and followed 
the links to your great website!  I decided to participate in the FearLESS 
riding workshop, and purchased the book.  I was amazed to find out what I 
REALLY fear, and how it has effected different areas of my whole life! 

Fearless riding is a great read, easy to follow, and you'll want to take 
notes! One of my favorite parts of the book was the NLP tool-  SWISH 
patterns.  

I'm re-reading the book, and I keep a little journal to write down 
important quotes and affirmations that I keep with me. 

I really appreciate the book - which by the way is useful in all parts of 
life, not just riding! 

Thank you for taking the time to care about the success of others :) 
- Toni Corrigan 
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“Hi, I just wanted to send you an email to let you know you have no 
idea how helpful your website is and Natasha's resources, videos etc.  

Ten years ago I used to ride constantly and had no fear, I'd get on 
anything with four legs. I then rode a four year old just broken Anglo Arab 
who reared and fell on me.  

I thought I was going to die.  
I never got on a horse again. At Christmas I decided I that I wanted to 

get back on and get over what happened and since then I've been really 
struggling with an overwhelming fear when I get to canter.  

So after finding your website, reading the articles watching Tash's 
videos I had a riding lesson today bearing everything she’d taught me in 
mind and I've had a total break through. I cantered round the school in 
both directions and for the first time in 10 years I felt in control and that I 
wasn't going to die. Thank you so much it means the world to me xxx” 

- Louise Goudman 

“I am LOVING this and LOVING YOU!  My daughter has accused me 
of having a girl crush.  :)  I know what good riding looks like but I didn't 
know how to put what I knew together into a useful form so I could 
confidently move forward.  To make matters worse, this type of 
communication isn't my instructor's strong suit.   

I was SO lost, sad and utterly deflated.   
I now have a clear idea of where the path is so I can work on things 

systematically and I've found that to be incredibly helpful and empowering.  
For the first time, I feel as if I might actually be able to become the 

rider I want to be.  I'm 53.  I've dreamt of this my whole life so the very 
idea is enough to move me to tears.   You are a gift.” 

-Mary 
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“The first of FearLESS Riding Success kinda blew my mind, have 

worked out what it is I am actually afraid of and no, it has nothing to 
directly do with my riding (which is a buggar cause it's harder to fix than a 
riding problem!) 

Keep up the great work team, I'm really enjoying being in the riding 
success programmes.” 

- Kirsty Ansell 

“Ok now who rides their stallion in a halter to show her students that it 
is ok to be a fearless rider. Natasha Althoff does, that’s who.  

Thank you Tash for doing such things and showing your students that it 
is ok to not be afraid and to try new things. I absolutely love all of your 
videos. Thank you so much for your commitment to us (your students) it 
means so much.  

You are one of the best trainers because when you show a certain 
exercise you go the extra mile and show step by step on what you do with 
your body what you are supposed to feel or not feel. I do not know many 
trainers at all that do that. So thank you.  

Because of you I am able to really truly on my journey to become a 
great rider!. THANK YOU!!” 

- Victoria Robbins 

“Many thanks. You said something in the session which moved me 
beyond what had been holding me back and that was "what if you did 
canter and it was amazing?” my brain just seemed to move on!! I am very 
excited now!” 

- Jackie Murphy 
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“First I would like to thank you for all what you’re doing. You’re so 
positive person, and I really enjoy your films. 

Thanks to you and your advice, I had a great weekend. I’m working on 
ma fear, and first time I went to the forest alone and have great time with 
horse, without fear and “what if…?” 

Do not stop doing this, because you do it well and help people like me  
Greetings from Poland!” 

- Agnieszka Matusiak 

“So, first of all, I would just like to say, that I think you’re just lovely, 
and fearless and funny and professional and a joy to sit and watch the 
lessons as well. 

The leader and the follower exercises were extremely interesting and I 
thoroughly enjoyed being both, for the reasons that were mentioned and I 
had some more as well. 

Now, I have just finished the cost of fear, session 4, and I have the 
following - which I need to share: 

The “don’t shrink, bring it on!!, I have what it takes,” all these things, 
in my daily life, be it in my businesses, free lance or with my children, or 
even having given speeches now in front of 100 people, all these situations 
do not in any way faze me, or get me upset or cause me to shrink, on the 
contrary, I am fully in control and absolutely love the challenges…  

but… when it comes to now riding my 3 year old mare, and she already 
reared up and I fell off, there I shrink, and think, please don’t evvvvver do 
that again, and I still do not know how to “push my button saying bring it 
on, I can do this”. 

And after having done the leader, follower exercise, I can see how when 
a horse is not being lead by the rider, how they must feel totally lost. 

Thank you for your support and your help with my learning!” 
- Christa Seiler 
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“This has taught me so much about myself and I am so keen to keep 

going that I can’t wait for the next part!!  
I could push myself to ride lots of horses, I am a trainer so I have to.  
The more the fear built the more I tried to hide it and the worse it had 

become. Not realizing the root of all of it was not being good enough.  
Now the fear is a habit that I have to break and this is helping so much 

I just want to keep learning as much as I can and reclaim my life!!  
So THANK YOU!!” 

- Erin Schroeder 

“Thank you very much for your amazing videos and online programs! I 
used the first part of the fearless program, and can honestly say it was 
enough for me to be, well, fearless. So again thank you!” 

- Lisa 

“I'm so excited, today I did it after 30 plus years, I finally faced the ‘c’ 
word head on - I cantered round the arena and it was fun!!!!  

I still can't quite believe it but I wouldn't have got this far with your 
help and advice so I just want to say thank you, and that you and your 
wonderful horses totally rock!” 

- Jane Adair 

“I wanted to let you know that your video about what to do when your 
horse is playing up came at the perfect time!  

The very next day my horse did a tiny little buck (for the first time with 
me and it's something I have never experienced on any horse and that I 
was terrified of) but I pushed him on so he got nothing out of being silly 
and then I LAUGHED!  
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Normally even when he kicks out or shies I get worried and want to get 
off but we rode through, it was even at canter (something that is worrying 
enough on its own)!!  

So thank you, it means a lot!  

It was the one thing stopping us from going out and competing, because 
I had my friend ride through all the silliness at our fist show and you 
obviously can't do that for dressage competitions, but now I am seeing that 
I can do it!” 

- Bella Macpherson 

“After reaching out to you about my confidence issues, I got bucked off. 
You really helped me pick myself up and get back on again. (I was in bed 
icing my bruises while reading your book, haha!) 

Thank you for your constant motivation and also your inspiration. I 
absolutely love watching you ride and your videos have helped me fall 
completely in love with dressage. So thanks to you and Abe!!! 

I'm an adult amateur and and my confidence issues gave me so much 
doubt about whether or not I'd ever "get it". But now I truly believe I can. 
I've been riding, doing the work and giving every ride 100% and it’s finally 
paying off! I'm having a lot of "Aha!" moments and so much fun! I'm so not 
where I want to be in my riding, but I'm proud of where I've gotten and so 
excited for the future. 

I wanted to express how grateful I am for you and everything you do. I 
know that my riding is very positively influenced by you and I'm so glad I 
found you!” 

-  Erica Lee 
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“I just wanted to thank you. I'm already seeing a change in how I 

manage my fear.  
Today I arranged to ride with some friends at an arena in town. I was 

the first to arrive and instead of waiting for the others (which would have 
been my first inclination) I got ready and got on and started working on the 
stuff we started yesterday.  

I had a moment of ####! before I got on but worked through the 
reasons for my feelings and made the decision to trust myself and my horse 
and had a really good ride.  

I have a long way to go (both of us are works in progress! Me with my 
fear and him with his training) but I've got to say I was pretty proud of 
myself. 

Thank you for giving me some tools to deal with the fear that has been 
robbing of the joy when I ride. I'm looking forward enjoying every ride 
again.” 

- Rose Kahl 

“Wow I have just answered the first few questions in part 1 of 'my 
vision'. 

And almost had tears in my eyes when I realise how long I have been 
riding and not even really enjoying it. Being happy is a big part of the 
vision for myself.  Geez I have been so intense!  

Thank you for the possibility that I can actually enjoy my riding again... 
Will keep you posted…" 

- Nicki 
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FREE BONUS GIFTS 

How to Claim your FREE bonus gifts... 

As a special thank you for investing in my book I have put 
together some bonus gifts that I hope will have you on your 
journey to competition riding success. To claim your free gifts, 
go to www.fearlessridingsuccess.com and click on the “Book 
Bonuses” tab. 

You will be asked for a password from here... type in the 
word “FEARLESS” to access and download your free gifts! 

Good luck with your riding and I look forward to hearing 
how your journey progresses. 

To Your Success, 

!  

Natasha Althoff 

fearless@yourridingsuccess.com 
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FREE GIFT 1 - value $50 

Video on Submodality Shifts 

Have you read the chapter on submodality shifts, and it 
makes sense in theory, but you just don’t know where to start or 
if you are doing it right? Or perhaps you learn things better 
when someone is talking to you and showing you rather than 
reading it. 

Head on over to www.fearlessridingsuccess.com and click on 
the “Book Bonuses” tab to download your video on 
submodality shifts. 

FREE GIFT 2 - value $50

Celebration of Failure 

I love to celebrate failure.  

I think it is important to celebrate failure, as it is simply a 
stepping stone to success.  

Therefore to any one who sends me video of themselves 
failing - bad karaoke singing, coming last at a dressage 
competition, getting eliminated, whatever it is as long as it 
‘failing’ I will personally send you a gift voucher of $50 to use 
in the Your Riding Success Store. 

Send your failure to fearless@yourridingsuccess.com, and 
you will be sent back a $50 Your Riding Success gift voucher to 
use in the online store. 
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FREE GIFT 3 - value $50 

Confidence Coaching 

Sometimes it can be hard to identify secondary gain. In 
celebration of you taking action to work through your fears and 
secondary gain, to take your riding to the next level, I would 
like to offer you $50 off your first private one-on-one coaching 
session with a FearLESS Coach. 

All you need to do is head over to the website 
confidentridingsuccess.com and click on the “Coaching” tab to 
b o o k i n y o u r c o a c h i n g s e s s i o n n o w, o r e m a i l 
fearless@yourridingsuccess.com now. 

Make sure you bring this book with you to the session and 
mention this bonus to receive your discounted first session! 

FREE GIFT 4 - value $25 

Affirmations Template 

If you would like a template on how to do affirmations like I 
do, go to www.fearlessridingsuccess.com and click on the 
“Book Bonuses” tab to download your FREE pdf template that 
you can fill out, print up and keep in your stable, room, wallet... 
wherever so that you can repeat them as often as possible! 

mailto:fearless@yourridingsuccess.com
http://www.fearlessridingsuccess.com
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FREE GIFT 5 - value $25 

Getting into Character 

If you are feeling a little unsure of where to start when 
developing your character, or you would just like to see a copy 
of all the details of my character “The Flying Change Queen” 
so that you can model yours on them, make sure you head over 
to www.fearlessridingsuccess.com to download your free copy 
now! 

FREE GIFT 6 - value $10 

Positive Quotes from Positive, Confident People 

How do you stay focussed?  

The answer is you make sure you have positive quotes 
around you. For a copy of the quotes that I have come across 
over the years that boost my confidence and inspire me and 
keep me positive in my riding and in my life, go to 
www.fearlessridingsuccess.com and click on the “Book 
Bonuses” tab so that you can download your free copy to keep 
on your bedroom door or in the stables. 

  

http://www.fearlessridingsuccess.com
http://www.fearlessridingsuccess.com
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WHAT IS YOUR RIDING SUCCESS? 

As I mentioned, my passion is helping other riders succeed. 
To do this I have created a Riding Success Website that helps 
riders do 6 things: 

1. Overcome fear and doubt in their riding and 
break free to have the riding success they want. 

2. Learn to compete successfully. 

3. Learn to goal set for success and achieve their 
goals so they can live their dreams. 

4. Learn dressage simply and easily with my 
dressage mastery academy. 

5. Learn how to achieve the strength and core they 
need to ride by having the body they need.  

6. Understanding the mindset of riding success and 
further learnings in NLP. 

I f y o u w o u l d l i k e t o k n o w m o r e v i s i t 
www.yourridingsuccess.com for more information on each area 
of Your Riding Success now!  
You can also book Natasha for private functions as a speaker or 
clinician.  

http://www.yourridingsuccess.com
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HERE IS WHAT OTHERS HAVE TO 
SAY ABOUT YOUR RIDING SUCCESS 

“I can’t thank you enough Tash for the tools that you have 
given me. The depth of the learning and how far we were 
pushed was fantastic!” 

- Jo McKell 

“I now have the self belief and the feeling that my goals are 
attainable!” 

- Susan Taylor 

“The first moment that I met Natasha I knew that I had made 
the correct decision. Her energy, enthusiasm & positive vibe 
made it a great experience…” 

- Simone Gibbs 

“Natasha has so much to offer, & is an extremely helpful & 
positive mentor & I am really looking forward to the rest of the 
year!!” 

- Danielle Pooles 
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“I’ve had a lot of lessons on how to sit on a horse but not so 
many people can teach you how to change your mindset. Thanks 
Tash, for allowing me to dream BIG DREAMS, for saying it was 
OK, and showing me the way to make them happen.” 

- Libbie Rogers 

“I really want to say a huge thank you to Natasha – the 
effect that you personally have had on my life is the one of the 
biggest life changes I have ever had, and it’s all for the better – 
and it’s not just in my riding.” 

- Sara Shome 

“By going through the exercises and learning how I think, I 
have unlocked a whole new me ready to go.” 

- Claudia Gilbert 

“Being able to have someone (apart from myself) guide me 
through and past my limiting beliefs and comfort zone is such 
an advantage.” 

- Anna Krups 
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“Something had to change and that had to be me… I think 
my attitude has shifted and that’s worth every cent.”  

- Karen Snow 

“I’m so very excited to meet you! I would like to say that I 
love your energy – you and what you have to offer is just what I 
have been looking for with my riding skills and also helping 
with my fear.” 

- Amanda Cole 

“Natasha…. you are amazing. You’ve changed my life by 
giving me encouragement just when I needed it. 

Thank you just doesn’t cover it.” 

- Caro Ingram 
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“I decided to come to Natasha’s workshop because I was 
very unmotivated and very down on life.  

I was taking antidepressants for quite some time due to a 
whole lot of life changes. I had nowhere to go, no rock to turn 
to. Something just said to me that I really needed this - even 
though I was going to fly over from Western Australia - that I 
really needed direction ad help, as well as like minded around 
me.  

It was really amazing to come over here and commit to 
something that was bigger than just me. 

I completely changed my mindset, Tash has helped me 
through so much this year - I’ve lost 30kg and I no longer take 
antidepressants anymore!! 

If you really think you need something, some sort of 
guidance to point you in the right direction. When you need 
friends around you who can tell you when you are doing the 
wrong thing and you need that push - make sure you come and 
do one of Natasha’s workshops - they are awesome! 

Thanks Tash for everything that you have done for me over 
the last year!” 

- Michelle Nord 
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BONUS QUOTES 

“Sometimes, when we want something so badly, we fear failure 
more than we fear being without that thing.”  

- Matthew J. Kirby, Icefall 

“I am more than my scars.” 

- Andrew Davidson, The Gargoyle 

“If you are pained by external things, it is not they that disturb 
you, but your own judgement of them. And it is in your power to 

wipe out that judgement now.” 

- Marcus Aurelius, Meditations 

“I have to face the fear. I have to take control of the situation 
and find a way to make it less frightening.” 

- Veronica Roth, Divergent 
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“It doesn’t matter if I’m off the beat. It doesn’t matter if I’m 
snapping to the rhythm. It doesn’t matter if I look like a complete 

goon when I dance. It is my dance. It is my moment. It is mine. And 
dance I will. Try and stop me. You’ll probably get kicked in the 

face.” 

- Dan Pearce, Single Dad Laughing 

“To escape fear, you have to go through it, not around.” 

- Richie Norton, Resumes Are Dead and What to Do 

About It 

“There is no illusion greater than fear.” 

- Lao Tzu 

“Men are not afraid of things, but of how they view them.” 

- Epictetus 

“Fear can make a moth seem the size of a bull elephant.” 

- Stephen Richards, Releasing You from Fear 
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“If I would not do something – right now – I would never get 

to live my dreams in waiting.” 

- Gisela Hausmann "Naked Determination 41 Stories 

About Overcoming Fear" 

“Fear is the original sin,” suddenly said a still, small voice away 
back—back—back of Valancy’s consciousness. “Almost all the evil 

in the world has its origin in the fact that some one is afraid of 
something.” 

Valancy stood up. She was still in the clutches of fear, but her 
soul was her own again. She would not be false to that inner voice.” 

- L.M. Montgomery, The Blue Castle 

“Sometimes you just have to have faith in your own ideas. If you 
don't someone else will. Why should it be them and not you? The 

only difference is who is willing to take a chance.” 

- Jennifer Ritchie Payette, co-author, "Modular Career 
Design” 
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“When you encounter uncomfortable situations, you can either 
decide to be victim or an over-comer. Always choose to be an over-

comer. Grace is within our reach to be an overcomer.” 

- Lailah Gifty Akita 

“If we let fear control our decision making we always make the 
wrong decision.” 

- Butch Bellah, The 10 Essential Habits of Sales Superstars: 
Plugging into the Power of Ten 

“A fear conquered is a fear harnessed.” 

- Wysteria Morningstar 

“Let me not pray to be sheltered from dangers, but to be fearless 
in facing them. Let me not beg for the stilling of my pain, but for the 

heart to conquer it. ” 

- Rabindranath Tagore 
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“Our greatest fear should not be of failure but of succeeding at 

things in life that don’t really matter.” 

- Francis Chan 

“Thinking will not overcome fear but action will.” 

- W. Clement Stone 

“You love fear. The ending of fear is death, and you don’t want 
that to happen. I am not talking of wiping out the phobias of the 

body. They are necessary for survival. The death of fear is the only 
death.” 

- U.G. Krishnamurti 

“Make sure your worst enemy doesn’t live between your own 

two ears.” 

– Laird Hamilton (Surfer) 
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“You can motivate by fear, and you can motivate by reward. 

But both those methods are only temporary. The only lasting 

thing is self motivation.” 

– Homer Rice (American Football coach) 

“If you don’t have confidence, you’ll always find a way not 

to win.” 

– Carl Lewis (Olympic track and field athlete) 

“Obstacles don’t have to stop you. If you run into a wall, don’t 
turn around and give up. Figure out how to climb it, go through it, 

or work around it.” 

– Michael Jordan (Basketball player) 

“Everything you want is on the other side of fear.” 
- Jack Canfield 

“There is only thing which makes a dream impossible to 
achieve: the fear of failure” 

- Paulo Coelho  
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“Fear is a manipulative emotion that can trick us into living 

a boring life.” 

- Donald Miller 

“FEAR has two meanings: ‘Forget Everything And Run’ or 
‘Face Everything And Rise’. The choice is yours.” 

- Zig Ziglar 

“The question isn’t who is going to let me; it’s who is going 
to stop me.” 

- Ayn Rand 

“Fear never wrote a symphony or poem, negotiated a peace 
treaty or cured a disease. Fear never pulled a family out of 

poverty or a country out of bigotry. Fear never saved a 
marriage or a business. 

Courage did that. 

Faith did that. 
People who refused to consult or cower to their timidities 

did that.” 
- Mark Lucado in ‘Fearless’ 
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SUMMARY OF CHAPTERS 

SECTION 1 - WHERE ARE YOU AND 
WHERE DO YOU WANT TO BE? 

CHAPTER 1 - WHY ARE YOU HERE? 

• Everyone feels fear 

• You are ready to change and overcome your fear - you have 
already taken the first step and picked up this book! 

• The more you commit to playing 100% through this book and 
creating change, the better the results you will get. 

• Many people have had the same fears you have and overcome 
them - so you can too! 

CHAPTER 2 - VISION 

• Vision is important - you need to know where you are 
heading 

• Step out of your logical “but that couldn’t happen” part of 
your brain and dream big. What could you achieve if you 
had no fear? What if that was possible? 

• The vision must be clear - unclear visions give unclear 
results 
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• It’s all in the detail. The more detail you have, the more 

rich and real you believe it to be, which starts to build the 
belief that it is possible for you 

• You have to know your song and own it. When you have 
the vision and you are clear on what you want you need to 
fight to make it become your reality and you have to be 
strong to the doubters out there. 

SECTION 2 - FEAR 

CHAPTER 3 - WHAT IS FEAR 

• Fear is an emotion, not a fact. 

• We are only born with two fears - falling and loud noises - 
everything else is learned, so can therefore be unlearned. 

• FEAR is usually made up in your head to keep you safe 
and in your comfort zone. 

• The three biggest reasons people experience fear are 
feeling not good enough, not loved, or not belonging. 

• When you reconcile these three fears and get okay with 
not being good enough, being loved and belonging - 
everything changes. 
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• Fear keeps us small and in a comfort zone, which means 
we don’t go out, learn and grow, and become all we can 
be. 

• You can feel safe and live small, or face your fears and 
have your dreams, the choice is yours. 

• If the fear is to preserve life because of trauma or an event, 
using NLP techniques will release this. 

CHAPTER 4 - WHAT DOES FEAR COST YOU? 

• There is a price to pay to keep fear in your life. Yes, you 
get to feel safe and comfortable, but you don’t get your 
dreams. 

• You have a choice: avoid fear or have your dreams. Not 
both. 

• We always have a positive intention from any behaviour. 
What is your secondary gain for keeping fear in your life? 
What does it give you? 

• What goals would you have achieved in your life if you 
had embraced fear and moved forwards rather than allow 
fear to hold you back? 
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CHAPTER 5 - OVERCOMING FEAR USING NLP 

• It is impossible to experience reality for reality itself. 

• All we can experience is OUR version of reality which is 
created by our filters. 

• If we want our reality to change we need to change a filter. 

• Our brain codes information in our head in pictures and 
these pictures are all stored differently in our heads. 

• Whether we like something, hate something or are fearful 
of it is in part because of how it is stored. 

• By changing the submodalities we can change the 
emotions we feel when we think of it. 

• Your state determines your physiology and your 
physiology determines your state. 

• If you act depressed by looking at the ground and 
hunching your shoulders you’ll feel depressed and vice 
versa. 

• Act courageously and fearlessly and you’ll soon feel 
confident and capable of achieving anything. 

• Submodalities give our images and videos in our head 
meaning and feelings. 

• We have three main submodalities which are visual, 
auditory and kinaesthetic. 
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• By changing the submodalities associated with our images 
we change the way we feel about certain situations and 
this can lead us to overcome our fear. 

• Swish patterns are a powerful NLP tool that have the 
ability to change the way we react to previous triggers that 
out us in fearful or unresourceful states. 

• Reframing is an important tool to use daily to make sure 
you are changing your reality to how you want it. 

• The power of language is important to shape your reality 
how you want it to be. 

CHAPTER 6 - MAKING FEAR YOUR FRIEND 

• The 7 Step Process to Love and Embrace Your Fear: 

1. Acknowledge your Fear 

2. Determine the root cause of your fear - what does it 
really mean? 

3. Fix the root cause of the fear 

4. Remove secondary gain - be ready to pay the price 
and give up something 

5. Use NLP tools to eliminate the power the fear has over 
you 

6. Take ACTION 

7. Be patient 
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• What you focus on is what you get, so make sure you shift 

your focus to what you do want. 

• Failure means your green light to, your stepping stone to 
success. 

SECTION 3 - CREATING CONFIDENCE 

CHAPTER 7 - BELIEFS 

• Beliefs are crucial to determining what kind of reality we 
experience. Change a belief and you will change your reality. 

• Limiting beliefs can be formed at a young age that hold us 
back in our lives and stop us from achieving opportunities to 
grow and succeed. 

• With everything we believe we must challenge and decide for 
ourselves if believing it will help us achieve our goals and 
overcome our fear. 

• Beliefs aren’t real. Only believing them makes them so. 

• You must actively choose the beliefs you want to keep and 
gain evidence for and start to delete evidence for the limiting 
beliefs you want to remove. 
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CHAPTER 8 - CHANGING A BELIEF 

• Associate massive pain to the limiting belief by thinking what 
keeping this belief will cost you and make you miss out on. 

• Associate massive pleasure to the new belief you want to 
create. 

• By keeping this belief you will be able to experience so many 
more new and fun experiences. 

• There are three types of beliefs - opinions, beliefs and 
convictions. 

• The power of a conviction is you have complete certainty and 
will do whatever it takes to fight for what you believe. 

• Wouldn’t it be amazing to create a positive conviction for 
your riding that you believed with every cell of your being 
that you are an amazing confident successful rider who can 
handle anything that comes your way? 

• How different would your riding be then? 

• Your riding is stunted and not where you want it to be not 
because you can’t do it but because you won’t allow yourself 
to ride differently by hanging on to old beliefs. 

• By smashing through your old beliefs and creating new ones 
your experience with your riding has to change. 

• By using positive affirmations you can change your limiting 
beliefs into beliefs that will serve your riding and allow you 
to ride how you want. 
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CHAPTER 9 - BE, DO, HAVE MODEL TO 

OVERCOME FEAR 

• Most people focus on what they want to have and maybe find 
ways to learn what they need to do in order to have what they 
want. 

• The secret is in who you need to ‘be’ so you ‘do’ the actions 
necessary to have what you want, easily and effortlessly 
because it is who you are. 

• Willpower, strength and forcing yourself to do something will 
only get you so far and it is draining and tiring. 

• You need to shift who you are as a person so the actions 
become easy and immediate. 

• The choice is yours. You can choose to not change who you 
are being and keep complaining that you can’t have what you 
want. 

• Or you can create the change, become the person you need to 
be, so you do what you need to do, so you can have the riding 
results you want to have. 
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CHAPTER 10 - CONFIDENCE NOW 

• We all act differently depending on which role we are in - 
parent, working, friend, spouse. 

• Therefore we can choose to act differently and be a certain 
role and person when we ride. 

• By being the character when we ride we allow ourselves to 
express the traits we need i.e. confidence, strength, etc to get 
the results we want. 

• This means we can ‘be’ the character we need to be so we do 
what we need to do to have the riding results we want to 
have. 

CHAPTER 11 - TRUST AND LEADERSHIP TO 
OVERCOME FEAR 

• Trust yourself. You CAN handle it! 

• Be the leader your horse needs you to be. It is up to you to 
help and lead your horse, not the other way around. 

• Be clear, have high standards, care, have passion, be flexible, 
be consistent and take ACTION! 
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CHAPTER 12 - THE FINAL INGREDIENTS FOR 

SUCCESS 

• We all like to feel certain and know what is coming next.

• We can’t meet our need for certainty from our horse. 
The only way to meet our need is to be certain in self. 
Certain we can handle it, certain we will be ok no matter 
what, certain we can do it.

• Environment shapes who you are. Make sure you 
surround yourself with people that support you and talk 
about how great riding is.

• Make sure you limit the time you spend with people that 
tell you riding is something to be feared, or riders talking 
about their fears.
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SUMMARY OF HOME PLAY 

SECTION 1 - WHERE ARE YOU AND 
WHERE DO YOU WANT TO BE? 

CHAPTER 1 - WHY ARE YOU HERE? 

Commitment statement 

Yes, I completely agree to - 

1. Have an open mind and a willingness to learn. 

2. Be okay with uncertainty and change and love being 
pushed out of my comfort zone. 

3. Bring 100% all the time. 

4. To take responsibility for all my results and all my non 
results. 

5. To ask for help and to always ask questions and accept 
feedback in order to help me improve. 

6. To commit to CANI (Constant And Never-ending 
Improvement). 

7. Participate in this journey with total passion and intensity, 
committed to experiencing it with fun, outrageousness and 
energy. 

8. Being okay with making mistakes. 

9. Take responsibility for my emotional state. 
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10. To keep turning up and get going when it gets hard. 

11. To always, always, always give my best to everything!! 

Signature:       Date:    

CHAPTER 2 - VISION 

1. Create your dream vision of how you want your riding to 
be.  

• Do you want to be galloping in the open paddock?  

• Competing at a show with no nerves?  

• Do you want to be doing effortless trot-canter 
transitions?  

• Do you want to be feeling happy confident and 
calm in all of your riding?  

• What is it for you that you want? 

2. Fill in the details.  

• What are you wearing?  

• What does your horse look like?  

• Where are you?  

• Is it good weather? What are you doing?  

• What else do you see?  
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• What do you hear?  

• What do you feel?  

• How does it feel?  

• What are you telling yourself?  

• What are you focussing on?  

3.  How important is it to you to achieve this vision? Give 
yourself a score out of 10. That is your commitment level. 
It better be an 8, 9 or preferably a 10.  

4.  Print out this vision, add pictures if you wish, put this 
where you will see it - wallet, bathroom mirror, tack 
room, make a commitment to read it every day until it 
becomes your reality. 
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SECTION 2 - FEAR 

CHAPTER 3 - WHAT IS FEAR 

• Write down everything you fear.  

• When did you learn this was something to fear? 

• What could you have learned instead of learning to fear? 

• What is this fear actually about - get to the root cause 

For example: 

A fear of competing is a fear of not being good enough 
and not belonging. 

A fear of cantering is a fear of not being in control, not 
trusting yourself, not thinking you are good enough to 
handle it. 

CHAPTER 4 - WHAT DOES FEAR COST YOU? 

• What have you missed out on, lost and given up  because 
you used to let fear win?  

• Write a list of everything fear has cost you in your life so 
far, because you let it hold you back and keep you from 
going for your dreams. 

• Work out your secondary gain, why, until now have you 
kept your fear?  

• What does having the fear allow you to have? 
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CHAPTER 5 - OVERCOMING FEAR USING NLP 

Think of a fear you have in your riding: 

• Step1 - Go through the NLP communication model and 
analyse what you DDG about the event, what your beliefs 
are and what your IR was. Then change your IR so you 
feel differently about the event. 

• Step 2 - Elicit submodalities, change them and feel the 
emotions change as you do it. 

• Step 3 - Swish it. How do you feel now? 

• Step 4 - Reframe it and change your language about the 
event so that it works for you. 

CHAPTER 6 - MAKING FEAR YOUR FRIEND 

• Go through the 7 step process and change once and for all 
your relationship with your fear. 

• When you have done that go and take action! Action is 
where the magic is! Remember confidence turns up after 
you take action. So don’t go waiting for confidence. Your 
time is now! Go and take action - imperfectly is fine and 
if you fail even better!!!!! 
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SECTION 3 - CREATING CONFIDENCE 

CHAPTER 7 - BELIEFS 

• Write on a blank piece of paper all your beliefs that are 
limiting about your riding.  

• For example: 

• I’m not good enough 

• I’m not rich enough 

• I can’t canter 

• I’m not talented 

• Don’t try to censor the list, or make a judgment about it. 
Let it literally be a brain dump and just list everything 
that is inside your head and heart when you think about 
you, your riding and your ability to ride. Don’t worry we 
will be fixing it next chapter, for now just get it all out on 
a piece of paper and then read on! 

Exercise Time! What are your current beliefs? 

I want you to write down all your beliefs that you have 
around yourself and your riding. Start off each belief with, 'I 
believe' and then you fill in the sentence. 

For example you may say: 

'I believe riding is hard’. 
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'I believe riding is easy'. 

'I believe I can ride’. 

‘I believe I can’t ride’. 

‘I believe I sit well’. 

‘I believe I sit like crap’. 

‘I believe I’m in control’. 

‘I believe I’m not in control'. 

'I believe riding is...' 

Whatever it is about you as a rider, start writing all your 
beliefs that you have around horses, riding and you as a rider. 
Did you realize all that was standing in your way? Are you okay 
with that? Is it any wonder with all those beliefs in your head?  

Rather than telling yourself you don’t enjoy riding, have a 
fear holding you back or lack the results that you want, with 
what you have learnt in this chapter you are now aware it is 
because of your current beliefs. 

CHAPTER 8 - CHANGING A BELIEF 

• Make your list of what you will now install in you to 
believe.  

• Take your list of all the limiting beliefs you held and turn 
them all into positives. 
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• For example - I can’t ride... to... I can ride amazingly 

well! 

• Remember the unconscious brain can’t process a 
negative, so if you had a belief of ‘I get scared in canter’ 
and you want to change it to ‘I don’t get scared at canter’, 
that still installs the ‘get scared at canter’, so change it 
instead to ‘I love to canter and feel confident and happy 
when I do it.’ 

• When you have the list print 3 copies out. One for your 
bathroom mirror, one for your wallet and one for your 
bedroom.  

• Every time you are in the bathroom say your new beliefs 
as affirmations. Every time you use your wallet  say your 
new beliefs as affirmations. Every time you go to bed 
read through and say your new beliefs as affirmations.  

• Do this three times a day for 90 days and watch your 
riding transform. Trust me! 

CHAPTER 9 - BE, DO, HAVE MODEL TO 
OVERCOME FEAR 

• Write out on a sheet of paper everything you want when it 
comes to your riding. What is your ideal perfect riding 
experience? 

• Under that write ‘What do I need to do?‘ followed by all 
the action steps you need to take so you can have your 
ideal perfect riding experience. 
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• Then write ‘who do I need to be?’ 

• Write down all the personality traits you will need to 
embody, so you take the action that is necessary to have 
everything you want. 

• Take this sheet into the next chapter where we will teach 
you how to make this your reality. 

CHAPTER 10 - CONFIDENCE NOW 

• Fill out the following page to create your own Be/Do/Have 
model: 

1. Hallucinate 3 riders 

- What are their traits/beliefs etc that you want to 
become part of your riding? 

2. Write out a name for your character in the space 
provided. I am... 

3. And I believe... This is where your beliefs go (go back 
to the beliefs chapter and see how many fit in here for 
what you need to believe to have your riding just how 
you want it.) 

4. And I... Insert traits here such as I am strong, powerful, 
confident etc. 

5. Which means I get... Insert your results here. 

And there you have it - your own Be/Do/Have brought to life! 
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YOUR OWN BE/DO/HAVE MODEL 

I am     

And I believe... 

               
               
               
               
               
               
                

And I... 

               
               
               
               
               
               
                

Which means I get... 
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CHAPTER 11 - TRUST AND LEADERSHIP TO 
OVERCOME FEAR 

Do a self analysis of how you rate as a leader. On a scale of 
0-10  

• How clear are you? 

• How high are your standards and do you stick to them? 

• How much do you care about your horse? Or are you 
to worried and thinking about yourself?  

• How passionate are you about your riding and your 
goals? 

• How flexible are you in doing things different ways to 
get a result? 

• How consistent are you? Do you keep your private 
promises to yourself and get up early when you say you 
will? Or do you let yourself and others down? 

• How much action do you take on a  daily basis? 

Work on getting all those things up to a 8 or higher! 
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CHAPTER 12 - THE FINAL INGREDIENTS FOR 

SUCCESS 

• Make a list of all the things you can be certain about 
when you ride. 

• Eg: Certain you can handle it, certain your horse is black/
bay/chestnut, certain you have a bit in its mouth, certain 
you can walk, certain you can rise trot - focus on the 
skills you do have. 

• Think about the environment you ride in. Is it supportive 
and encouraging, filled with beliefs about how good and 
easy riding is?  

• If not, think about how you can create a space for you to 
have that.  

• You may put in your tack room your beliefs and character 
statement, you may start up a group of positive riders who 
only talk about what is going right. 
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This book may be purchased in bulk for educational, 
business, fundraising or sales promotion use. For more 
information please email info@yourridingsuccess.com 

mailto:info@yourridingsuccess.com
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CONTACT YOUR RIDING SUCCESS 

Your Riding Success 

PO Box 125 Garfield, Victoria, Australia 3814 

Phone: +61 422 227 364 

Email: info@yourridingsuccess.com 

Location: Garfield, Victoria, Australia 

Website: www.yourridingsuccess.com 

Other Your Riding Success Websites: 

Dressage Mastery Academy: dressagemastery.com 

Your Goalsetting Success: yourgoalsettingsuccess.com 

FearLESS Riding Success: fearlessridingsuccess.com 

Your Competition Success: yourcompetitionsuccess.com  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